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=?1 '^'^^cs^^ ^mz^ 

"Words whose utter inanity proved his insanity" 
Lewis Carrol; The Hunting of the Snark. 

CSffjfjvsfi^ 4Cî CSr?l ^-^ -sife^ mz^; Of^lW UMU^ a¥F( 

iw.-^ ^us «n^^ I »(;;^si1i:w ^ i ^ 5̂n*n sj^fsw? ^^ci (fit w ^SIHT^ 

caf̂ TCvsf̂  ^s^sf •nfe^ra ^ t ^ r ^ s ^ f^m ^isnci ŝfĵ w fera 

^ 5 i:^ ' M ^w :^ sf̂ , >iit TR :^ • ' 1 % ^ ^ ^?>i<}>\si<i WTTT^ 

'fvs^l? ^ 1 ^ t^lji%C?ffe«W I ŝTlT "m^ lil^l^T C1T§ ^8IT ^^^T f ' O -

fwc^ : ^^Mjw^ fe;ia^ial<ii wm.^ w^m "^ifa^ St?:® ^$5^0 &H, 

' l l w r 7|'=^< >ICbvs'< I ^ r a i 'Si^ WsTĈ  d̂olCSr W«IT ^ ^ ^ alWT 

^^r^sfhsra ^w* f siTT^ ̂ vs mc^, ̂ snwi^i fer k^̂ w w i ^ 1 ^^itwi 

•s^^rf^ la^s^H ^C5̂  W«R:^—<iit ^H^Mî f >i4=i(:4 ¥aT?f[i >iit 
j«ti 4iwi^ # f ^^5^H 4 ^ (î CffR. vsî csî  ^v^<^ ^mc^ ^ ^ s f ^ ^s , 
^̂ sTT, iT*f5T •Q T^̂ IW<1 HMT ^5TC^ Ĉ fĈ  "SfU^ Z^ ^fSV\:^ 





fsqs^'Ts 

U^ f f f ^ , ^snsfU, ^ltc<F CK^ K ^ , 

"ŝ 'BPf f s j i ^ fnwCT f-^T^c^ ^sTra^TR; 5̂[ra ŝnfsr, 
tf:;?:i5T fw, H ^^ ^ f ^ - s i i : ^ i ŝnsrar c w i r 
îf5^oi;;;sf l i i ^ c^^iiiw^ • Q ' ^ W^ ^<ic^, c f 

/>sri<iK«i5 sfEM <!ic?it̂ oi 1 z^fsy\ w^^ ^?R:^ 

? t ^ ^c^ ^ 1 ^sm snsrr^ ^^Tit^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ 1 ^ \ssTOi ?;FI?PT ' ^ 'sra ^ s ^ (OT 

gq(?5f ?rr^^ teT«i1 aTvsMiw ^ 1 ^ gfsrrt ^ ^ j ^ i 

# ^ l i l t 5f^Fi1 ? p ^ SRI t̂>iH,<ii't<t> S l ^ •nra*-^ 

f : ^ •y\s«i3l 

^ F i : ^ 3ra; c ^ fe^ D̂ira I 

51^ f W fer, ^IWCTH; >8 ^ r t ^ 3=[^ I 

^sn^nwi ŝTMT^ ^ 1 ^ wm^ fen ' s n ^ 

rR?! ^ (ftsi:. ifisf̂ . z^ -sî iPf '̂ sc^ f ^ ^ I 

—"«s, '>87R grra i £ i ^ 'sfTiTTn ^R»fT ^ 
w=^z^ l i i ^ i:;f^sn ^SJT!:̂  I ^SC^ ^sn^ra ^ f ^ 'Q 

^sra i i^Woi ^ w f ^ 50TW 1 w c^T^ 5n?[ 

C?f?>IC\lsT'>l' ^̂ Ĉ lW * l f a ^ , ^^=10 iWn? 

file:///ssTOi


M ^ t^sr I f̂  k i l t WR:^ # f 'T^ ^ofer 

T4\siw <i(',<iM<i snw? "nr-QiT c^rs i ^sra ^a^ 

"sp^, 1%7^ C^M '^^^ C^l^ I ^ ^ ^»lMr 

<^^ ĉ 5wi?r ^oicw nff^ I w^ m^-Q TT̂ f̂T 
ĉ iw, u^ )̂iviic<]<i 'SrOT snr^i ^ac^r^ ig^^ r̂a 

sTCJfT fer, 'snw '^'T'^ fen^ ^^t ,̂ HVIHI*! <t'''§(:\o, 
•nTt?:n 5̂rra 5i;;feT ?fT?i?:̂  ^ V ? <iT>i4\si ^uri 

f^s*^ <3WW ^ ' T ^ *lli|liH<l 'W^T^ tiSfT ^ JTri 

TSTTHI fT?ri ^ ^ •«¥[ ifl'TC^ *II(:<!<M5, 

•^ 5̂VfT ^ ^ c^n^r 

^Sl̂ lvST..." 

5M I ^I^S^ro <1=iCvi3|̂  ^J?:«^ ^ W f^pfM ;̂, 5[TS[T 

5̂fWl?r ^Jif^ ^5^vs, HMT! 1 ^ % ^ iil¥ CT^I 

"(TT ^P^sm <3 Sfl^7«, a m ^ ?:̂ TCef ;;<^Cf 

" ^ C^T^ « 1 ^̂ TÔ  C«C^ ^ i t c^ W^fE^TRR 

1 w vsi4iwiiji ^ .̂ n̂wr few ?n, ^̂ jR«r 'î cv̂ w 

WFCT c '̂sTT^ fei'w fer ^ <̂  <t>icsii'$T '̂<i 

^fsr ^<r ^ CSR;̂  c#tf if:̂ :̂  s i r ^ ^ ^ni 

CSrRT OT^TCT # f ^ r ^ ŝn̂ TR ^"SIM CTf^ I 

^ ? s ^ , f^5?^ 7MJ ^ sllt^cs^ 5 n ^ CSK^ JTRW 

'TR, '5i;t5R i w ŝnfsr ĈV̂ T tq:^ T̂ sî w i 5̂iT<rra' 

T̂M̂  :5M nsn^ ^SJT^ I J » ( ^ J ; ^ ^ ^ sfrOT! 

!;aTiw?'>i ^pm^ -niwT, ^^q« 



^^co^ I £W^, us]% ŝnfsr »̂HoT;;5f̂  ?nt ^ic?i^-

fe'R ^ ^ c ^ n r a ^ ^ ^ ^ « t <3^ ^wfiuo ^^^ 

fesf^ ^ ft^ ^ w s f»R;«i cife I ^̂ nfsT ^ 0 ^ 

" w « ( ^ ? n ^ «n5M, ^srwra ?:«R;^ -ii^ 

iTNoTI ^sfffsf ^ T ^ cs(c^ \oT5i;;; ^<)s1^i| ^sfisfra 

f ' ^ î;;foT WffI, f^ 5 ] ^ t ^ ; iftC^ CWira 

•^ bMlolitW i?r 5̂fra ^»NJn ?t>'\si<) ^5[\sT fer 

^ 1 5 f i ^ siijf̂ cif ciRra ^5fK5it ŝnfsf v f ^ 
m^ ' ^ ^i5w ^i\5li:\o ^ r f e i 1 

^rra (fis^srffR liic^ ^ w i fer ( ? ^ i ; ? ^ 
i:¥t^ c w \..M<i ^ f^^ > i i^ # ^ ^^^^j^ 

srCTi, r ^ 'f;;c:§T ^c f̂̂ ^ K ^ m\ 

fer in I c ^ ^ ' r o t •Tra fjTi 'snsrra: sn^ 

"wira wrT ^ftf;;#i <5#r ^san^ s i r^ ^ 

WM^ ^ 5T[f̂ ! f ¥ ^ ŝTRra us\ ^m mU'n 

(lî fM ^ Ĉ«R:?f 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 SRTT ^ 5p;;C^ ^Cff 

SfHT US\ ifWRfl 

\ora ^«?t ^^nsira C5^ fe^i volt vsra ' Q I 
^isfnr ĉ ê oi:̂  \sw=ii ^ T R I ^ m ^ w r a C^JM 

" ^ ŝrwT^ fifi:^ ?M ^MTC^ -siTC^-^ifsr 

"C^ ? m , '1%, ŜfT̂ ra bMMIfl?' 

SK^ CCT«f ^sc^ (TT ŜIWM fe:^ v s l l w ^ I 

"^sn^ volt: ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ntsil i:pf^ 

•'mi^ '^ I" 

csff^rosl^ wcmi <Tf?Rn, :ij5<^o 
NX/ 

f j T ^ 
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»r^ i—*^«?i« i^ 

PRifupT 5R<ŝ «rTsnra 

>»o caf3ro#3T ^ o w '^(iwr, ̂ js^o 



^ C5M C'K^ SRTa', 

STKSRT iiiTi5i\s ^srrsf ^ r a ^ i ^ ' s f R j s f ^ 

C ^ U «fR5T ^ ^ ?I?f I" 

si^^gW ^̂ iî T »i;;si;; 

SICTC^ iSTRIIW C ^ C ^ 

"sc;^ -GC^i ?:«[M ' ' ^ i ^ , 

um ^ ^ t »^ ^iter 

5i7« ^c^ i ^ "sirai 

^Ti?^ m^^ C t̂vS 

Zi^ ŝflOT T̂CofT 5Rn 

* * * 

fe^^TH 4=iC'Sisi ^ * t ^? :^ , 

>iij,(:fei?i' V ¥ 

"^51151^ CVDT Slf^ ^ 

"SK^ ^ C^'^l^fT^ I" 

\»i:^ - Q ^ SIWI 1 M 

" - e l ir:;!?^ OT^TT ?n?I 

sfw c ^ ^ 5ra^M I" 

w^ srraĉ  ^w i 

c ^ ^ COT̂ r ^TR:? 

!:2ft>ICv!«?'^ ŝCfffSF -sifEFPT, ^ ^ « 1 0 ^:6 ' ^—^Siq :^ 



^=fti^='tc®f^ ̂ tw^s^f^^ ^t^=^i 8 ̂ i^ "^^m 

s^-»R 6 f f « T 

•WI^^IW^ ^S(T sj^rmsi l ^STR^ ^-SW^?;!!! 

f ^»wl <î c«?'iiii ^ « r o ^ , ' i : ; ^ ^ ^o t^ M ^ 
^z^ ' iTsrfe^ ^epoc^M f^Msft f5PTj;^i' 
>[5Rn £̂i«(TĈ  sf^rfei ^sn< f \ ^ 'R<?r fei, 

(fl y p i ^ j ^ SfNcĈ '̂a >i>l<l4l*f >l|i|M) 1 

vsH i £ | ^ 7ra«ftf« VV|̂ '7ll<l SfSK l̂̂  t fMSR 

*ŵ  I ?i<il»!2'̂ isf lira si(:so 1^sn^ora (£i¥ w ; ^ « ^ 
fjra^ îT<i<̂ i<i 4MKWH I lii^ 'RTW ^ 1 ^ -

^fti% ^SCT '̂fW ;7[t"i5i;5f"l5lt=1Sr̂ iî  SIT 1 T % I ^ ] ^ 

wim "^U^mi, ^•^ c ^ ivin-s?^ xo(rvsJIT'S 

•eci I ^£i| ^^^5^1^ f^vsi fei^ snT^^ n^ raw 

^i?:^ ^ , c^ ^ î̂ ra feR5 j;t8(c?i >t<i»(;sî ^ ^ 1 % 

l i l t M^lsTWft î|̂ o1l<1 f̂OTTO? 

fjTS f̂*̂ '~*f jiff^f ^<l1'tiHieCT I l i l t f^*^Plt 

'i:;ai >iit ĉ 5?g i f j ^ ^ # s ^ \ o ^ w îHT 

( ? I ^ WR >l<l\lt ^sn^cf ^ i c ^ SfsfsTo ^s f 

f^'9R5qfoTC^, (:«C(& fffUa bltc^H CTt ^b<!ll?I^H' 

\s«PT Jwl^ r̂rfffi =w1^ ®rC5i<] -̂pf̂  CVIICVIJITSI 

^^fes snwi V|J$<) spa ifjvs Jjsî  ŝrra 
ITTOW spQ •'UvS K^'S^ l"° lilt ^ ^ ^ 1 % ^^1«H-

^^fe roera giSrM^5?|J »̂RJ?T : W:;tS ^ ^ ^ cat'-HcvuT'*! ^scofgf * f f a ^ , V)jj,qo 



<t<iVHisK^ ' ^awrf^f j ^4Cij?i fipfsi k » ^ ^ 
^ « r s ^ " ^»i^ra c^Tc^ ^ i^ f ŝnfsf cvff̂ f =Tri 

^e^HlT<l5ll>l ^PT ^5R^[ I f\K:»<rj|i])iT>i(;vs sj?f-

1%*^ ^J=ra ^oT? ^ W ' m , lilt sfaWl f̂ ?«^PT^ 

It>'\si<i 5 M =5PT«#s I "wiWFs ^ M ^n« w:^, 

fenf^rsT?! <i<i1'i3Hi5r f^rf'Uvs^rsi' sf#s'!i^«!^ 

^eiT jff? ^snsrar 51?:̂  ̂ « r ^si^ (fli&T >i4;csr^ ;̂;̂ Rr 

fwcm M^, u ^ ^stc^ ^»rf̂ c?r 1 ^ i^m 

l l ^ OTCTI b ; ^ ! ' ^ sfiSTM vb|>|'-\!3<—?H<5^ll>Sr 

''<c?i<iî c<i' fen^mCT?r l i i iw iMi^ fe^sci, "W»R;^ 

"sntsr^j «iwi<iiT>i, ^ ?[!? ^ 5:'^ ŝ?:̂  OTc«ra 
csiic<p<i w : ? c«TFPfsf?r 5^?n ^ S I M I a ? ;^ <pftiT 
^ " v o iTT I " " 

•^srra ^srarr fer xfts- ' i^ w t ^ ^ - ^ 

•HlT\D<ii?i,a^ T<!c<iiTii^? ^H»[^ (fit w 
?i<f>!2Wi5f >i<i'̂ rî  ibc^T^WH n r m ^ fevsi 
CSR:^ sirai:^, '^i^ 5c?r ^ i ^ C^K^ s n ^ 

\sT•̂ 5^ 5̂TĈ  UJ^ T«,f^ (IW, r ® # ? ^SfRl̂  5 ^ r 

a^i1% 5i>^ *ii5'<M<:i5'?î  ? ^ ^ s n c v n ^ ^ 

<?iRc?i<i FTfnc?r uf'sm z?tm ^ , ^IWICM 

W R I volt t ^ fe'iM<iJ<3?i a l w ^ ̂ sm-

<t'<ic^k z<fm ^ 9 ^ 1 'S^-'fm t i*o i f^ 

caT>icvbT'i ^^Wf ''f^, ^J5<^o ^0 i f t^fg^si^ <)|̂ Mvo<t> ^»R^ : ^ 7^ 



"c'̂ iTsiTi;<M=i c?rT9t ^ 4̂HTii<i> WT^ «i;¥ w i ^ 
j ^ , ' i ^ ^ i lw c^M ^ 1 >i<pc=î  ŝnĉ  

•mra 5TT, I W C I ^ 1 w CeiW ^^FTTMlt^Fs fe;^ 

^i^iVs^ <l''§Wvsl SRTUT ^ s f N 5 T ^ ^sTC^ 

5 Î\5«JT vS ?^«1T5H ^5lt«csr^ ^<TbalC4 K^K^ 

TTCTfe^ ^?1^l !>II4''>|1^ ^S|^r|1?\s H ^ s l ? ) ! ^ 

^•sra r ^ z^ ut'Qim s n ^ a f l W ĉ«5t 

i9'>G CT^ 3^®^ ^C^R M ^ C ,̂ "OT f^TfM ifl^ 

K>iiM <i)<i^iw ^Tl%ra ^TFWn M J T wc«f, 

c n l ^ ^^^w M i ^ : "Wf^\ -STI^ST ^?ICT-

f^s^X. ^it>isr,>!, a^ fe ĉ -'TT̂  fewn^ w«rr 

^ i ^ C ^ Z^ %'^\^i'n-A W<fv5T Sf5MI 

w t̂/Tsrrsf ^ ?T^ 

M t f ^ 4«T^(:=iH I i5̂ «[TCT ^wiw ?oTCo ^sn;-

M § ^^K ^ <iffR:̂  ?7&^ ?;^(j\s ^j:<\ i i£î  

?i<il*a'Hic«ra •gi®rwT̂ <i> ^H^TT : ^ T ^ I;;?! >8 52|T>I(,MJT'̂  ^ m i ^fmj, ^^qo 



fftfvK?r 5̂iTC5 <iî  5 R T ^ ^mv<i\ M-ac^ i 

' i l l ^ w ^ ^ ? i w ^ <ii<i<ii<i \s1t^ ^sTC^ »i;;fJT, 

^5rr5P«tfe ^c^f*ns ^?rgT, ^ " ^ M 5rw:¥ f i f e , 

t̂sî f'Sf ifi^ c^ic^, ^ iw^ i ra 'Mm 5̂T5T fer 

^"^^ ^̂ ffra ^̂ wcsT ^BTR:̂  T'iC'S?̂  " T M wwr<3, 

'4 |ail 'vs^' • ' 1 ^ 1 ^ i^vsTra i9\o«iC<^ i5 ^sfl 

<1<lV!jHI«r ^(14<ll'(;<)^ ^ ' ^ 5 ^ 1 ^ fe^R JTT, 

lilSR ^SIT •ii|i|I<l ^m ^ M SfCT ^ ^ 1 

^ p t r « ^ 5 ^ -Q-:̂  ̂  1^5^ JTiw « ^pfwra 

^WTM ' ^ n 'N^fei M ^ sw«ftTr ^ ' V S H / ^ S ^ 

C^rc^ C ^ l ^ <!Ti<l>fl04 f5tC«T Ĉ K̂ f ^TOI Ĉv5T 

^TR^T 'fl^Wl^ra ^M ^^, C^s^ ^ ^ ^'^ 

mm^ rM:^ c^ro^ sffsf w:^ ^^ z^t^K^i 
^STRPTf? ^ C ^ SRsT ^ r a ^ ^OT SffsfPfH 5 ^ ^ v o 

^ j ^ i ? ^5^rs n o î) ^srr^ 1 5 ^ 'TC«'5T ^c^ 

^ 1 ^ 5c?r v3k\s^ 5^:^ ^^irra c^n:^ 5I:5TI 

"Sf^ 4?1S?W<1 5̂1HW « '^nsT^sjCTl SRI— 
r.iiii)iiiji5 v s ^ 5X^ 2f9iT\s<iiii1 5;>ii©f\s»al 

m k c M ^«(Ti W5f lilt ^ ^ n t ' ^ ' J T ^ '^m^ 

^fc^w ^<i1'hHief 'sfT'5*iM»iiQT ^ t r a i ia« ^;;c^-

"Your success is due to turning the tide 
of wealth from the individual to collec
tive humanity."»» 

5i<il'!3-iisr cwn fec^ f^^ ms^m ^ ^ \ 

i:^^ ^T^ ^mM >flt Sf*̂  31* '^^ <i<iVi3Hi«r 

feo^ fR*5?r, fwf ^ ^ n i ^ 2f5iT̂ <iî Tl<i " îi:̂  

'Tlf̂ 'TT i4IWI 5̂ 211̂  'Wr̂ TH Jm I ^IMT < 5 ^ 

<)<ll'Wlcera' <J|S?JHT\S<1> W < R T : W^ K^ ^ 6 ?:2rT>iCvbT'>i w:mi ^{mj, ' ik.qo 



"vsit *K?ra t^^^n ffi^ jr*(^ 'isiKSf nrei'^i 

^i;;Bitc^ ^ ^ 1 =Tr, ^<2(̂  (Tit -nTsf^F ^•^ 

SK̂a C ^ f w r C ^ t m nt^«R;^ 5111 

"\oit <i-(?m iJWSfWN ^ ^ '5i;;5ffM[ 

^-tw?!! ^ ^ivi)i^<i<i '5TR '5n-e?fT 5:ti:«i.5, 

fW:̂ ?S?Co1H m^^(M J^^^^ f w f R 2R5î »f̂  (£|^ 

^ * 5 ^ ^SlTvsif^K^ •s'fflW fe:^^ iflt^TR:^ iflCT 

t f T W f l ^ ' a^«t^5TC^ '1k? [ f fe ' OTq^sra fe¥ 

f.<f<leli(ia >liJ<IÎ Ml?'>S<l ®f?f?TR C'5K:?lt ^5l\s?'?f̂  

c*R "̂oT w ^ s i t ^ i w ^ ^ ^ 1 " " ^ ^ ? r « 

1%f?f, ^ ' 'w ' s k w;1^«7fk 'STRTft (:^iwT 

c<qe8iM<5> t « f e "S^KW f^^, i3^̂ <t>W vsp^fs^o^ 

^ISfTltvbT'^i ^(:«W -STfjm, v,v,qo «̂) 

j fR i^s f ^ ^ fe\s 5X^ I CT^ ^l^rra ^ t c w r a 

5fc«^ ^isffNf^ Ti '^^f^ Tfisr^:^] '^cw -m^ 

5fT:5[ 2 f ^ fî sTCfra ^Isn c^sf w ^ m fw^, 

ŜTĈ  v5'"<l̂ <3 W^ ^]?[ ^^??5' 5;'^ CWCT?[ 

3TC«̂  5i?R ^-^rr w^s i i w >fil: ^ ^ « R 5 ^ <3 

' i j j i : :^ till; T T W I W W % S ^ fe^ >iijiC'Sr<j 

siT'WR ^5rra?ri"'' ^afi'? ^simg ŝn̂ rar 'ms 



TpsfR ŝnsrar i^^^m ^ sn^aff^si ^ SJFS 

;iî < \sTi sr^owT c>î c<f t # i ^ 5̂̂ 1:51 w -

>iiiiiTs?<f iiH^«fi ^«Rra ^ n f e i ^ c^^i 

7iiv]iTs?4 <p\D'<])\s'a, liî N ^ ;:«((:̂  '^^5»Q i£î  

§<?'5WR a^fFftc^ V|ŴC?)"< 51lf^ ^m(M 

sfT'o. in ??i C^IJT^ C <̂R:\D 51^—viî  k f # 5 

^-m I ^ ^^RH JT̂ S-G ?.?ICVDI fe: ^ <3^ I 

vf;;̂ %oT 5̂[î «}HW ?l<ll'bHie[ Uf m^SiVS 

1 ^ fsK«<-»f/^^ 

«['\5 (f^-l^lll^X ^ 0 4 ^ ) , •^ 448 -444 

4 i 5IWI tm, ^. ^., 'iO, •^-88k) 

q 1 «t>|c1l»̂ s«(, 5, 5., ^ 8 , n;-80l/ 

'^-4^i!) 

Tif?^ ( f #5 "Tô iTf̂ Vf i<^), i;-8v> I n;i3r 

io I ^isf J)l<(>'c>i<l ij;^ ^ ^ Sfwf's'Rs : 
Do not say that social movement 

excludes political movement. There is 
never a political movement which is not 
at the same time social. 

The poverty of Philosophy, 
(Moscow, n.d.), p. 196. 

I'rom the political point of view the 
state and any organisation of society are 
not two distinct things. The state is the 
organisation of society. 

Early Texts, ed. D. McLellan, 
(Oxford, 1971), p. 213. 

^ 8 1 ^MF53, <T. 5., ^ 8 , •^-S^S) 

i41 <nf«Rrra fsft-^ spsfif^M, ^. 5., ^o, 
^ - 8 4 8 

iq I ^ ^,wj{ stfif sfT̂ VNi >iniwit>45ii :g<ft̂ -

Why, those members of the ruling 
classes who are intelligent enough to per
ceive the impossibility of continuing the 
present system . . . . have become the 
obtrusive and full-mouthed apostles of co
operative production. If co-operative pro
duction is not to remain a sham and a 
snare ; . . . . if united co-operative 
societies are to regulate national produc
tion upon a common plan, thus taking it 
under their own control, and putting an 
end to the constant anarchy and periodi
cal convulsions which are the fatality of 
capitalist production—what else, gentle
men, would it be but Communism . . . ? 

The Civil War in France, 
Selected Works, Vol. 1, 

(Moscow, 1935), p. 523. 

is, I 5Tf«rara Mis, -^-os^) 

^<lVWit«ra ^TWM^a^ ^el^^ : ^ ^ ^"^ ?;at>ic^T'>i ^cefsf ^{m^^ ^k>qo 



» « t ^ « = - ^ i ^ 8 =^lf%5 ^® 3 ^ 5 ? 1 C ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ 

vsc'msr* w ^ 

owi ^F^ ?n?r w;̂  f ^ ^ ^ * r f i i ^^ m^sra^ 
1^s»w N̂snsf I ŝTT T̂Rf lii^ m''\(.M<i a n i ^ 

bT^aliJ a«i5r sr«R ^^wric^ srĉ n î iprc ,̂ OT^ 
ifTtnti^ 551̂ 5̂ 1) CTt f t f ' ^ si;?^ ŝncî  \oIWl 

w^ rmmiqm^ usu^ ^ r ^ ^i>ic^' ^:5m^, 

^^<3 'f1% ;̂«('' 'm^?n' 5 ^ «c^ t^—ini SR5 

f^ ' 'T^«f^ U<^^ fffvSTĈ  CbraC ,̂ f̂ 5»v§ ^51^1^ 

^'u^ ^ ^ ^ w k w t ^f^:j^ ^TCW sK:*t5 

•^s i t 'oTWl g^ji^j avslNvs'H CTt "^liWM 

"raî K^s^ lilt ^T^ffefi ?;̂ »(% ^ ^ ^^-

^, ^ « J ^ "nf'f* ^^^w^« wf^ i ŝ̂ ŝ q 51OT 

T̂o a ¥ ^ (:5j¥ ^ t f^, 1̂  JTra%fM'5i;;f5i''? 

fw =̂(I<iic<p fe;n ^ i : ^ *ii^^ 5̂11:̂ 1̂  7\^^ jwiw-

<:wra ^ra T H I W 1^51 ^oT 'fIvST ^ ^ r a 

f̂ srv̂  i£it £f?n^ c^i^'sW^ ^^ra'Wi ^ f^\ 

fer ^BJ^mfW^ i£l̂ ? %W^\ U^ ^SfT^'ctt 

cafyfcvst^ ^(:5w ' i fa^ , ^Jaqo ^ y *ra^5*g : ^T1% 3̂ 3Rl(:Wf li^ig 
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'̂ snfsr ĉ isn̂ s k w ^ f^^R: M s n t — ^ ^ 

\sra ^<J^ l i l ^ CT ^N^TK^ "^UJ^ ^ B f P ^ B ^ 

5Iial?f ^fK5^ feoH ?(TI l i lSRi t S^*l5:?f ^JfT-

sfia^f;;!^ C4'ki1^ f^*ra r̂a«f f ^ ' ^ -
f^lTSft fen^^T^f) CsTC^ C '̂TJT ¥kc^ M^ 

^5i?nt s^iif^i ^i^ifW 'f^'^Tra ?t?^T'^ 

j^M w ^sk '^^i^miTi^ lilt ' i^fra irra^ s f^-

^ i w ^ ^nî nfes T̂,(<i'si\sT—a<M î'̂ (:<i m 
wu:^<ik \<\'<^^\(.'^ a¥i»r ^^^ i ^5^ w ^ t ^ r 

'f^^i^gw^ WR ^SJT^J 5̂̂ C\S m c ^ , ŝfNi"̂  
^5R]1w : 

"̂ iTi:?̂  '(T^ *i^wf:^ ^z<i ^m, "sm w^ 
^;^ 'TT^m *!;< ^i?^ c^cii;^ i >iit î î t^«(j , 

7i^«?i sr%;?f "Wius ^"c^ m:^—c^ ^"^ 
^fm?" 

K*55 i£lt f ^ ' ^ r a ^ NC^il * i l ^ ^ M ^ iil^< 

siMf'W ^̂ <5'>1.,Q WSIH I 

(o) 

5i:*5^ >iih\sis?1<iW5t > i i ^ 5 t ; ; ^ ^ < ĴSRI I 

>iit 'tsjrat (iiJso:^) f ' ^ j^«9i;;^ f^?ffe5Wi 

^?wiN»rt I<i»»-<iiT'̂ 1vi.,si«i», f ^ ^ > i i t ^ ®fM 

at T50 ^Norra nTi<p5iiiiC'S? ig^^ ^^^wc 

Tcwra (;<Moi<5|\si<j 's^TOî 5]̂ «fl' ^?f?w ifTf^-
« « ^ Sfnfvs \s«fiT ^[.W^ I if|4?^rC4 ^f;;f¥2R't 

« mi«fT5t:7:5n ^WICH?! ^r^MSf̂  <i)T$ĉ <j ^-STI 

*(^'?5^ : ^ 5 % 'Q >l>(ic«r<l '=^^ ^k) caT>iivis?'>i 5̂̂ :51̂  i f fa^, v,^qo 



Cff J^ 51^RT ^W^ I 

TnsrfsRS "Srl̂ HMICJra 2ft^ ( 3 ^ IC*^ ^ n f o -

5iT«(^ t f f ^ k »ra^F51 

(8) 

^i'^?, COT « f^*^E^l ^ s f 2MTI»l1 t l i f e ^ 

sp^r 5^ , ^ ^ T O ^ i w ^ (̂:«TCw "fng^^r^^r ^ i 

n'i'b^KM I ^sCTi^w^l '^^ira^ ^ ^ ' ' f fs^<rw 

5fT*lT VST5J3 fer iTTI C^ 5^2^ s i ; ? ^ ^ m i 

5̂rra c # R ^a^s '̂sfra' ^wiO'S?^ I<I?I<P»J ^ ^ S 

s?J<riy[ ^ f ^ i 7i;it;f ^ p r a j r f ^ T^r<ti4?ic^ 

^c^f^ ĴTC5 M i ^ ^ ? i i # T ^ , 'srR:isf jrfit 

^TR, TMK^ Uj-'K^, W^^'M ^W:^ ^ k ^ CT 
Ĉ ssR •5;'ĉ  ^ I f ^ n r I" 

\sT5 ^sfNR^irr, ^T^ ifil: ^ I M ^ ' m w-^^u 

CillClĵ  f^^?W^ ^ : 

«|oi<ll(.>i'i I' 

^fsM <3S— *̂JM4 

f^s^'W?ft f n ^sf^m s n i w ^feM : ciT^-

(::<[ti;̂  uc'ius C^VR ? «(;^ Tj^rf^ ?> 

f ^ f ^ siTf̂  5il7f?iT ^ 0 ^ , '̂ sn^M 

CSfffCvSl^ ^CsTgf ' ' i f g ^ , ^5sqo ^0 *ra^5^ : <1T1% ^ >|ijlC<Sr̂  "^^ 



^j i^snlw s?1^l f^»^ vara t r V I<l<1lk^ 
S f l ^ voK^ f ^ f ^ <R:^ ^JPTC^ I Ĉ  » t fes ITT 

W vsT3 5K80 ^\o ^ , VST ^:(^US -snt^ ?f«R (Tff'̂  

sf^afij "^ft^jf sRc r̂a ^icsii^ vŜ v»i?>t>o f ^ , 
^SK^ l'^ ' I ^ I ^ W « l = ^ ^ ' '^??5^ 5t;^?WTI?r, 

i f l t f^MFI^ vsT<f F?̂ ^SM C -̂sW I ' ^ l ' i l ^ 

f?Ks7 ŜIMT -iTCsn 

(6 ) 

'^fusz^-^'^k^ fe:?r ^si^ \5%VST ^HT^sg-vo, 

c ^ 51^^ m '^smm' bT<ioTi5<i ^spf^fs^t 

^ ^ n f ^ vfl<>ii,^.,cvs'̂  IwT f^w* nrar ^n?fi 

" a l l W % ^wm 517?:̂  f ^ j ^ ' c>!^ 2PR<3 

^st^^ivs^elM fsfWPTT <t>C-AC^ I >|V||<;«r<1 f ^ ^ S f 

5FW 5TT«(% ^fCl 'HUS 5]?r I 

1 ^ 5̂iv»?[T ?:^«il<ii<i,^ w.'^ ^ ^ sfsR 

î:«5T ^ i ^ ' ^a iVf^ t ^ l w SfiTiJl' ^ ' W ^ I CT^ 

f ^ ^ vfit siwi<!j^' ^ara sTfo tf^ Jr?r—vara 

''TR:^ W I vsrat * ^ ^ 5̂nv»H .-

^ ^ ^SftoT, îî < c^R sf^H ^ t w i t : c^ 
5(?w I k ^ o 5;;fij?rr vsr^j^ ^ i ^ i>;^?ri 

f<M t w i f tM l f ^ ^ oT̂ ŜM W si ; ; !^ 

^ ; i % ^ tt«^T^ W¥, vsM Sf f^ T^"^ f ^ CT^ 

^^WTW*rfe STeiw 1 ŝ??«fw '•<iVi<) ^?:5 urn I 

><i1<fi<i<3 f ^ <ra;^ •'rca^ 1^ 1 i 5 ^ ^ <\h<[ 

^ s f 3T?'=̂ Ji? f:̂  \sra (?¥ra''« ^5^«iTf^ Ĥ ĉ bt?!— 

fj7?W ÎvSCvs ?:9(M C^ >|i|IC*?<l <M>Sr4il' 

»T;««MT >iV|5-vŝ  r»C«5f T̂RT1" 

ifl'W:^ ' T C W ^ T̂RRsT-Q «ra^R75^ -̂515 

«fl'?5^ : ^ « >iiJIC>Sr<] ''^s^ ^^ caT>iCvijT'>i wm^ ^{[Q^, 'iik.qo 



>|i|lt=1lb(L4<l lilt 5p^5^ H I ^ I ^ ̂ 5^^ ^ 'c^n-

f ^ w ^ ifi^ bT<taTî  1 w 5̂tH<3 9iv»l<i\»i(,<i 

5̂Hef '̂5T lilt w bjj^q-^ " ^ C«R:̂  «ra^R?5^ 

r̂cfew, 4vii:=î  "<f;^^ ^f^s;;^^ WR:^S^" 

•̂ ssTra w ^ Ĵ Trrâ  '¥;^'[ ^Rife, W'^nw^ ^̂  

^s f l ' ^ 4^(101^ ^ < W ^ P f vera ^SW' S??l1 5I«^v8 

'Mi-'^fesjT I ^5ifff <csi(:t? : "sr^ 5̂rr?r ^ 
t f ; ; ^ ^ i t c M Wm M S R , s R t ^ TPBI", ̂ SRT-

fe^ irCW^T <1CoiĈ  : "^^CT% W^V^S HM,(.*1<5 

5 ^ ^ 5:'i:?r C^T(:^I - ^ ^ Hi?ili>t<ia5t:;f«T5 w:^ 

<IT1W '<3 IVIICS?^ MC"^?! W ' f e l l Ijiic-Srvbl s i ; ;^ 

'•sf^s ^ ^ ?5nf*\ŝ  >i,<j(:<!> i f ^ i l ^ 5̂̂ :̂  

i:\slW I^ sii;\sT V|H,̂ C<1> ^^^ ÎTCf ^ w l f e r 1 w ^TRi^ 

'Spa Tn^'i.!^ ^ n 1 ^ i^ . . .T j '^« i i^ ^ ^ ^ i M ?;«R:^ 

^ fs[ ^ M i t ''if^nsjw 'TOcsm *f«r I 

(^) 

ŝM ^^«f "f^i^S^ C^fCT lil̂ s'SFT 'f^vSkljiH' 

5:'sT ^ t ^ f e ^ t ; ^ s^sM ^-^ srrsj;̂ —SIT 

î̂ fsw w^M ^ ^ -G fif^^ srr-Q?fT ŝnw-Q *iiijicM 

#-!^5#!f^ 1w 1 w >|V| [C'Sr<l 5̂|(:̂ W T4^,t ^ 

sn^vs R^^8, iMraw Tf^'^n?:^ ^^K^ J#S-

'n'B5[' 5:(:?r f^ \cR f ^ ^ s f w l : ^ ? 'srsî  

' P ^ ' W ^ >fV||'SrC<|i *llv||CVT?f >̂1<M<1 ^^'Q fsTĈ  
fffrat "^n^m »f<r<?5?7Hi ^ ^ csrc^ ^5[CT¥ f^^ci 
•̂ f̂ i(:?r ifljirrvs, ŝn̂ vs ĉ r fsH w^m ^j:^ 
^iwM, vsi? ^ner i^ 1%«î  1w ftf?:? ^ 

c?iTJi(;vbt'>i ^zmi *(1wT, i^qo ^5i 'W?5»S ; ^ 1 % >Q >|Vii(:sr<l '=^1^ 
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f^r^ •q:^^t^=^ci >^ ^fW'Sl^^ 

<)iijCi|î H Sff^sH^ ipipisns? 'i\fqy X^HIC-^-A 

> P ^ T 1 W um ^i^*m^ C>R CT?(, 'aft, t ^ ^ ^ 

JTCSf 9rf^5^ ^ (^b-y^)! T<lSr?j_fifi C l̂P Îsff 

•n̂ 5R:̂ 3T Sf^sl^ ^<l^H,'§T^ sTF» ^C^ ^a^ ^ -

^•m 'i;;^^ ^5^:^ i ^i/yo '̂ IT&ICT' :^«: '̂i^«f 

s ^ ^ I 1 ^ T<lblC<l C¥R »J\s<̂ W^ tvst^ SR;*! 

fewwr^i^fs^ '^ei' sjTfTfT fet=T 1 w CF&r 

^ 1 ^ i £ | ^ Sfp^ ^W,'̂ H6<|i i::̂ 5r5 ŝj;;̂  -sfiĤ  

<!î fH,<iH 5:?r I i^l: 7f5i?r ^k^ «fw% sn;©! ^ -

^s^fl^n Letters on Hinduism i s ^ ?J5STI 

^^TH^ 5]̂  till ^'^ ^a^\ w ^ C5tsi:;̂ «ff ^ 
>i1vsi<iiii-vfli '^K^ «mf»r« ^ 1 '?Bfl" T̂Csr 

<rf«^w^ '25um' -G ^'^^b'i j î̂ t̂ ^ni:?^ M<ifirl<̂ H' 

15^ ŴRT ^«4i|t,c»tj<| >||T<vsi Tb'vsl?! ^:w\ 

w^p^<i^ oWT ^ ^ ?rai ^ « ^ T H W ^ 

f̂ T̂ îrW ,̂ " T f f e w ^ ^IWIbHm 7[;;<f ^sflW ^ 

1 ^ w ^<r r ^ s r a <̂7w«iT lii^? a r m ^-QJU 

si:;«w I ?fm 'TW, ^sm ^ i ^ lasfJT i ik^oi 

^T im " ^ IT,<1NI ^ ^Rf^ ^ m ^ t » ^ 

1 ^ , 'WKs s(csf% \sj^ ^<p ̂ ^»f sjTa I ŝr̂ oiâ  

'm CTinR ^fe[T SdW^ Wi'd ^IMI^er 
^ I '" 

^ ^ Religioner C^KIWTH I ^ SJ?:^ C^ 

fjf^ 5f^ Tfsp^ Religionif) ŜTR;̂  ^j^lt ^ I 

W ŜR'̂ ilW WM,(:=̂<I T ^ * ^ "Sff^eî  T t^ t i ' 

^ vsT^ »l'H,<f)'s, \ 5 7 ^ V|M,«<1 sĵ î l 

"The substance of Religion is 

culture, the fruit of it the higher life" 

Uf^ ZFt^'^ '̂ •ST̂T̂TCT, Letters on 

Hinduism ,Q JJII%;^ î  ^sn ^s^sr •iiT<1»̂ l?r 

0 

^0 (:af5TC\5foT r c o w ' ' f fg^ , ^jsqo 



^f^ K^T; »1|<|1T<141, ^SOTSfefl-, ^ w ' ^ l W , 

iq^^'Inscrutable power in nature'ii|^ ^i^ 

^-am w^ ^ I "WR 'R'̂ Î 'T M ^ '̂ STRKW 

'BTM̂f 5 ^ m<R ^ ^fkrc^ Impersonal 
God ^fpf \57i5}̂  ^m^W fiR^J^. ^h^ 

Personal God ^ vst̂ JfT ^'TPRTt ^W^^ 1"̂  

ftf^lW V|H<lC r̂̂ <ra^ ^ " ^ siW ^^^ ^M ^st^'G 

?IMI*I ^ « ^ fef^ SR7fT9f̂  5̂rFfi«f «=^M 

M^^il^^ I i|IH<l\sl<l \<^ f w H till: f ^ F N r M 

•^^ iiH,^i'3 ^TKTtt̂  ^ • n m 7 w = ^ ^ ' j n ; f 5 w 

s^^^sRaff"^ I \sT5̂  ̂ T^Mk f^=^ 't;s«r t̂î ^s 
sqw J^^m C9(=T (i)^^ Tî sr ^•n^ "^^mfl ^-e-^ 

caTidibT'̂ i !̂:sTw al im, ^^q« 5̂ 8 

M ^ ^ » f l ^ US^^ WM^ I ^ ^15]^ 

r.^k^Ck'i ^ '^t : '"^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ -
<1^JTVDI^ \» f l (5^\ CTt ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ i|'<,«1)>3 

^ I"* a M 5c^ a M !7r M ^ ^-n^OT:^ ^ « ^ 

?;«(?:¥ f « ^ ? i3 ?:̂ 5(:a' S I R iT«fT ac îisr̂ H, w 

?:̂ RrRfiT I sr«fFi;5j1?i ^»feg sr;;oT̂ «(T W^fM:^ 

sK^^Tf ^ ifi^° CTt ;̂1% î;;f=T ^» fe ^sr^^w^ 

^^jus ^7feq;;fora '•<ii\s'oj ^ 1 w ^^i^sc^ ̂ ere 
^5fe arsfFu ^m^ siit^c^ic^ r" ^ s f e i<i^ >[?^ 

'km^ ^sfir^ ^̂ io^ sfcr̂  5 ^ FfT I 

W ^ f 'k^^ SJW^ 5I5|%T5T ^51^ . S T R ^ a f W s 

Ŝ<p't>.,vi3|a|Tera TC's^ \st?r a t « ? o^^«f l l I l i l ' ^ 

Kc^ w^^ srg?M ^ f̂simw, ^ii^il^r a i w T i 

^ R ^ iFw eiT'ND ^ I ? : ^ ^ VBH:^ ^ f l i w 

JTT I " " 

•̂•\s?<i''̂ ?r̂  ^ R sTi^ ^ ^ ?rT(:̂  f^^tf^rc^, 
feff:^?, vptf^^ ^T\s îCT, av^% ajf iJ^ 



9l1\s]?n ^ ^ s f t % ^ W^ TRTI^ ijjsfg SfsjM 

'^SnW^^'t- !®HMathematics, Astronomy, 
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Sociology 

^FRC^w ^ J ^ ?nwT ^5^11 «̂fT îioTC^ I ^Frai 

i^'^K^ ' n ^ i liî ŝ rra j-^^kifw fe^^i^ft 

7!̂ «5T ^-^^ ^5 r̂a i : 5 ^ ^ ^ 5(:?i(:51' f ? ' ^ 

s[ff'Barren and Intellectual'^^fPfjfl^T ^•'^ 

^ r a k 1'° ^ciw^ ^̂ <i'<ivsT 'k^^^ ft^f^mfi 

5̂H«f ifl̂ n̂w " i c ^ ^ •^1 ' ^^ , I w s i ^npRT 

f̂ (?tR ŜTĤ WT̂ i k;?«I^n >ipJ\s''2n»o 

KJ^ Kfi ^^° >ilWlT*?4 M ^ m<J['^ 51W 

a^s^f 3=5rae(1?r "^rfsr ^ k%>iwic«r<i 

SsiT ŝfi 'SRI f5^s} îRTC»ra ?:̂ 5î  a«^i«r'i 

5i:;1Vn;^ J^S^^'^G ^«^53I^*5 •^ 'h^:^^-

^K^<i s i c^ T̂w;»n owj ^ ^ ^n?ri ?<ic<i<pi'H"f 
si;;f̂ "!T:;srE^ n m ^ M SR?? ^c^^ri^ 1 ^ < f̂ afiT 

vst̂  sfcvs ?rk ^ * ^ ®R 57:?ii:5, 5^^%CT a l f e 

vsR[ ^ « ^ #^5515^ t ^ f s ^ ftfrai:^ 1'̂  

"The existence of idols is as justi
fiable as that of the tragedy of Hamlet 
or of that of Prometheus The 
homage we owe to the ideal of the 
human realised in art is admiration. 
The homage we owe to the ideal of the 
Divine realised in idolatry is worship." 

5̂R5en?f i'^ T<m m^'K^ ^ "^iU K^ ^\ 

;̂;«f5=f̂ (:s7 ^?^^ fe«w M ^ 7R5 :̂ST^ ^fec^n^n 

^]^m u^^f^ - s^^n^ ^-WM ws ^j:^ ^\ 

sw%^R 1 5i;;̂ 5w? wt^m ^ <3 i^ife fe^ai-

f̂ T̂W; iWSfl^^f <B ^«^5l5iS ^6 caf'TOsI^ ^fffgf a f o ^ , ^Ssqo 



c # n ^ a lwf^ fB i iiî 5̂ «n?f. Mi? \s<§c<iilw 

5r»ra ^^ra snv^ ;w i ^ \ fef^ 1 ^ w ^ ^ 

2fCT3^ m 2f?[PT bcoi?̂ 5i sjî r^s «̂̂ 5i:5ra IWf-
«iM?r (7f aiCT^ ŝfs[% nr̂ iTT ^BT I fe^w^ 
fvot^f ^^sT «!CT% ^ 1 ^ ys[]iT f'TC^C^'i I k*W;^ 

^ ] T W ^si^ra Slfi:¥^ 5̂[pw ^-SRI: nn t ^ i 
Letters on Hinduisniii] \of̂  ^£ |^ Ml 

"If it (pure monotheism) is found 
at all it will be found is spheres of 
lower culture, among Mohamedans for 
instance." 

ts^ik^ «̂̂ 5OT̂  ŝTFr̂  [̂=TM ĉ *n5:?r ^ 5i:^ 

4c^c^H I lilt £f^^ c«(CT5 ĉ FT fî rra^r f̂ '̂ ^re?^ 

caffcvsf^ ^coisf ^ifg^^ Vijsqo 

a1% ^ ^ stM«H ŝnĉ , <ii ^«n raw fer<3 

^IH^CW^ f tRi fell:?!! fer 5̂iH •*tT-|5iciî  
fffCT ^^5^ W"^ ^ ^ M ^ < i i ^ ̂ c ^ ^ -
ĝT\s(.<p ^r^H ^?:!(:fiT i ^-ol^^ss ©fTo%oRnt 

5^:^ ^fe«r "f̂ s??̂  k ^ sn^ols^i^Ki'ft i:^wi 
J^r^l HSRHm f̂ ^ '^Wft Ĵ C^ Grand 
father of nationalism ĵ Tjsf nMs^s fe^ I 

1 ^ M ^ ' f^r^ «ii?f^ csi%5T' ^^f^ fei 

2 ( 1 f ^ 3̂ C«5f ^smSf l fe , 5^W^£ffi% i£i!< 5^W»f-

^4i Î C^Pf; 5̂ ^WT'5ra'«f « ^ « 4 i | b ' S 



"Patriotism was not and could never 
become the religion of the author of 
Dharamatattva and was only but a 
means, albeit essential, to the end 
which was Jagatiki Priti, love for the 
whole of creation." *̂  

ê(T ^^m Wk ^ ^ *rsCT5i ^»R«niK^ "s^f^sm 

f̂  fer? lii^ £K*iT̂  fwra ŝ(:?i-#^ ^«[i 5ICT 
^«n tfg^ni 2fsi5i\cs t^^iwl f»r^w smraw 

^jsf^r^c^ cxp^ ^M OTCT CTTi IN^SI^VOS 

^m\ik f^fr¥ few I f̂ 55^ ^skr t \ ^w1 

'k/%, <P(;=ic®rfl f*[1w <i,<i<p̂ T5i f5?"î 2K5fg 

"He has a smattering of English 
is ultra fashionable in dress and 

unceremoniously drags poor Shakes
peare and Milton from their repose and 
misquotes the most familiar passages 

sensual delights are the godesses 
of his idolatry. He eats beef, cracks a 
whole battle of Cognac at Spence's or 
Wilson's". 

c^s^ ^ r c ^ w.'^ U'm feic^ i ^«<p>)b'a 

f " f l w MM<\ ^nsiR ^SfTWfl gffvs^ ^5c^ I 

sRsr'" ^ f^'^m f ¥ ^ litems I ' a w ^^\ 
'fTWhW l ^ ^ f W ^ ÎCsllMT W«IM Ĉ WT 
^M c^ 1 ^ >ivncs?<i * i w ^ £r?R?ra '«T<^I 

^^ ^^m^ \sT T'lW'M'I'iT Ji;;c^ Aggressive 
Hinduism-v£i:^ ^*i;̂ 1^»Rl ?f?«̂ 5CT5 fgr^ 

<ii»(f<p T<ic<i<i»M'̂ r ^rrar c ? ! ^ I w i t ^ ^ 

f ? ^ sî ŜfT̂ ef ^ ^«4Wb'!2 ^«l C3f'TO#T ^m^ *(t5^, 'i>j!iqo 



"The Tattvabodhini was a bit too 
serious and learned for our youthful 
minds, while the Bangadarshan with its 
fictions and poetry and satire as well as 
historical and social essays appealed 
more powerfully to us. Bankim-
chandra rose in our estimation as Sir 
Walter Scott of Bengal." 

^(MI "sk 'H^ mMiMi k ^ w ŝTRirn̂ rra 

sfwa^ ^^ ^<m ^ gft^ ^T<ibifi ¥ ^ 5w i 

4<:^I^(isw lii ^ 5 f >iii[C<iiibHi c ^ ^ ?;<FH 

^rf'TCsT 

^r^^*r ^] ^:^(^m ^ i f ^ ĉ r ^HW\ sf^i?^ ŝufsf, 

^EK^ \s\5^«f ^sfTsra ^^M 5 ^ ^ , sĵ î  ^ ^ ^ 

csrfesl^ ^5W -s^fa^, ^^qo 

i I ^^J«R WQ, ?t)««l'il<(<P ^f«^5TB^ (<i5ti!l<M\s[ 

8 1 s p i ^ SSI* ŝtifTRTi s j i f ^ f ^ ? i;s (iS)0 

i l l s(5i%f 4^>nf»[ ^s(Mi ^*^m ^ %° <i}i.^ 

q I !(51%f ii|¥nt*( ^S(TO I §*^(H ^ t;S ds ̂ i 

b-l s)Sf%^ ^ 8 '5T«(Trai "^Sf^f s f t f e l I^S ^JI^JW, 

^01 English Writings of Bankimchandra 
(Bangiya Sahitya Parishad 1940 )'?QS (JS 

• i i l i f f l ^ ^8 ^S(MI s^iPR sr tf^l f^SiJiib' 

^<5fm ^Jff^<»[ »f«TVt (̂ if5WT\sT ^Si^q) 'TIS 

i o I !(5i%f f^<»[fe ^sfirai «fwi t^s d̂ sq 
v,g I English Writings of Bankimchandra 

^̂ ffTRT ^ ^ < * f »r«Pirt (^sfsWMT i > i ^ q ) ^°c 

i,i!)i English Writings of Bankimchandra 

n;s 84 
iq I Amales Tripathi, The Extremist 

Challenge (Cal. 1967) •̂ s ^q 
WJHfsii (nf^i? ^^s^tf io48) i;s ^8 
^ii't^^i ('ff^'? ^ ŝ̂ stf iofts) n;s oi 
« c i ^ ^8 ^sfirai '̂ (?f«f srtfxs -î s ^^'i, 
Amales Tripathi, op. cit., n"? iq 

David Kopf, British Orienifllism and 
the Bengal Renaissance (Cal, 1969) 

^o I B. C. Pal, Memories of my life and 
times Vol. I (Cal. 1932) ^g ;̂̂ y 

^8 i C. H. Heimsath, Indian nationalism 
and Hindu Social Reform (Princeton 
1964) î g ^qg 

ib ' I 

iSi I 

^0 1 

^^1 

^1/ f ^ ^ J^RWÎ ffef '<3' ^ « Î SIPH 



^^ i t t ' ^^ 

?if*i% 5fRr 

ŝrwOTi ars^sH ^ ^ f w ^ nETg c^-sw 

siKf^ ^sft^u^ a r^w »i;8):;|; <iî 5i\bi— 
''fte^ra ^mM ^j^^ w c ^ 5'8?[ ¥im 

s i ; ^ arsivsT: 

tsm^ \^ iz\'\>\Ob\'>\ '^c^m -sfra ,̂ 'i.j&qo 



S ^ 'sqt^', *^S«.^Si I 

fe^^ Pf 

?;:a?>tĉ T'*i ĉsTSf ^^mj, v,k)qo oo ' j . 



5115̂ " ^ ^ %;^ ^\^^^i'^ 5̂T̂ «f >ii!:̂  ^8fra"=r 
TrsiTiTi^ v s ^ -ST;*!̂  ^ -S^ cTO'f f w I 

m^ t^wfJW ^ I—>|i||Sr<1i<t5'«IH 51Tl«^«f 
i f l ^ • n t ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^-^ t^wT^W \sTC5r êRT K^ 

(^) >iJ)is7T<!'S8iW'?i T<i*jM îfT5«f Tiir ;TWI ' i ' ^ 

T<i*3iH f^^rra 'Btw ^^ife '^s\m\ ^^\us m^ sntc^or 

8 

^ I ' S i ' l f ^ 3T^sff\5f2f?[ <SC's>(<̂ Î V|l<) fWM^ 

1W?ra ^Ttc^ UfC^ sn^^sff ^ t ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ 

T w t i j ^ i f i ^ ^ i ^ e f ^151^ -nr;:^! •QC'R;;-

Msn^ ^akr f^5^«r i ^stcw ^ i c ^ <ii^ c<rRi 

^ M 1 w '̂̂ <li<Î W 5R, ^»I^ f ^ ^ ! " 

^STFT'T^ Cvsf^s^ ? S ^ ^ ^ T R ' I V S ^ 5 ? P « ^ t£l?f TICS'?! 

•^Mm, OTic<isi 'n; ;^ '^^ f ^ w t =ij<i?ii i b^iW 

STHIW, n?[s[%^iCTi lilt wiMoi ;̂5)5-i5|<i 
T<IS??J1 i i i ^#^ 5fvsT fes <rr5f1' 5 ^ I SF^sN 
5 ^ 8 ^ sn^ 1%^5^ ^«ri ii^pw;, c ^ n t i ^ ^ 

r.iic>i=i>iH C^rs f5»<rfwTiŝ C?r a r t H w F f l ' ) 

r.>fTi?TR:5: 'TT^^IMJ^ ^TCSF \sfw? ^5^;=^ îsRf 

0 ^ ;:e(f3TC#7f ^scafsf -^ff!!^, v,v,qc 

file:///sTC5r


. £ O rv 

^ W ^5^11 Z5^ fWoT 5?r ifl̂ N iflWSf l i ) ^ 

•ilT«'fiel vsÎ RST I^W^^^, iflSf ^ tfe¥, 

S?1W ^^^C^ 5TaW^ TM.^ C ^ ' e l mfsf^ioW I 

srR;^5r[rti mm, "r^m^nm SST SHF lasr ^ - , ' J 

t f e ^ f^c^JT^i^c « ^ ( : w s R f l o w ^"ijra-

^r^l ilfftvT ' R ^ 1<>K^ v5S C ^ ' * ! ^ ^ 
ibTsid^lW 'Sisrg- ' ^ ' 'srPTC^ sfTj^l ŝĵ Tf̂  

^\«i^ 'TO^i ^ ^ : 2n!v5TC<r (if§ sfM i w 

ŝo=jTf(:«r3 SRI j5tT^ f̂̂ s:f ^fiM >i'-«N« î carter i 

^nfe^^ >G?;a^ î̂ si (Mi7Rf¥f), ^fm^ ^ , 
c^c^sr ^^,wiM, -Q?nc?R '<\wmw c^^^fw^), 

i^1T\c<') ^\SITW' 'SICTC^ : M !:W?f I 

^lisllMI : 2f«|5r T»TI 

fe^R^TSr, fltl-H,=1vt5\»lM, TfSH 2f5W ^ f ^ 
._ -^ O f t ^ 

^m s j ; ^ 5?rfiT 1 l a ^ % ^ TTSfmf Iw^s^rm^ 

? n ^ 1%fi?T ^ ^ ^ C ^ I ^ — i f l ^ •aj|C>lT̂ <PM ĴMfW 

fenn^ "WH^ 5T^-aT 5 l w ffsT, i % ^ Sf5^-

sffsi^ sic«fT y r a ^ j-yfRT '!'=«^ 5:?if?r 1 5t§ srra 

fsfvS^ f^5»^ ITRT T W f e ^ WmSiT?^ W^^ 

Uuf^ ^^\ w f j ^ ? fsr<3^ ^5i7i;;wt ^ai^n 

'i^^fi p̂fsT Vj^^lf^ 5ITH visWIî lHvsr! 

rsftsfT: Co) î£)<:̂ r<] ^T?:̂  ^^ ^WT 2W«r c^, ^i:;^aref a»iT ^ f c ^ i ^k,4jb T T M ^<JI>IV 

7:3?5Hvb?'>l '^m^ -ifftW, :>feqO a* 8 ^ STT̂ , ikiCjS) 0^ 



^« f1 i ^ ra SRj ffi-5(;5, 5^'<P ?<P'̂ i3̂  ^ilC^ Mi^ 

^^JTl ^ ^ ^ ^ f 5 ^ ^ I I "stllCJIWCSIC"!?̂  5JC^t 

•^sjvsl fffC^ 5 i^ , 5̂ra«( {:»R ^sĵ fsf \ O M | CiST̂  

^ 5 ^ ' , ^en^ STiJ^ I" .^wc^H illl4HWI?ll : 

TfCM ^1 "mi ^srar ^ ^ ^^—4^< ^k 

sfw" ŝT : "lilt ^ra;:^ ^ ^ n r a ^ '^i<k 

l i lt ^s^^nra^R^c^ ' ^ ' f '^isdi^ra ^ w 

i£l k <il5r-iil5 C'f̂ CT ŝ w f * ^ M«R ^e['-

acwCT, 'i>b'̂ 1^ ^̂ JSR ssfytm V̂SICJTTI vsriT r̂ 

^T îc^ f̂ icsf̂  •nf?r5?r cff^ C^HIW^I 8̂̂ :?pi5C5tra-

^ ^ r o ^ M i^fWnfe^ 5S[«I<FT^ T^silM I n̂sf 

>5̂ ?5l̂ 5T 5fT14Til=iR I tS?'i«lT>|lfl' 5̂i5p ^rnfsT-

I W I ^ W , f̂ CSĴ sHlil "^i^ ^ T r a , 51<1<M̂C4 

"m^ ^ i t ^ ti^pn ^ i ^iFs—iiit ^«n STM;:^ i 

?i;;?7Sf̂  ^ ^ o s f l w fe=i^, CTi^^ 5 ^ 

s f i ^ SIM pr« ^ ! "sfwf^^ ^ ^ « i t ^ « R : ^ 

Tf̂ f̂ 'NS <Fgra SRI" M ^ ^l^Tf?! ^ ^ ^ lil 

^ ^ ^ , ^T'-lJ, t f e , C'Pts ,̂ ^^C'R^ltsn^, 

r̂JdSrCW >ilf^?f ^TO^s I "«Rrai ^mc^S 

f^ rao^M ^ * f l >il^m»f Cb^lilN SWPTC^ 

^Sfra ^5^5, T«(iy^4\W^ W'T ^^ra ®RT 

*llwTfl4W ^WTCf^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^^Co f<i>aeî 1?il 

1WR7^ ^51W J(;?:«^ I^'^S *ii^\ Iwr ^ok în:?!! 

t fN ni=^55 ^ ^ ^ T l " ^TC^ ^ ^ f̂ ^C?I 

•S^SRI^ T<I^H1^I iii?f 'N^'^^f ^ ^ r a c ^ 

fî ?;?[, ^:p^ ^ ^ f^fs:^ s n ^ ^ aT«i^^?i 

^fffW ^ R ^ "Jm -̂̂ â  sfjvait f ^ ^ 5mf f^ 

>il37 ^misr iw f̂ C v̂sHICî  <li<f̂ l<l ^̂S(7̂  I ^ ' ^M 

Faculte de Medecine de Paris iŝ  tsum?, ^^ 

iTf(;«R fir 4^ ^ ŝR'̂ ifra T«c?i\ŝ \— 5̂n»r?]>ŝ  c ^ 
•'i;?:! ^ f cvijVjM f fe ^ ^ •TTS'^ ' R ^ f̂vsra ;Tf̂ H 

SK^ SfTUI 4 CSIWt 4 ^ ? = W f ^ t̂ ^TTsT ^ n r c ^ ^ ^ 5 1 ^ 

5n ^<?3Ti5^ •"ni^ m^ t^Ks •»rrc^ i 

8 ^ sn^, :sk>^k) oc c2fT>ic»ij?'>( ¥!:5Fs? n fo^ , ^js^o 



:̂ ra^M 2smM w^'s Urn ?tf^ ^^n"? 

a w F s i i ^ i ^ , "i;;^ * r i ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^it 

4̂ICHI (deception) i ?f«H^ i:^?^ Jiwra 

a^TOT^ ^Ks^l^re^ ^^TC^ i?^% ^D '̂Ht ŝn̂ rai 

(^ ^»ira^) *tTR?ra ^ « f ^ , M<pI'i*iH 
?̂<1<1\s'w^ 5̂(5a f̂ >|H<| ^|Hd4 <ll<l?l̂  ^^M 

ifll ^sjvsr, <?f5R; SIR ^sjliT, iflvsffM 'SfWar ^^ 

*iivic'i^ ^^us 5 ^ ŝnŝ T asiw srH;;̂ , >JH,C<(?I 

f^irro'ra '^'!i(:^, m^ ^-^ mi-^ ^m ^ i 

(:i) ^^SfFiJn fsT'TOH, 1 ^ tW51l<lJ<riC<P 

^snjsf 5ĵ 5̂(:r[t: fe?^ (̂?'ff*(T « ^T^>iI'Sf 

ĴTxsT I "smw^ ufu^, 'sk fMi^ ^ P ^ ^̂ w:?f 

SRI ^'!?^ Ŝ ^ H ^|SI^ U<ir\m WJC^ ' ^ , 

5̂fR?[T \5T ^ ^ <p?ic\s mf^ I f^=^ 3ra^H f W ^ 

^ra r̂r, f̂î n:̂  \STC^ <W*:I<I ^̂ ^̂ ra nrf^, ^sic^ 

i w r a ^ wc^ '^i'^Mi Prw^, ^nc^ <K^ 

*\^\@t(.<p nrc^ w«?n C^R:̂  '"WC^ I" 

'ps i '5^ i^,k5ji T̂OT M = # ifĵ ^̂ na T<>2sŵ  

^rarWMifi (imperialist) ^55^ £̂)<3 f̂ aff] 

WQ^ W C ^ I ^ ^ MiT lil^i^ *£l| 

^ra^ni;^^ Um^ "^iw C5t?fs ĉ *f ^ > ^ ^ , ^ ; 

U^s^il Sr̂ RT, ^ (7ê ^̂ S oTT® ?:^ I M ^ 5ICT 

^raR f^^HllW lil'fOT iil#[ ^ ^ ^rac^— 

; ? ^ fs^f^Jfrar attitude ^^ ^ ^ ^ 1 âig 

•^V:^ •nro ^ k ^ i ^ 3 T ^ ^ Institution 

^11^41^ TH<I'I4 sn̂ ;̂ ĉ T<i ^sir, ^rar ^ s 

k^iM, voTOTi M ^ ^ ^°\<'ik ^ « t 1 ^ ?i;p'<^ 

(academic freedom) sfI^TC^VS ŝn̂ iM ^sc^ l 

<i*'W'Ŝ  ?aT>i<pw<i 5i?F, «H ^ ^ g , 5JIRRW-

W"^ 53TC«r i>:;ĉ  ^^rc^, tal: Wwi^ *ji>isi ^ s r 

' ^ s f t e r , <fT tflsfirf^ t 5 ? ; ? r « w k ^ s)i<i<(i<i 

^^RTRs J^»t^ \5?rR^ >IC'^T^ C^TI: I vsl^ivi)! C ^ " ^ -

:?fT>IC\!5T'>i ^CeT^ •'ffSRST, ' i i^sqo 08 sir 5i#, k̂ii!>k> 



V^ ^ ^ < f^W^tlT ^I*fl^^, lilt ^W "511 

IW^^ C ^ (vi!5Sf CT5IT « ?̂olI>l5<l> fspi l^ 

^m ( f w ^ ^ i i ^ ^ ^ =w) ^̂ cow I ^Mi i^ iT 

4<)i^M fa*f ^w^ ^^° ^ • ' W M liiiysr c^sn, 

Rî Cî icsrH a m , fsrynt^ t^snfff ^ rac i ^ i 

STT 1% ^ c i s fR f : ^? " a^ewsf : "^ fsr ^a^ 

^i^F 515^ w^i^ fee nraf? ^ I f ^ ^ ^ 5 i H 

j a ^ OTTf ^C^ sT[v5 CT^I ^|i|IW<( f^W, 

;:̂ 5Hi?[ Tfffer ^^^s^^ ^w, fsprr^ fe^ ^ r a 

*̂5=T f^^^f^isira ' iwra 3f̂ c»*i ^itn'J^ 
f̂<3?rre' f̂5R (^ra 'rf?[ra ^"i^us ^WLM ^W 

m© £9tc5) f ^ l i i'ik'^^ "^^ ^c^ I ^ H -

"Idiot's delight" ^w;^ ;g^~ c»f^^l 

^Sf^ *irai ^T^, l^K^U ^ ^ 1 ^ ̂ s5i\oî  f^»^ 

WiWI ^^^I ^^s l^ "i^^^ ^ ^ , Wl^ SfĴ  fe 

z ^ , ?r\s i ; : ^ w ^ ^SRJ -Ĵ W^SW 5I;;Q(:^ W - I 

^ W<m 51?f, ^fftf ^srai ®f?[«TT̂  ¥S|ll5lC\s^ 

(̂iw ^^4i5)(:4 ^m urn, NSRX T̂ 5T<WI^ 'ii^rra'̂  

"swTsilwR^ lai^ ĉ siT ^ 5 ^ ^^ji^i sneft-

f̂ WIiff il̂ C Î̂  ^\m%\ ^T?I«ff^ 5XsT iTTa'' 
^ w b ^ w^:^, m:'s m CIWT? C^̂ ST SIM C^M 

-S-^\<[ ¥ W ¥ l f ^ I v<lS[ ^ f l j l i l^ <MCSf<l iSRI 

8 ^ sn^, liki'iiki ©4 (:£fT>i(:v!ii?'>i ¥CoT^ "STfa^, ' i jsqo 



K!''^ t - n ^ ^j:^ sfjif\s^Tff%T I fe^?w 

^ 9 ^ a ^ s n ^ c ^ i c ^ , ^ f^c?! 'K^^ ^ w ^ 

ŜfKsTIMI <3Cil ĴsCiO ^IJsi f^^^nl^T Ĉ *̂  

Ĉ ra 1 w ^swt$ ^^CTT C^^F, (^) ^ W 5 

tflsr, f̂ I ^ lii, til ^ ^ ^oT, P̂T ^ ŜCXs— 

iflc^ ^M W t ĵ ?:?[ ^f^ srj?f ^jc^^ isfif^i 
f^\§ i f l ^ w ^ e I w^m s n w t ^rrm ^isp^ 
wj^ ^ftf ^^c^ ??R I \c-«f̂  ^?5f cvsT C<|5̂  ?:;̂ 5i 

c=Tw:<F af\sTFf ^^ra ^ t e w ^ ^tm ^ ^ ^ i 
5rpq;-i£ig sic« ^ i w r a ^ ^^ (:«K^ VSR;^ 

fvsffT ^ ^C=W, VST ŝrrsilT 'SfTĈ Ŝ »i;(?rf5 

AV'ho Needs the Negroes ^-if] (c-s^-sTra^W) 1 

?;^H <MCsil<1? (̂:o (ghetto) W1<PH^ U^ 

<i=̂ M ^ I OTT^R STI ŜTĈ , ^ i r ^ W] WT5f I 

"SKM ¥I5ft -JITvÊ  m ^ I "f^i:^ C^ vt>|l4Sr̂ WF -Q 

fi^Sni ^JWm « I ^ ^ f̂KSTT HW WIRT 5^1 

(;f5CT^ s^fsRf ^ I ^»^^ lilWT W=^f 'ifl^sT-Q 

gi5t»(g vsl 'JfoR^^fe^ 5J?f l̂?f I ^"^"^ ^ ^ 'fTC^ 

^si^H >Isn*nJT (p rob lem solving) i z^ Ttsnu 

cw \sra c'H fi^?ft 'ispTsra ^^w f^% 

^^»f I lil ^n'TIffl SfTfRl 'IC*^ f\5f?l l i l ^W I 

^ s i V i f e f w c*itf^\, 5:?r 50^ ̂ ?f ^ i ^ r a 
"i;;^ ^fii^, îT<twiTv»b ^ sn^rc^ f̂ (:?f i 4 T < M 

j^Fs^ ^r^H vsk<p " ^ ^ ^ " - i i ^ sp^^sR n i J R 

f<!^Hl f ^ ^ l f ^ ' ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ 'il^CT 1^5, ^?f(;\o 

nT(3^lR I" pf̂ qfsT̂  ^5Hfew, M ^ WR f f ^ ? 

ftf^qs?^^ \ c ^ l : ^W^ l ^ ^ t ^ I C ^ >F«4, 

?f^ ^ ' - s ^ ^ a 1 % 7{^m<[ sp«(H ^eH sfii:^ i 

S * ^ \ ^£1#T lI<t><M<1 ^'?[ ^51C\s 5TRI 

^^C^ I ^IH ^5R! s»Kff (?Rf«7? Um I 1%t̂  SICT 

vsSfT -Q (.oil<pSfr| ^£|̂  3T4 fe fffra b^^C^, 

(.<IC<IiCt̂  I I£I4N ^ a ^ ?<IHi|>l̂  C 5 ^ ^ ^ M 

^5i(?w C4f»f I ??Rf5T^ ^orirar ^iisR -^^i^ ^ ^ c ^ 
^ ^ 1 ^ t?PTW 7f5p^(money problem) 

W^ I C^yn^ (Heller) ^onw * [ ^ ^ ^^f 

jafTRiv^Tr ^csfgf •s>(fa ,̂ v,v,qo Oto s ^ sn^, ^i^iik) 

file:///sTFf


itfs^N " ^ C ^ ^VD)'\S ft>>8l<l»*l''<t> F5«l' &^k^^ 

^Rr^ ^(yi w^^ ^ ^ ) \ •'>n^ ^ ^ ^ % ^i^ 

f»i^5^ ^ ^ r acw TSfM tfifw I Wilt J^"^ ^̂ TSf, 

fwiMC?ra wtw I t®^ 'i'-<iC'Si, f fN° ^WM^{, 
"«(ier<floi *IW(14^ ^5F^7»^ ^51?5^ >ll»llTe?<]> 

>5^ 'ic^^it: ^ ^ w s , m ^^ ^ 5 w ^ « c ; ^ »t¥ 
\5<i; i£l̂ »TWt -ilĈ nCTT W W ^ I " 

i5^ f r a i i f ^ ^ f ^ ^i(iviT<)4i*i -^K^ 

s f m l ^ i srWf^ <r-iiT=ic^iT«i% ^^=^? m^n^ 

"CSRTi:i*R ^ ^ WP vfl Tipv5bl<l I" 

I'PC'M *i\s4?ii lii^^sR sna w : ^ T f e 'wsfi^ 

.s?Hi>! I f^f?f 5i(:7f <]!(,<]r(, t£i^ »i\s<i=<ir l i i^s^Rc^ 

T^<iT<^Tii^'S iTd>^«ic< ^ « ^ i-^fus -nrc^i 

l ¥ # ^ 5 ! ^ 1 w vfl"̂ 5 ?<)?!lT=lT5" l~CT«nR Zvfi^ 

fe^TT ^ iM^ ^̂ Ĥef, ;:̂ 5TT'!>|enf̂ v»'<T >;?'^?^ 

3 T ^ C^HIMsl 5 W 4 J ^ 4 CW='niJ=l1l ^ ^ 

( t r e n d ) jTf4f| (Tfr^i as|5[ 5^55, ^ii?[ ^rg^r^ 

SRivsI STfvs ^C?ra »f«^5^ •^19M ^ ^ ^ J ' < I 

^nS^ a fs tWf l SRI 4IC>&r<] ^5 f ^IT PIC^ 

^sRisTr" <ioicoi^ !:^R ?TfP«r?r f c ^ c^ c^s^ :̂ jpf.. 

< r a i ^ csRirasT ^c=i4Ta4 fi^i'^nRl', VST^ ' R : * ^ 

SIR ^ r a ^ . ?̂ C?Î HICiJ<1 5f^ 'JIW ÎCV|T<1<M<1 

8 ^ ^ , 'ii^«)J» 0«q ^iatlCvisT'̂ f <PCsi«r -sifimj 'iiSuRO 



\sH W^^ (̂ "f̂ ^ sp^D^—"Jiff T^M f»W^ 

a l w w , w c ^ ^^fm ' f^ \ 5 i ^ \ , CT^rr»5Ti7r 
-tl 'oii^ ^ 1^5=^ ŜlTfpff "̂ TR *il»T lilT IWs 4r 

>G^K«^5) Cs^^ni ^.i4«l ^ ^ ^ ^5HMI 

C?(sT : 

(:^R:5—^N=Ti" ,̂ wisiWfc^, ^wf\, u'^^, m^-

j i M w r a i ^»f f^ I <£k ^?r ^^(i^ ^spnt c ^ 

^c<[ 5RR 5x^5 1% ii i#r ^"\K^iM 5XW C9K:5— 

1 w ren^ciwi sn;^ :CT:«f "ST^ ; (3^° ^ ^ \S«!T 

^^T&r sfRR« ^ I =5nts[ l a l ^I '^i^s ^^z^w 

Ztfff\U5^ ^JoW -silWT, :ski«lO <0\f 

?¥ fi^O ZWM^ '^^ f^yf^^ ? •61T Z^ 

(war c r ime) sfî ciTg g ^ i ŜRiRir ^BRJ^T^ ^sf-

•s^sfi ^Sfw^ ^Wl t^ ^M^ *l|i|IC r̂<] H^^ICM 

^^{ tg i 5TC^ i f l ^ CT^nf^ (gimmick) 

S T ; ^ ? [ ^fTCii ^T<iH>r̂ ' M'ifT ?Rti 1 ^ 

5 1 7 ^ - l w ^ iii<R £ f f vs^^ -1w^ I ig ^^rsp^ 

ŝfWR:?̂  J i ; ^ ^ ^-8w?r ^?'nf^x*R 1 '*iiwt<f4i<t 

^ " ^ Z*\ZS'!}\<C\ W? Z?^, vSl^ WF^—f#T 

5JIR "^Z^ ^ i ; ^ -i>|\»IC< (5^ ^?fT ^ H ^ra 

<i=io<iî  IV^PTT 57:^—1%1R \5TI: ^ n ^ H ^XSR, 

f^ra^sRiw ŝn̂ rar ^sn^er a 1 % ^ ^ ^ 1 in^? 

5^:^ 5w1' ^^Tw ^ , ŝr̂ riOTw s n w n t w f i 

^̂ 1?:̂ , "fTsisfiT ^ l i j icM srra:^ -sTC r̂. 1%?^ 

8 ^ sn^, ^^^(!}^, 



w^j^ •nc^ ^ s ( ^ I 'sninw^ srns% sfvsl^ "̂ ra; 

¥i^ nM'srf^^ ( i i ^ ^^s%R ^ f SMI 

ŝrwiT '^Tsitw sfNw fe?i ^n^i 1 ^ ^0 

wra?r[ ^^r^p^ i ^j<[<^ \ S M 'SHT 1%^ wiw ̂  i 

^'m ^^, t;s[TH vij^Jiaw^ fcr^s ^̂ '̂ nr ^ w 

oTT'̂ r ^WTPTM ^flvS' -Q W '̂sTT'̂ f ?<)&!«)' W l ^ i ^ 

»r5iw <n^ m^ ^^H SRI f̂ CT^ f»wT ?Tf>G?rT 

^ S f ? ; ^ ! Ws^^sHW "sm ^sf ^r^T ŝTffT feCT 

'SRI ?:^S[T«, ^ OTCT 5̂RT C¥R (^^^^r ^TC^, 

vcrar fsT*^ 257:̂ 1 

W^ §̂W iR<3^ iSl^l...5'5nWT^ ai*f(.i;̂  

t^SClK'n f̂|«R ^ < '(T̂ Gin ?^C^ ^b|H,i||ijf 1 

5ICT 5X^ ̂ r a r f:^ ?rrw ^ M ^ S ^ ^m 1... 

1̂̂ f% >14W^ ^^•^K^ I B̂TptfT ̂  f^^ 91^?% 
^?:^; f^5«^ ^-^ f̂rfsf cirf̂ f ^ T ^ Ĉ TF̂ S-

<3>i)||l)l5) ^ ^fsf \£|^ Sfva VIIJHIIJ'I ^ s n r ^ ^ 1 ^ 

J^slMI HMiSrCH iS^^srs 5^T^ ^^«f—^T¥^ 

W T ^ ^Jf ^?;i bRRif5R% T̂ n̂r̂ Q ^̂ STRRT 

^IC^4l5l ^e(T ^£lt f̂ ^C?I !?«rRr n̂?f : !7^W-

?>T^̂  to bRiwr "mus i^-m sutw ^ s ^ ^ 

<iivi>ii\5 57:̂  1 cwra fer ^eirtr ^rc^ ̂ ira =̂Tf 

<1IRH1'51 ^ W T \ * T ^ C ' ^ ^ T O T ^ I grew •s'PfTra 

ÎHT 05TW vsTW^ 8 ^ % ' i fe l 0"i^\W ŜfKTT, 

^ J ^ ' . TNVS1?I - S I ^ O r ^ >14W^ iTWT-

¥ir^l ^ ? l ^ ^ 'STRTCW T W ^ ' N M R -sff^W 

^Sircm '#'VJ\Sl<1 CnWOT C ^ l ^5M 2f fv5^^ 

^5^ w^ 5TRT ' s p ^ ̂ i ^ w ^ ^̂ rra-1 55nf?T 

2fr«i'1T<i'SeHl I ^^ ^ ^ ^TR:^ îcijT?i4M sneff-

f^W t ^ J ^ g ^ (A.I.B.S.) ,5^ -̂ )4l<l-s?-l4 

<!̂ iar<l̂ t<]a<; (nauseating display of hypo

crisy) Fic^ c ^ c^5ft4 â iT̂ T̂o w:^ ^iwib^f 

OJs ?;af3TCv5t̂  w^^m ^'ffim. 'iiJsqo 



^ irm^ nr^ i i ^^^"^ i m^s%ti^ ^c*^ «Tt-

\55M f^O ^5M Z^ f^:^ ^sn'S^l ^i|H,T^4 

f ^ ^ M t<i?iii5\»i(:<i ts<f\ ^w «i ;^ ^5j^i ^̂ pp̂  

^<nt rai ? i?T ^ f ^ fer vsTW T̂ iCTT M:5TT ? 

i o o o CwSTl ^«fT ^WC<}»^ "SrlWH I ^ s p ^ 

^ ^ , ^T^ ^ l l« r 5̂nw<3 T i f ^ ; ;^T^ Ti^vg^ jfT; 

fei^sJTiOT !:?r f lwsT z^m r:w^ w:?m 
^ T6'\ci<) ^ \ s% I m TTH; ^nw ^<^ smst 
T̂T •'WK^ ŝT 8 ^ - 8 0 m^ l ^ ^^MlCf ?;^M-

ZS^M 5X?tT5=T Ĉ«fTW sn l^ l (5^ ^ ^ 

'•H'A'^\!.<\<\ "sfp^^r:^ ^of 57:̂  -̂ ncg % i ^ vs 

s[;v§ji 5R:«5f srf^Ki "̂ fwc^—s^T « srrara ^^w! 

v5 SrT^sl?! ^TRi^fl b ^ % K:=T ^irai 

?p^ i w i -it^nw •^Mc^ u\ 1w?[ ^^iM SRI 

5Jo%51 >il^ ^IWIHI T ^ l l l i l ^ 51Wra ̂ 9IT 

ŝTCsw "^ ;:w ^ 1 ^ 5 :̂1 ^^c^ 1 urn «o 

^rrcoTiFn ^5?:̂  STF» CT^ I" 

>iit sTTsli ^9iNivj)'i<j a«[r > i i^ ^ w 
gf^rlw I ^5im5[ ifl f^ ;fisr si;^ aif;^ ?TI[ I ^H 

1w?f 7151^ • ^ 5 1 ^ 1̂T<ivD c<!iic4<i ^ft^rs 

"lil^ Tfsp^ Sf1<lW?l 'T̂ sT, lilC^ iî iCT 1 ^ 

oTWs ^ ^ , ^ 1^"^ ̂ iw^ ^ s r a 4<i(:\s 51^ I 

: w t W^ srrsTT fa i ^ "iift ij?r f§ liiJT f i ^ >[5rR 
T<iĉ *fî <f' ''m^ ^m^ "mM I "w:^ Jnf^ fe^ 
^IC^ 51;̂—̂ ?̂T5«f iflt ^T?^ "er1<IW<) 7P5I 

ŜTR̂  'srii:^ :^*r f ^ ws wu^i umc^ ^sc^ 

iif»raTC¥ ? : ^ ftfc^ ara^ ^sn^nwi srfvs^^ 

cat^TOsI^ ^cew "s^fg^, 'i,S)«̂ o 80 8 ^ srrc^, îjsijjS) 



fsr*^ (MiRV) in 1 w (i) U ^w:^ M"^ ^^ 

v5^^ ^T^%T «R?;^ ^^fcsf «R#T T'̂ T»bC'̂  

lam ^5i?rr wwTsjoiR f̂  *r^ir^? ^ TISTH 

>T «̂n̂  c5Tr^¥ ^«f, c w ^^c^, %%:?f M^c?f, 
pfWiw ^ fer m.^^ ? ^ii^ ^ K ^ s n ^ ^ 

^lOT^ 7[»P& 15^, ^<=elj^vs ^«rRM >G Sf^ 

^CW SHOT ^snc^ S f f w m CTCi^ f^WS" 

^^c^i1?r ^ I" i^ ^«n f<is •i>iii:iiT̂ <>R CTI;^-

lil^nw I T H W ^ ° ^ ^ 5lt: : ^^t lil̂ ^Wî  WIMirl 

ŝnfsr ^ ! f 5z?r ^rrf^ i ^sn^m ^«t^^^, ^mc^ 
Z'n^'^, ^n^m i^mT^ <m i'n^\ f^^ ^^ 

w ^ îvii<) ?TO¥r ^̂ siTĈ —if̂ 'sf̂ , 'Si^w^ '^ws 
^<m^ ^ ^??:i^ I 'nm^ 'i^csT^ ^ ^ ^ i ? ^ s n ^ 

^R1 \sT^ ixi^ *^i^ ixi^i -^ I ^nsnw^ ^ ^ 

^ « ^ ^snfei ^n^rar 5 ^ ^T <r[mi^ >n:«5t 

f̂ *^W?R;̂  S f l ^ ^STR:̂  ŜITĈ I f^Jvg -q|»(<lR 

vw<tî i5i MCviĵ  5WC51" ^ ôtwr a l w ^ f 
f̂ TITW â' ¥ # T C - ^ K ; I ^•'Wsr I w l i l t ^sjsvo 

¥itsT ĉ nv&iCTW 'ISO f ^ T̂Pf nic^s ?n?r ^^^ra 

ŝTTC'nti ^stiT ^rsw, ?r«R ^sniisitwT f^?:w-

ÎTCsra r̂Pf Cllv̂ lCHM ' # o ' ^ e f UK^ ^«R ^okr 

>ilt 1 ^ IM^\ ^'^s \5kT ^ICi|T?14l?l 'Sfm-

^RTo^ ^5]j^ ifT^ ^ « R : vslw^ ^''T^«f 1%!^ 

^RITCM l^?; ' !^ ^fmsf v s t e W?(Us ^m^ I 

ifl^W^ V|M Ĉi(<l <11vi)1vj<] Tra^T^ <IiCS?5j|'\o ^ C ^ 

8 ^ srf5 ,̂ ^v, is , 8^ csff̂ TCv̂ m ^^c^w -s t̂wr, 'ii^qo 



U^c^ t ^ fî r̂ rf m^ ^ t ^ ^ ^> 

^ î:sR, ?rra wm m^ t ^ ^ f^i*5?i^ â N »iisf 

f^C^ift 5:^5Bf f l ^ ^ ^ I t ^ ĈSW, ^ 

•̂Tftsspa ^fvsT ^ ^^nc î̂  feme" (î f̂T ^ ^ I * ^ 
iiC^c^ <praT, M ^ cwo^ C«R:^ ifi k iiis[ JH^ST 

5 } ^ c^cij^ 2(<iE/«f î̂ RTi n̂?r I w w ŝnw 

ŝrg'̂ n̂?! <siiM^ m-w:^ ws ^ ^fl%?fo fw:^^ 

^ I (il^^ <fit «?:?ra ^ P M vsRTî  SRjso >IWC<1)I«I 

^S^ C ^ l tat: IMSff^ff <!r?^Hl ^ ^ « [ ¥ T ^ 

W*rc^ *f^<^ ^ ^ ^ -STW ?[(;si^ I 

>iî ° f s R i t i : ^ ^«'n z^^ ^ 5̂RT j ^ c ^ 

•at ^ ^ % N a f ^ "s-ireiT! 

2fr*l1f^W^ ' ^ t ^ W W lk*<PW SfHH—: 

<li4 |̂<] ^ ? ^ ^ (?f'Q?rf 5^ ŜfiW, \sC^ ^ M 

jifjtf fyf viiTf ^ M Jpi^fsR WiM m—^ U'bWSl 

•s^iw^ liiwsi !:«n?[T ^•Qjn 7p«^ T̂OTs sns^' 

^'^ fe?r JT^ ^*r ^ ^ >5^ M ^ 1 ^^ni ^fi^s^ 

^ 5 ^ 1 

*)l'vs&r̂ lTNs4 ^5(7^ ^^ ^ ! f ?̂rT (SW—*ilt # 

^mm -Q ^"^ Jf̂ sRiTT I 5pM l i l t 'SfSRT 

1w?r MiT i i i#^ ^err 'a'=\si^' -^c^ct^^ ; 

catiwT*>i <tic=i>s? 'S'fta^, ^^q© 8 ^ 8 ^ Sfi^, ^JsiljJ!! 



•siî sw ^ ^ i : ^ ^"Ttw c^sfra c^ t̂̂ wi ^s(5 

^racw^ ^sfew lilt c r̂ara <[R^Tf:̂  UiCpii 

^sfra 'G'^ f«fe ^^ WR >i^<i>ijltffi ^ i : ^ , 

C^M ^*ra C5^ iTT ¥5?:^ I >i|®<3^5n^ ciJsllCil̂  

-i||i|l64 SrHIWH i?r, f ^ ^ R l w i ^"^W 

( in glowing terms) f ^ SrHldslH ^'^'^ SIM 

^5R7»n^jn ??r i" 

«fTî  ^sn^sij'ra >i'-«K'̂ i fen tf̂ s5fc*nt f ^ ^ 
WTfH #»I?IT snw? » j f N ? CS^ ^C^fef til̂ N 

tat "^wwj^ STMf̂ ŝ '^•Gim >i'-\»i<iHi fer 

^g^ ^RWH^i'G^ra—i£i°^ f^s^ r̂a«( <f^cH 
î <M?ic4 STT'TR:̂  ârrijs]- C^OT <IH^I<J ^S^C^I 

n c * R ^ W WM UT^ ^skw W ^ »f?f»fFft 

' - ^ ^rai Mi? ^stw^ JEP̂T ^ c ^ ?rrai 
viiJ-̂ iiJii) <[1«^:TV5T ^ ; ; i : ^5? ;^ ^•Q M ^ fesf 

MIC'V'H?'!; ^okr ifl̂ D ^P^D few M i T ^ ^ ^ S f ! 

i:^ra t^oTlf? srfifT ^ S f ^ i^IlJHlIlJcvs *Sf1W 

f ^ « H JTT, voT?IT̂  ViMllJi i j ^ ^ : ^ C'ilC^i^Col'H I i i l« 

ypw' fer >ii«R^i i^^ 5̂rra<3 ^«(i ^ski 

T̂«fT 5?r—1WH% vara f^Ti:5% <1)<l̂ l(;̂ 5 

jp^^j f ^«f1?r f ^ ^sfK^ i ^ I c ^ ^ Sf^^ 

1w?[—f^Wift^ ^*rra«t ilH^^C4 >SrHIWÎ  

wfm Tt^-nt:^ I i i ^ i ^H4 i—i :^ S IR ^ C ^ C ^ ^ 

oiJCT'̂ 'Hw?! wc^ f̂ >iT5̂  5:>Gm ̂ 1w »n;*ĉ  -mm-

(:'5TT'w1?rsf, ^r,®fCHt <)e1<:fe?H, ^5]\sp^ 9 l f ^ ^ 1 

W^TR "5^^ - ^ v£lt W;;tl5 C^M ^J!)80v<| i t <3 

CTlfel^W^f k i t ^ 1 ^ SrTnrCJH fC*?! ^t^Jf-

(:«n f̂H (̂TĈ ft ?f7if zm ^m i ^Jssci ^rn:^ 
jiTC^n^^'^ra f̂ Sf̂ ft fn, >iisr, li i^ ^nc^ 

"<ici5i?iî i<i -Q w w«nwra 7[;;?̂ JfT 5x^i ^crat 
SRI w '̂eT^ isfrnnl^ s i ;^ vQ T^'w^ m^w^ 
^ 5 1 ^ ^raem sn;^ 'ku^ ^atir m r̂F ^ C ^ R 
:n! 

8 ^ ^ , ^j!)\bJs 80 ^ s W •sttlRST, ^iJs^O 



^ N ' ^ ŝ ĉsTr-mJiMU ^ 1 i ^ ( f^ i?i1) ^?\s^iCTi w\a\ ^BTS^S ^TCSTI few 

?:«(<ri(.\sH I ^ ^ ^ ^ f^?3T ^wjTra »r?fte '̂ î ssno it;;^%sr ^•*i<i(;ef CS'IK^F ^sn ^on i 
^ R ^ ¥ra;n C5%:?f ^m ^sfi ^ ÎSTH ?<)<IT«4<( I »f^2W% a M : <3i ^sra ^ t ; ^ ^ w<3?fT 

^'>[^ w^NsTii t ° c ^ t w n : ^ •sfraWfe s ^ i 



Yours Affectionately 
K. Zachariah 

[Kuruvilla Zachariah was one of the 
finest teachers of History in Presidency 
College. What is not so well known is that 
he was a prolific and charming letter-
writer who seldom forgot to reply when his 
students wrote to him. The bunch of 
letters which it is our privilege to publish 
bears testimony to the warmth of Zach's 
personality. These letters were written to 
one of his students in Presidency College, 
Sri Susilchandra Chatterjee, at present 
Senior Associate Government Pleader in 
the All pore Civil Court. We are extremely 
grateful to Sri Chatterjee for allowing us to 
publish these letters. We are also grateful 
to Dr Nilmoni Mukherjee of the University 
of Calcutta and Dr Hiren Chakrabarti of 
Hooghly Mohsin College, who helped to 
select and edit these letters.—Editor} 

{ 1 ] 

Dear Susil, 
Your card. Thanks. 
I am afraid I have never written out 

my lectures on the subjects you mention— 
so that you needn't worry about their 
absence. If you send me the notes some
time before June 15, carefully packed, that 
will do. I shan't want them before then. 

The photo hasn't arrived yet. I shall be 
very pleased to have it and it'll remind me 
of one of the best classes I have had. I 
hope to return to Calcutta in time to wish 
you all good luck in the exam. 

When the B.A. results are out, I wonder 
if you'd take the trouble to let me know 
the History results. 

[ 2 ] 

Yours Affectionately Zach 

Kurial 
Tiruvalla 

Travancore 
29.5.1923 

Your letter of the 22nd. I suppose you 
wrote it before you received my reply to 
your first card. I would not willingly 
have kept your letter unanswered. The 
photo came the day after I wrote my reply. 
Perhaps you forget in what a remote part 
of the country I am and how long letters 
take to travel all the way here. The epis
tolary distance between us is 5 or 6 days— 
depending on the weather ! A gale in the 
backwater would hold the mail launch up 
perhaps and that would add on another 
day. 

Thanks for letting me know the results, 
at least of the first class. I am sorry, of 
course, that Presidency doesn't stand high
est, but it's pretty much what I expected, 
especially after seeing the papers. The 
Mahomedan girl, I remember, did very 
well in my paper, but I can't recollect the 
Scottish Churches man. But I don't think 
there is any need to attribute to partiality 
what may quite well be due to fuller know
ledge in one or two papers. I don't think it 
is fair to jump too readily to such conclu
sions. Your training in history should 
have taught you that to ascribe motives is 
one of the worst temptations of the 
historian ! 

You are quite right in proposing to 
refashion my notes to your purpose and 
plan of study. Notes or books are of little 
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use unless one can really assimilate them 
and make them one's own. Just as I have 
used the information found in different 
books to give body to an arrangement 
which is my own, so should you do too. 
Take up different questions, study them and 
write your own outline notes on them. If 
you like to send some of your outline 
essays to me, I shall be glad to offer my 
criticisms and suggestions. Do this for 
Greek and Roman history as well—I 
mean, read first Bury or Holm, then write 
outUne essays on a number of subjects 
pretty well covering the whole ground and 
read other books for those essays. You 
may find the following books useful for 
Greek history—it's a pretty comprehen
sive list. 

General—Bury, Grote, Holm, Thucydides, 
Zimmem. 

Pelop. War—Grundy, Thucydides. 
Constitutional—^Aristotle's Constitution of 

Athens, Whibley, Pol. Parlies in Athens 
during the Pelop. War. 
Greenidge—Greek Constat. History 

Biographical—^Abbott's Pericles, Glover: From 
Pericles to Philip, Murray: Euripides and 
the History of His Age, Plutrach: Lives. 

Literary—Sheppard: Greek Tragedy 
Haigh: Attic Theatre 
Frere: Four Plays of Aristophanes (transl.) 
Jebb or Whitelaw: Sophocles (transl.) 
Campbell: Aeschylus (transl.) 
Murray or Way: Euripides (transl.) 

Artistic—Gardner: Manual of Gk. Sculpture 
D'ooge: The Acropolis 

Miscellaneous 
Cornford: Thucydides Mythistoricus 
Bury: Ancient Greek Historians 
Whibley: Companion to Greek Studies. 

Those are all I can think of now and 
most of them you'll find in our Library. 
There may be a few others as well. I am 
rather rusty in Roman History—^but here 
are a few useful books, besides Mommsen. 

Heitland: Roman Republic (3 vols.)—the 
most recent survey of Roman history— 
dull but accurate. 

Ferrero: Greatness and Decline of Rome 
(5 or 6 vols.). Very picturesque but not 
always very trustworthy. 
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Oman: Seven Roman Statesmen. 
Carthage: {Story of the Nations Series). 
Sandys: Companion to Latin Studies (very 

useful on miscellaneous points). 

Plutarch: Lives. 

Thank you for telling me you appre
ciated my lectures. It is reward enough 
for a teacher to hear this from some of his 
students. I am afraid I am an unambi
tious person who does not much care for 
university chairs, but I do care for my 
class work and for the human contact it 
brings. That has always been my greatest 
delight: and one feels it has all been worth 
while when some students respond. I 
always wish I could get to know my 
students better and I hope the wish will be 
fulfilled at least in your case. 

Don't hesitate to ask me for any advice 
I can give. Best wishes. 

[ 3 ] 
'Kurial' 

Tiruvalla 
Travancore 

23.7.1923 

Many thanks for your flattering letter 
of the 7th. It's good of you to say what 
you do and I am really glad to find that 
some of you at any rate appreciated my 
lectures. I hope, after this year's furlough, 
to revise my notes and make the lectures 
fresher and more interesting. Meanwhile, 
I hope you are all profiting by the lectures 
and suggestions of my colleagues. But, 
remember, that the time has come when 
you must do your work for yourself. All 
that we can offer is guidance, direction, 
criticism, advice: the actual search, the 
reading, the absorption and assimilation of 
knowledge— t̂hese you can and should now 
do for yourself. This is not perhaps the 
easiest route to a degree, but it is far the 
most profitable and interesting—and 
indeed the only one that'll make a scholar 
and an educated man of you. So, don't 
rely too much on lectures—or on profes
sors! 

2 Yours Affectionately Zach 



Here are a few books, while I think of 
it, that may help you. Smith: Carthage 
and the Carthaginians; Einstein : Tudor 
Ideals. Madelin's French Revolution is a 
fascinating book. Fisher's little sketch of 
Napoleon is excellent as a short and sug
gestive survey. A trilogy of books, as 
absorbing and thrilling as a detective tale, 
is Trevelyan's three volumes on Garibaldi. 
If you can get hold of Carlyle: Mediaeval 
Political Theory in the West, Vol. 4, you'll 
find it has a good account of the papal-
imperial conflicts and controversy. 

I am no word-painter or I could 
give you a pen picture of Travan-
core. My home is about a mile from 
a small town and we have a few 
neighbours, a furlong or two off. It's 
pretty nearly sheer country and one 
gets country walks and hears country 
sounds. I have spent many pleasant hours 
watching the birds of which we have a 
wonderful variety. I am counting them 
up and find I've seen between 40 and 50 
kinds in Travancore. The house is on the 
gentle slope of a small hill and there are 
other little round hills all round, with 
green valleys between. The valleys are 
all green with paddy now; and on the 
hillsides, they cultivate tapioca, peas, plan
tains and so forth. I love the quiet and 
the clean country air and the pleasant 
country sounds and sights. 

That must do for the present. I am 
rather busy at the moment and have no 
time for more. Do write again—it's 
delightful to keep in touch with the 
College and Calcutta. 

Don't think too much of the exam. 
You'll do well enough. 

[ 4 ] 
"Kurial" 

Tiruvalla 
Travancore 

25.8[1923] 

Many thanks for your last letter. I 
was specially glad to see the results. We 

Yours Affectionately Zach 
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haven't done badly, though certainly not 
too well for the Presidency College. Next 
year I trust we shall recover our lost first 
place. It's up to you and the others to try 
and win it back for us. 

I am glad Dr. Ghoshal took you to the 
Museum. There is much to learn there 
and those actual monuments and relics of 
the past help to make history concrete. In 
Calcutta, a comparatively modem town, we 
miss those architectural and other remin
ders of history which are so plentiful in 
an old historic city like London or Win
chester in England, like Florence or Rome 
in Italy, like even Delhi or Agra or Patna 
in India. Our history tends all the more 
to degenerate into a mere text-book abs
traction, lacking flesh and reality. All the 
more is there need, therefore, to use all 
the opportunites which are afforded us so 
lavishly in the Museum and the Victoria 
Memorial. We need to remember that 
history dealt with men like ourselves in 
conditions of life not very different from 
ours. How different it is one of the chief 
tasks of the historian to discover. I have 
often wished we had a small historical 
museum in the College: but money was 
always the difficulty. If, however, old 
students could help us, we shall not need 
to spend much to inaugurate a museum of 
modest dimensions. What do you think of 
the suggestion? We might get people to 
give us coins or little archaeological pieces 
of sculpture or carving, or casts or models 
or replicas, or perhaps photos—even they 
would be useful. The contents might be 
given us—the show cases we should have 
to get ourselves. 

There is a splendid little book by 
Brown : on Indian coins. You'll find a 
copy in the Library. I have been reading 
with great interest a fascinating new work, 
a companion volume to Wells' Outline of 
History, Thompson : The Outline of 
Science. First rate— and as absorbing as an 
adventure story. There's yet another on the 
same lines—The Outlines of Literature and 
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Art by Drinkwater and Orpen ; but I don't 
think it reaches anything like the same level. 

We are having bright weather again 
after two months of almost incessant rain 
and the sunshine is very welcome. The birds 
are out again and I can hear the lovely 
golden oriole pee hoing as I write. I dare 
say you know it—a beautiful yellow bird 
with black head and tail, looking Uke a 
flash of gold as it flies. 

Well, I must stop. Write again. 

[ 5 ] 
"Kurial" 
Tiruvalla 

Travancore 
3.10.1923 

Your letter of Sept. 13. I must ask your 
indulgence for the delay ; and even now I 
can't write as adequate a reply as I should 
like. 

You want a list for modem history— 
this is a diflicult matter as there are so 
many books to choose from. But it won't 
become less difficult by explaining how dif
ficult it is—so I'll plunge in and give you 
a list of a sort. I divide the books into two 
classes, A and B, of which A represent the 
larger standard works and B the smaller, 
but often more manageable and more use
ful, manuals. 

The Reformation: 
Lindsay: History of the Reformation. A. 
Ward: The Counter Reformation. B. 

France in the 16th cty.: 
The volume in the National History of 

France Series. A. 
Armstrong: French Wars of Religion. B. 

The Thirty Years' War: 
Fletcher: Gustavus Adolphus. B. 

France in the 17th cty: 
The volume in the National History. A. 
Mazarin & Richelieu in Foreign Statesmen 

Series. B. 
Germany in the 18th cty.: 

Young: Frederick the Great. A. 
Reddaway: Frederick the Great (in the 

Heroes of the Nations Series). B. 
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Germany in the 19th cty.: 
Headlam: Bismarck. B. 
Ward: History of Germany in the 1% 

cty. A. 
Italy in the 19th cty.: 

Bolton King: History of Italian Unity. A. 
Cesaresco: Liberation of Italy. B. 
Stillman: Union of Italy. B. 

The Balkans: 
Miller: The Ottoman Empire & its Succes

sors. B. 
ScheviU: The Balkans. B. 

The French Revolution: 
Madelin: The French Revolution 

(National History). A. 
Malet: The French Revolution. B. 
Acton: Lectures on the French Revolu

tion. B. 
Napoleon: 

Rose: Napoleon. A. 
Fisher: Napoleon. B. (Home Univ. Liby.— 

excellent). 
France in 19th cty.: 

Dickinson: Revolittion & Reaction in 
France. B. 

Spain: 
Hume: Spain, its Greatness & Decay. B. 

Holland: 
Motley: War of Independence. A. 
Motley: United Netherlands. A. 
Edmundson: History of Holland. B. 
Putnam: William the Silent. B. 

Sweden: 
Bain: Charles XII. B. 

Russia: 
Bain, Forbes etc. Russia from the 

Varangians to -the Bolsheviks. B. 

You'll find Thatcher and Schwill a 
readable summary : and Hazen is entirely 
adequate for the 19th cty. Read also a few 
historical essays like those of Ramsay 
Muir, Fisher's Republican Tradition, 
Pollard's Factors in Modern History and 
so on. Another admirable book for the 
19th cty. is Seignobos. The Periods of 
European History are always useful for 
reference. 

I've not been keeping very fit lately— 
and am on Sanatogen now. There's nothing 
to worry about and I shall be all right again 
in a few days. I am always glad to hear of 
your activities and studies. Remember me 
to the others. 

Yours Affectionately Zach 
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"Kurial" 
Tiruvalla 

Travancore 
Nov. 19, [1923] 

You must forgive my delay this time. 
I have been away a good deal and could 
not answer very promptly. I can't plead 
illness as an excuse, because my indisposi
tion was of the most transient type and 
yielded at once to Sanatogen and a week 
in the hills. I have been very fit since. 

The College magazine has not reached 
me yet. I wish I could write something for 
the next issue but I have learnt caution 
with experience and I know it is far easier 
to promise than to perform! To discover a 
subject one can write about con aniore is to 
me the most difficult part of authorship. 
I review a whole series of topics and reject 
them one after the other. This is not due, 
I am afraid, to fastidiousness so much as 
to a certain narrowness of outlook. All 
that I can promise is that, if some hterary 
angel inspires me with a congenial subject 
I shall send you the finished product. But 
don't expect anything till you see it! 

There are not many months now 
between you and the final ordeal. I suppose 
there is no one so hardy as to face an 
exam, without a tremor—and the better 
prepared one is, the more nervous one feels. 
The fatal thing is not merely to feel ner
vous—that is an ineluctable infirmity of our 
flesh : but it is fatal to allow nervousness 
to conquer us, to feel physically jaded and 
stale so that the emotion of dread has full 
sway and meets with no resistance. It 
is a splendid thing to feel a contempt for 
the exam., a respectful contempt, that is! 
Don't overwork, don't allow your brain to 
be sufl'ocated by facts and keep cool. I 
am sure you'll do well, if you remember 
this fundamental precept. 

Modern Europe is an absorbing subject, 
but almost boundless in its scope. One 
could dip for ever in that ocean without 
exhausting it. I shan't therefore suggest 

Yours Affectionately Zach 

any select books for you, except just these 
few which I cannot help mentioning. Have 
you read G. M. Trevelyan's three Garibaldi 
books ? As readable as novels. Other 
books which you can read with real enjoy
ment are Madelin: The [French] Revolu
tion ; Rose: Napoleon; Cesareso: The 
Liberation of Italy ; Motley : Dutch Repub
lic. If all historians had an entertaining style, 
what a delightful study history would be! 
Few of us are so austere as to be quite 
unaiTected by form, by style. Expression 
therefore is as necessary as impression. 

Don't hesitate to write if you have any
thing to ask. I am looking forward 
already to Christmas at home—after eight 
years. It revives so many memories of 
my childhood. A happy home is an 
abiding inspiration—which is a truth we in 
India have very imperfectly learnt. 

Write again sometime. 

[ 7 ] 
"Kurial" 
Tiruvalla 
4.2.1924 

I am sorry to be so late this time—but 
in one way and another I have been very 
busy and had to postpone letters from 
week to week. However, this letter will 
come in good time to bring you my good 
wishes in the exam. Will you pass them 
on to as many of the others as you meet, 
especially to Bibhuti Bhusan Banerji— 
whose letter I haven't time to answer 
separately. Please thank him from me for it. 

I can only reiterate the maxims I have 
already given you as helpful rules for the 
exam. Don't overwork at the last moment 
and remember a fresh mind is worth more 
than masses of undigested information. 
Remember your business is to produce a 
certain impression on the mind of the 
examiner. Therefore, read the questions 
through carefully and don't attempt any 
you are not sure of the meaning of. Answer 
concisely and to the point. Waste no 
words. Drive home your main points 
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forcibly. Have a clear arrangement. Avoid 
the chronological or obvious arrangement. 
Think of a fresh and suggestive way of 
putting things, different from the way in 
which the great majority will put it. Write 
sunply, but attractively. Try and make it 
as far as possible a pleasure and a sur
prise to the examiner to read your answer. 

I don't know when exactly the exam, 
begins—and very Ukely I shall be there 
before it begins. I have to join duty on 
March 7 or 8—so, if you have time, come 
and see me soon after. It's been very good 
of you to keep me in touch with the acti
vities of the college and especially of the 
History Honours Class. I have really 
appreciated your letters—although I haven't 
always been able to do as you wish. For 
instance, I have written nothing for the 
Magazine—that'll have to wait for next 
year ! 

Best luck again. 
P.S. This is a very inadequate reply to 
your long letter—but you'll just have to 
excuse it this time. 

[ 8 ] 
Piroscafo Carinthia 

Feb. 1. 1927. 

I am answering your letter exactly a 
month after it was written—but it reached 
me only a few days ago, redirected from 
home, in Cairo. You don't seem to have 
known that I have taken six months' leave 
and sailed from Bombay on Jan. 5. I got 
off at Suez and went to Cairo, and other 
parts of Egypt and also to Palestine and 
sailed again from Alexandria for Greece on 
Jan. 31. We expect to arrive at the Piraeus 
on Feb. 4. After a few days in Greece, 
I go on to Venice and thence overland to 
England, which I shall probably reach 
soon after Feb. 20. My address in England 
is C/o P. R. Johnston Esq., 25 Goodwyn 
Avenue, Mill Hill, London, N.W. 7. 

It was fascinating to see something of 
the monuments and memorials of ancient 
Egypt. There is a fine collection in. the 
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Museum, which I visited four times and 
still felt unsatisfied. As you know, the 
ancient Egyptians were chiefly concerned 
with the life after death and many of the 
exhibits are mummies and cases, funerary 
furniture of all sorts—but there are also 
statues and reliefs. I can't describe them 
all in a letter. Specially interesting were the 
Tutenkhamen exhibits—wonderfully rich 
and some of them very beautiful. I also saw 
the Pyramids—of Gizeh and of Sakkara— 
and went into several of the private tombs. 
Perhaps most interesting of all was the 
visit to the great temples at Karnak and 
Luxor and to the tombs of the kings, 
queens and nobles at Thebes. Egyptian 
history, of which alas ! I know too little, 
took a new meaning. I shall have much to 
tell you when I return. 

Palestine was fascinating in another 
way—it has no great ancient monuments, 
but the country itself is remarkable and 
dear to all Christians from its associations. 
As I walked and motored over those hills, 
looked at those strange lakes, so many of 
the words and scenes of the New Testament 
became more vivid and real. It was a 
pilgrimage in a way—but one doesn't go to 
Palestine to find a god. He is everywhere, 
still living, always with us to cheer and 
teach and guide, if we will listen to His 
voice and let ourselves be taught. 

I am looking forward greatly to Greece. 
It will be a rare privilege to stand on the 
Acropolis and look out over Salamis. 
Think of all the thrilling events that took 
place within sight of that hill, all the 
wonderful men who lived there, all the 
great things they said and wrote and did. 
One can't stand there without being a little 
excited—I nearly wrote 'inspired'—but I 
distrust the inspiration of places. Inspira
tion comes from people. It is one loving 
heart, as St. Augustine says, which sets 
another on fire. 

The ship is rolling and I can't write 
steadily : also my ink has run out. Do 
write if you can to England. I trust the 

Yours Affectionately Zach 



New Year will bring you the best of gifts. 
With many thanks for your letter and good 
wishes. 

[ 9 ] 
Stansfieid Hall 

Todmorden, 
Yorks 

April 12 [1927] 

I was very glad to get your letter last 
mail or the mail before. I don't think I can 
write now an account, however concise, 
of all that we saw on the way. To write at 
length I have neither the time nor the 
patience : and a brief summary would be 
useless. When I come back, you must 
come along some day and see me—and 
then we can have a good long talk—and I 
can show you such pictures as I have. 
We saw a great deal — in Egypt, the 
wonderful Cairo museum, the Pyramids, 
the tombs at Sukkara, the monuments at 
Thebes, Karnak and Luxor—Cnossus in 
Crete—in Greece, Athens with its Museum 
and Acropolis, Epidaurus and its perfect 
theatre, Argos, Mycanae, Tiryns, Eleusis 
and Olympia. The keenness and vividness 
of my memories are already fading : but I 
remember a good deal—and it was all im
mensely refreshing. 

I landed in England on Feb. 23—and 
since then, I've been busy, visiting friends 
one after the other. They are all very kind 
and hospitable, in spite of the long interval 
of eleven years of absence. The little chil
dren I knew have grown up, but are as 
friendly as ever. I had five precious days 
at Oxford last term and promise myself 
another visit next term. I met Prof. H. K. 
Banerji there and Ajit Hazra, an old pupil. 
Oxford remains unchanged in essentials, 
and it was an almost poignant joy to be 
there. So many memories returned, of what 
I must count as perhaps the happiest 
period of my life—memories of chapel and 
library, of peaceful, leisurely afternoons in 
a punt on the river below the flowering 
mays, of walks in the garden, of long even
ings beside the fire with one's best friends. 

Yours Aflfectionately Zach 'i 

Fortunately, most of my friends survived 
the war and Fve been able to meet nearly 
all of them again. Fve done little else 
since I came. 

Before I came to Todmorden, I spent 
a few days with the Head Master at one 
of the great schools of England, Christ's 
Hospital, the school of Lamb and Coleridge 
and Sir Henry Maine. It's a wonderful 
place with 22 football fields and 800 boys 
in residence—I must tell you about it when 
I return. If only we had one such school 
in India! 

Don't overwork for the exam. I'm 
sure you'll do well if you don't tire your
self out by overmuch study—a fresh, 
vigorous mind is of more value than stores 
of facts and dates. I won't be able to get 
a reply to this before I leave: about May 
25. I expect to be back in Calcutta about 
June 16—not earlier, perhaps a day or two 
later. Do come and see me sometime soon, 
before term begins. 

P.S. It's not possible to answer your 
questions re Haripada Maitra, unless I've 
more details—e.g. where does he want to do 
agriculture: Edinburgh, Wales, Oxford? I 
suggest that he ask the Secy, to the Advi
sory Council there. Prof. Coyajee, who can 
give him all the information. 

[ 10 ] 
Kurial 

Tiru valla 
June 8 [1928] 

Your invitation has just come. I think 
it is very inconsiderate of you to get 
married during the holidays ! But, joking 
apart, I am sorry I can't be present. But 
perhaps that does not matter very much. 
You have all my congratulations and good 
wishes as sincerely and heartily, in my 
absence as in my presence—and my prayers. 
This is a great adventure, isn't it ? And at 
the beginning of such an adventure, one 
never knows quite how it will end— 
whether we shall find the Treasure Island 
and be happy ever after or whether there 
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will be a mutiny on board or shipwreck of 
all our plans. But, after all, hope and 
courage and faith are the very soul of life— 
and if we have these, and patience and 
humility, I am sure the adventure is well 
worth undertaking. It is brave, hopeful men 
like you that keep the world going around, 
not cowards like me who shrink from 
doubtful adventures ! I do wish you all 
happiness—but remember that it will 
depend in large measure on yourself. And 
if the best is to come of it all, remember 
that your wife is a personaUty with rights 
and claims and weaknesses at least equal to 
yours. I always think respect is the very 
spirit of a true marriage—a true respect 
for the personalities of others. It is the 
hardest thing to learn for all men ! 

If I wrote for a day, I couldn't say all 
I should like to—and perhaps it doesn't 
matter very much. What matters is that 
you should go forth with the good wishes 
of all your friends—and you certainly have 
mine. I don't know if it would be proper 
for me to meet your wife— p̂erhaps it isn't 
done and maybe she doesn't speak 
English—but if it is all right, I should like 
some time or other to have that privi
lege. I have always regretted deeply the 
social barriers that keep me out of my 
pupils' homes. 

I am leaving home in a few days to go 
to Kodai-Kanal, a hill station, for a week 
or so and then to Calcutta, where I expect 
to be at the end of June. 

Have you had any news of the Research 
Studentship ? 

Do come and see me in July. May you 
find more than you hope for in this new 
state and be able to give as much happiness 
as, I trust, you will get. 

[ 11 ] 
Hooghly College 

Chinsurah 
July 5, 1933. 

I was glad to hear from you again and 
especially to hear of the safe arrival of your 
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son. Congratulations. I trust both he and 
his mother are very well. 

We had a very pleasant holiday at 
Shillong and have been back about a week. 
Baby is flourishing and not merely walks 
alone—which ho has done for a year now— 
but runs, climbs chairs and tables, goes up 
and down stairs and does most things that 
he shouldn't do ! Come and see him 
sometime. 

I am afraid there is no opening in this 
College nor is there any, to my knowledge, 
in any other Government College. How is 
your work at the University progressing ? 
I hope you have something ready for pub
lication. A Ph.D. would be a considerable 
asset to you in the search for a teaching 
post and I hope you will soon be able to 
present a thesis for the degree. I am sorry 
you do not seem to care for your teaching 
work in the University. Why? 

When you have a day or afternoon off, 
come and see us and we can have a good 
talk. I haven't heard any Calcutta gossip 
for a long time! 

[ 12 ] 

Hooghly College 
Chinsurah 

9.1.1936 

It is a long time since I heard from or 
wrote to you. I trust you and your wife 
and children are all well. I should like to 
know what you are doing now. 

I write this time with a special object. 
The Hooghly College centenary falls this 
year and the enclosed appeal will show 
what our plans are. I believe your father 
was at the College as a student ; and we 
are anxious that all old students should 
share in the Centenary celebration and we 
look for their practical help in raising the 
amount necessary for the proposed 
Common Room. Many old students have 
been very generous and we have collected 
about Rs. 9,000 already; we need Rs. 6,000 
more. Could you give the enclosed papers 

Yours Affectionately Zach 



to your father and persuade him—I am 
sure he will need little persuasion—to help 
us as generously as is possible. If he sends 
a cheque, it should be made out in my 
name (not to the Principal) and crossed. 
We hope we shall have the pleasure of 
seeing him here during the Centenary 
celebrations towards the end of the year. 

I am kept very busy or I should have 
come personally to enlist his support. 

With good wishes to you. 

[ 13 ] 
Hooghly College 

Chinsurah 
20th Feby. 1936 

I think I told you that I had written 
to your cousin and placed various alter
native proposals before him in connexion 
with the Centenary Common Room. I 
haven't heard from him yet and I am 
writing to ask you to be good enough to 
sound him and find out whether he is 
thinking of helping us. We don't need the 
money at once—that can be paid by July 
or even August—but it will be a great 
help to know definitely what contribution 
he will make. If he is not prepared to 
meet the cost of a whole room—as I very 
much hope he will—then at least he can 
give us a smaller contribution in memory 
of his grandfather. I shall be grateful if 
you could use your powers of tactful per
suasion on him and let me know the result. 
Do you think it will be helpful if I saw 
him? I shall gladly do so, if you advise it. 

[ 14 ] 
Hooghly College 

Chinsurah 
23.2.1936 

Thank you for your very prompt reply. 
I am glad you are taking such a personal 
interest in the matter. I am most anxious 
that we should get all the money for the 
Common Room and I have myself seen 
scores of people and been offered sums 

Yours Affectionately Zach ' 

from one rupee up ! I don't mind begging 
in this matter, because I am not begging 
for myself. However, I am sure I can safely 
leave your cousin to your gentle hints. I 
very much hope he will decide to give the 
Rs. 2000/- for the Reading Room : that 
would be a worthy and permanent memo
rial of his grandfather. 

With regard to the dates—we have 
nearly all the old registers and this is the 
information we have already collected about 
your grand-uncle. The dates of his study in 
the college at any rate are accurate — the 
date of birth was calculated from the age he 
gave when he joined college and is only 
approximate. The entry at present stands 
thus : 

CHATTERJEE, Gopal Chandra, Rai 
Sahib, b. 1855. f. Kali Kamal Chatterjee. 
Garifa. Gya School/Hooghly College from 
1873-75, I—III years; F.A. 1874 (1st division); 
scholar 73, 74/Presidency College, B.A. 1877 
(1st division); L.C.E. 1880. P.W.D. 1887. 
We shall be glad to have any correc

tions and any additional information. 
Thank you for your help. 

[ 15 ] 
Hooghly College 

Chinsurah 
22.3.1936 

Thank you for your letter of the 17th. 
I understand and sympathise with your 
feelings, Jour hopes and disappointments. 
But at the same time a wise man does not 
waste time on regrets, he tries to make the 
best of things as they are. And I think you 
are probably right in turning to law. If I 
can ever be of any help to you, in educa
tion, you may count on me—but, as you 
know, my help cannot go very far. 

I am coming to Calcutta next Wednes
day—and if I can manage it, I shall come 
round to your place about 11 or 11-30. 
Will you be in at that time ? But I am not 
at all sure I can manage it—so don't be 
disappointed it I don't appear. 

Yours affectionately 
K. Zachariah 
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Rabindranath 

Amal Bhattacharji 

Modern Bengali poetry developed much fail ci„n i. 
later than the prose. Poets before Tagore should' a tquately 'ToL^ '^" ' "^^ '''' 

aucqudieiy communicate a direct 

The late Prof. Amal Bhattacharji read this 
paper to a private gathering at Cambridge on the 
anniversary of Tagore's birth in 1967. He had 
practically no access to Tagore's works when he 
wrote it; this paper is best taken as a step towards 
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experience, however simple. As a result, 
their poetry as a whole makes an impres
sion of total emptiness, although it is also 
wordy, full of exaggerated emotional ges
tures. The great Madhusudan Dutt is 
indeed an exception. But his achievements, 
splendid as it was, did not and could never 
make any lasting impact ; essentially it was 
remote from the genius of our language and 
from the entire tradition of our poetry. 
Tagore's poetry, after the period of youth
ful experiment, has an utter purity of 
language, a simple clarity, a melody entire
ly new. As he grows more mature, this is 
reflected in an increasing mastery over 
more and more complex modes of imagery 
and melody, expressing—as yet—^purely 
emotional experiences but of a range and 
subtlety unexampled before. 

Tagore's maturity was a process of 
continual readjustment to a world that 
never reached a final defiinition or delimita
tion of boundaries, slow, sometimes halting, 
always painful, with phases that are usually 
sharply marked. His sensibility was the 
product—never finished, it must be said, 
never reaching completion—as much of a 
very ancient culture which has once again 
come to life through an intense personal 
discipline, as of the new spiritual and 
intellectual forces to which he seldom 
refused to expose himself. It will be a mis
take to say, although this is what is usually 
said, that he achieved a synthesis. The 
contradiction between the two is always 
there, felt by himself as well as by his 
readers ; it is the source of tension that 
prevents him from ever arriving at a final 
image of existence and resting there. And 
this results in an achievement that com
passes an astonishins: range of expression 
indeed : poetry, novel, drama, music, dance 
forms, painting, even practical activity of 
all sorts, all full of depth and richness and 
comnlexity. It was not that Tagore's genius 
was. as it is commonly expressed, "versa-
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tile". His sensibility, responsive to life in 
multifarious ways and always with the same 
alert quickness, demanded such multiple 
expression. And the same level of mastery 
shows itself in whatever medium he might 
be using for the moment. 

There has been much controversy over 
the question of his debt to the West, and 
it is not likely to be settled soon. What 
should perhaps be realised is that it is not 
really a question of whether and how much 
he is indebted to the West. Our great epic 
poet Madhusudan may indeed be called its 
child. But one can analyse the strands of 
direct influence in him—he himself would 
proudly acknowledge them—as one cannot 
in Tagore, for they do not exist. In a sense, 
however, his relation to the West was 
deeper, consistmg as it did in a certam 
subtle modification of the sensibility 
brought about by his adolescent experiences 
in England. His direct acquaintance with 
European culture was neither wide nor deep 
nor extended to its most vital or significant 
areas, but it was indeed unnecessary. His 
genius, strongly individualistic and rooted 
unshakably in its own inner foundations, 
could be aware only of those aspects that 
it could absorb and digest, in order to 
develop according to its own laws. We may 
say that his adolescent experience of the 
West had a certain shaping and directing 
force on his genius, which we cannot yet 
precisely analyse or determine. The im
portant fact, however, is that besides Eng
land and little of Europe that he could 
know through England, tht Far East also 
supplied him with forms and material for 
creative assimilation. Tagore always scor
ned the eclecticism that goes with a shallow 
inspiration, his imaginative and spiritual 
convictions were passionate and stable 
without ever being petrified. So the cor
rect thing would be to accept, realise and 
interpret him as simply himself. His 
foundations were derived from the Upani-
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sadic culture transmitted to him by his 
father, who had recreated and reinterpreted 
it for his own spiritual needs. Naturally, 
Tagore's own needs would not be the same, 
and the foundations survived only through 
continual revision, reinterpretation and ex
pansion, continual readjustment to drasti
cally new situations. It involved a strug
gle that was magnificently heroic. That 
these foundations continued to survive and 
inspire him is a sign not perhaps of their 
intrinsic validity but of Tagore's own 
private need for them and his failure to 
discover, or the world's failure to supply, 
alternative foundations to replace them. 
Equally, the living world he could never 
deny. And inevitably, there came a period 
lasting for nearly twenty years when the 
discrepancy between this noble and beauti
ful and coherent inheritance and the chaos 
of the living world became so insistent that 
he had to renounce either the one or the 
other. He chose to retire into a private 
world of repetitive and tiresome mysticism, 
writing much on different themes and in 
different moods, but never before or after 
to so little purpose, with such mannered 
verbosity, making so many directionless 
metrical and linguistic experiments. 

Just when, however, one might imagine 
that his creative power had exhausted itself, 
the most astonishing renewal occurred. A 
visit to Russia played a not inconspicuous 
part in this. The enthusiasm that over
whelmed him at first was succeeded by a 
more critical understanding, but the spiri
tual expansion and deepening remained. 
The process which now began culminated, 
at one level, in his public repudiation of the 
values of Western liberalism, to which he 
has been attached all his life ; at another 
and deeoer level, in a re-exploration of his 
inner life, a restatement of its foundations 
in an image which surpassed, without 
denying, what he had inherited and pre
served. The agony of the process can be 
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best seen in the paintings, a new world" 
which he discovered at about the same 
time and which has hardly received the j 
attention it demands. 

Never parochial in his outlook, Tagore 
could now find his place in what, then was 
and still is humanity's most momentous 
struggle. Its end—fortunately for his poetry 
and for his art— ĥe did not see in any 
specific economic or political constitution. 
For him it lay in a more and more radical 
assertion of man's spiritual core, of the 
basic values. There was not and could not 
be a break with the past ; only through the 
Upanisadic heritage could he articulate. In 
a very true sense he re-wrote himself. The 
extent and depth of this can be seen if we 
compare the Bengali Gitanjali, with its 
exquisite—sometimes merely exquisite— 
simplicity, and the poems he wrote in the 
last five years of his life. In these the 
reverberations are deeply, unbearably 
tragic, in the non-secular sense, for they 
spring from a conviction of man's power to 
overcome his own limitations, to achieve 
his own resurrection, as it were, through 
the stark virtues of integrity and courage. 
Physically and spiritually, in his last years 
he passed through the pain of death and 
hell ; there is no longer, as in the Gitanjali, 
the vision of achieved peace. But the same 
irradiation is there, the same assurance. 

For us today, Tagore's poetry is a 
challenge, not to be merely assented to, or 
denied, but reassessed and reinterpreted. 
Will he remain valid for us in coming 
generations ? That will depend on how far 
he will be able to answer their deepest 
questions, in other words, how much of his 
achievement will be able to pass into the 
poetry of later times, when it is less directly 
affected by his powerful idiom. The heri
tage that Tagore has left us is too vital to 
be left to legendary fame. 

T^abindranath 



The Statistics of Death 

Atindra Mohan Goon 

The philosopher asks us to remember 
that death is but a part of life and so to 
take it in our stride. The Bhagavati^itd 
says in the same vein: "Just as one would 
take on a new garment on throwing away 
an old and tattered one, so does the soul 
leave one body (in death) and enter 
another", implying that there is nothing 
surprising, nothing really to worry about 
in death. The poet goes a step further 
and writes: "Death, you are to me as dear 
as Shydma is". Yet few people can take 
the death of their near and dear ones, or, 
for that matter, think of their own death, 
with equanimity. Indeed, most of us, ordi
nary people, feel overwhelmed with grief 
under bereavement. And the very thought 
of our own death may bring to us visions 
of all the dreadful diseases under the sun 
and of the still more dreadful life in hell! 

To a statistician, however, death is just 
a number—^to be added to one figure and 
deducted from another. A tendency to 
philosophize would hardly be considered a 
virtue in a statistician; nor should he be 
given to flights of poetic fancy. Nor 
should ths poignancy that is associated 
with the death of a loved one find a place 
in the statistician's scheme of things. From 
a professional angle, his approach to death, 
as to anything else, has to be matter-of-
fact, shorn of all emotions. 

Most countries of the world now main
tain registers of death (as well as registers 

of birth, marriage and migration) with the 
idea that every death should get recorded 
as and when it occurs, together with the 
age and occupation of the deceased, the 
cause of death, and so on. The system 
may be next to perfect, as in the UK, USA 
or USSR, rather defective, as in India 
(where the task of reporting deaths occur
ring in rural areas is still left to village 
chowkidars), or utterly unreliable, as in 
some countries of Africa. Some data on 
the deaths occurring during, say, the pre
ceding one-year period may also be collect
ed in the course of a population census, 
which need not be a mere counting of 
heads. There are, besides, the hospital 
records, that may provide us with rather 
detailed information on the deaths occur
ring in hospitals. 

In spite of the varying quality of such 
data, certain broad conclusions regarding 
mortality—its trend and pattern—may be 
drawn from the great mass of data that are 
collected from death registers, census 
returns or hospital records. We shall pre
sent here some of the highlights of the 
story that is told by the statistics of death, 
a story that may be of interest not only to 
demographers and public health workers, 
but also to laymen. 

Declining trend of mortality 

The simplest measure of mortality, i.e. 
risk of dying, is the (crude) death rate, 
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which represents the average number of 
deaths per 1,000 people in the given com
munity (say, a city, a State or a country) 
during the given period (say, a year). The 
following table shows the death rates for a 
number of periods for certain countries of 
the world. 

If we look at this table, two features 
of the data immediately attract attention. 

First, each of the countries imder con
sideration shows a declining trend of mor
tality. Indeed, a decline in mortality has 
been an almost universal experience, 
reflecting world-wide progress in the 
sphere of health and hygiene. People are 
showing a greater awareness of the prin
ciples of hygiene and of the nutritive aspect 
of food and, by and large, are living in 
healthier smroundings. At the same time, 
certain recent advances in the field of medi
cine have made it possible to control 
diseases that were till the other day vir
tually incurable. The discovery of the 
sulpha drugs, the steroids and the antibio
tics, in particular, has come as a veritable 
boon to the sick. Alongside this progress, 
the adoption of certain public health mea
sures has contributed to the prevention of 
quite a few types of disease. From our 
own experience, we can say that malaria, 
that used to be a scourge until recently. 

taking a heavy toll of lives every year, hâ  
been virtually eradicated, thanks to the 
large-scale spraying of likely breeduig 
grounds of mosquitoes with DDT. 

Second, it is a fact that for most coun
tries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, 
the level of mortality, though declining, has 
remained much higher than those of the 
countries of Europe, North America and 
even Japan. It may be said that generally 
the higher the level of economic develop
ment the lower is the level of mortality. 
Economically backward people cannot 
derive the maximum possible benefits that 
modern medical science offers. Malnutri
tion and unhealthy surroundings, illiteracy 
and an absence of proper medical care, 
that characterize the poorer countries, do 
not allow a more rapid reduction in the 
mortality level. 

India's case is peculiar in some respects. 
The rather low rate of literacy notwith
standing, our educational standards are 
quite high and remarkable progress has 
been made in the various branches of 
science, including medical science. In con
sequence, almost every new medicine and 
almost every new mode of treatment are 
available within the country. Yet an effec
tive system of public health, of sanitation 
in particular, is still a far cry. A large 

TABLE 1: DEATH RATES FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES FOR A NUMBER OF PERIODS 

Years 

1868-1872 
1878-1882 
1888-1892 
1898-1902 
1908-1912 
1918-1922 
1928-1932 
1938-1842 
1948-1952 
1956-1960 

Australia 

14.4 
15.2 
14.4 
12.7 
10.7 
10.5 
9.0 

10.4 
9.6 
8.8 

Japan 

— 
18.1 
20.4 
20.6 
20.8 
24.0 
18.8 
16.7 
10.7 
7.8 

Ceylon 

20.9 
22.7 
26.8 
28.2 
31.1 
31.6 
24.0 
20.1 
12.4 
9.7 

Egypt 

__ 
— 

25.1 
26.5 
27.1 
29.7 
26.9 
26.3 
19.4 
17.8 

England 
& Wales 

22.2 
20.3 
19.0 
17.4 
14.2 
13.7 
12.2 
12.8 
11.6 
11.6 

Sweden 

19.3 
17.6 
16.8 
16.2 
14.1 
14.2 
12.0 
11.1 
9.9 
9.7 

Canada 

11.0 
12.1 
12.5 
10.8 
10.6 
9.1 
8.0 

Guatemala 

28.2 
20.7 
21.4 
23.1 
21.1 
27.9 
22.2 
19.3 
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percentage of our people suffer from 
malnutrition, live amidst the most unhygie
nic surroundings and do not simply have 
the money to care for either preventive or 
curative medicine. It may thus be said 
that while we have the technical know-how 
to control diseases, widespread poverty pre
vents us from enjoying its full benefits, so 
that the death rate remained as high as 
17.9 even in 1965-66, according to one 
estimate. 

Changing pattern of mortality 

A classification of deaths according to 
cause (type of disease or accident) offers a 
better insight into the trend of mortality. 
The following table presents such a classi
fication and shows the death rate for each 

of the causes per 100,000 persons in the 
population. The percentage contribution of 
each cause to the total number of deaths is 
also shown alongside. The figures concern 
the years 1900 and 1960 for the USA, but 
the general trend may be supposed to be 
similar for other countries, too. 

On comparing the figures for the two 
years, we first find that there has been a 
sharp decline in mortality between 1900 
and 1960. Such a decline has occurred not 
only in overall mortality, but also in 
mortality from most of the specific causes— 
cardiovascular-renal diseases, diabetes mel-
litus and cancer being the notable excep
tions. But what is more striking is that 
diseases that had been the major killers in 
1900 became less significant in their im
pact in 1960, these being more amenable to 

TABLE 2: MORTALITY FROM SELECTED CAUSES FOR USA IN 1900 AND 1960 

Cause of death 

1 

All causes 
Tuberculosis 
Influenza and pneumonia, except 

pneumonia of newborn 
Gastritis, duodenitis, enteritis and 

colitis, except diarrhoea of 
newborn 

Diphtheria 
Typhoid fever 
Major cardiovascular-renal diseases 

Vascular lesions affecting central 
nervous system 

Diseases of heart 
Other hypertensive disease and 

general arteriosclerosis 
Other diseases of circulatory 

system 
Chronic and unspecified nephri

tis and other renal sclerosis 
Cancer 
Diabetes mellitus 
Motor vehicle accidents ... 
All other accidents 
All other causes 

1900 

Rate per 
00,000 people 

1719.1 
194.4 

202.2 

142.7 
40.3 
31.3 

345.2 

106.9 
142.7 

14.7 

81.0 
164.0 
11.0 

— 
72.3 

615.7 

Per
centage 

100.0 
11.3 

11.8 

8.3 
2.3 
1.8 

20.1 

6.2 
8.3 

0.9 

4.7 
3.7 
0.6 

•^ 
4.2 

35.8 

1960 

Rate per 
100,000 people 

954.7 
6.1 

37.3 

4.4 
0.0 
0.0 

521.8 

108.0 
369.0 

27.1 

II.O 

6.7 
149.2 

16.7 

21.3 
31.0 

1665 

Per
centage 

100.0 
0.6 

3.9 

0.5 
0.0 
0.0 

54.7 

11.3 
38.7 

2.8 

1.2 

0.7 
15.6 

1.8 

2.2 
3.3 

17.5 
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tttodern medicine. To this category belong 
the childhood diseases, diseases of the 
digestive tract and those of the respiratory 
organs. On the other hand, diseases that 
were comparatively rare in earlier times 
have become more important in their 
contribution to total mortality. Such are 
the heart diseases, hypertension and other 
diseases of the circulatory system, diabetes 
mellitus and cancer, and also motor vehicle 
accidents. To take but one example, heart 
diseases accounted for only 8.3% of all 
deaths in 1900, whereas as many as 38.7% 
of all deaths in 1960 were due to diseases 
of this type. The upward trend of mortality 
from the second group of causes may in 
part be attributed to improved methods of 
diagnosis. It should also be noted that the 
cardiovascular-renal diseases (i.e. diseases 
of the heart, arteries and kidneys), diabetes 
mellitus and cancer are conditions that are 
most prevalent in midlife and later. As 
such, the rise in the death rates for these 
causes partly reflects the ageing of the 
population, i.e. the rising proportion of aged 
persons in it. But what is more important 
is that while medical science has been 
able, by and large, to provide cures for 
diseases in the former category, cures for 
diseases in the latter category are a long 
way off, the rapid pace of research not
withstanding. It is also conjectured that the 
pace of modem life and its strains and 
stresses have a causal bearing on the 
greater incidence of the latter types of 
disease. 

Variation of mortality with age 

Consider now the following table that 
gives for India, for the year 1969, the 
death rates (called the specific death rates) 
per 1,000 persons for different age-groups, 
separately for males and females, and also 
separately for the rural and the urban areas 
of the country. 

TABLE 3: DEATH RATES (PER 1,000 PERSONS) 

SPECIFIC FOR AGE AND SEX AND ALSO PLACE OF 

DWELLING (RURAL/URBAN), FOC INDIA, 1969 

Age-group 

0-4 
5-9 

10-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40-44 
45-49 
50-54 
55-59 
60-1-

Rural 

Male 

58.32 
5.79 
2.99 
2.09 
3.88 
3.73 
4.07 
6.54 
8.52 

13.17 
— 

22.36 
71.21 

Female 

70.16 
7.71 
2.72 
4.22 
5.54 
5.50 
6.35 
6.05 
7.60 
9.36 
— 

17.76 
66.48 

Urban 

Male 

43.16 
3.67 
1.85 
1.58 
1.70 
2.82 
2.69 
2.44 
7.58 

11.53 
15.15 
20.46 
63.49 

Female 

47.06 
5.45 
1.56 
2.82 
5.89 
3.20 
5.11 
4.35 
5.59 
8.03 
9.10 

15.23 
56.76 

The table illustrates, for one thing, the 
way mortality varies with age. The general 
nature of variation may be supposed to be 
the same for other countries as for India. 
Besides, it is the same for males as for 
females, and the same for the rural popula
tion as for the urban. In each case, the 
curve of mortality (i.e. of mortality as a 
function of age) would be U-shaped, rising 
at the two ends of the age-range and hav
ing a minimum in between. At the very 
early ages, especially during the first few 
weeks after birth, mortality remains very 
high. Thereafter, it drops sharply till it 
reaches the lowest level in the age-group 
15-19 for males and the age-group 10-14 
for females. From then on the curve of 
mortality again rises, gradually till age 49 
or thereabouts and rather sharply there
after. It is also apparent from the table that 
at ages 60 and over mortality becomes 
higher than in the age-group 0-4. 

Mortality for males and for females 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of 
the story of mortality is the way mortality 
varies from males to females. Table 3 
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shows that for all age-groups in (he earlier 
part of the age-range, except the age-group 
10-14, for the rural population as well as 
the urban, the male rates are generally lower 
than the female rates, while the position is 
reversed in the later part. But the usual 
pattern of mortality variation with respect 
to sex, except in the economically backward 
countries of the world, is that for all age-
groups—maybe with the sole exception of 
some years of life that form part of the 
female reproductive period—the male rates 
are higher than the female rates. So much 
so that the female of the species homo 
sapiens is considered biologically more 
viable than the male. This would belie 
the common notion that women are wea
ker than men—that the female of the spe
cies is a delicate creature to be treated with 
the utmost care. In view of this superio
rity of the female. Women's Lib would 
seem to be a lot of nonsense. On the con
trary, it would appear that the Hindus of 
old who took for their deity of shakti a 
goddess, rather than a god, had a point! 

To put it in a different way, the ave
rage longevity for males is generally lower 
than that for females. For instance, 
according to the level of mortality prevail
ing in England and Wales in the years 
1965-67, the average longevity for males 
would be 68.7 years and that for females 
74.9 years. (In the case of India, on the 
other hand, the corresponding figures for 
the years 1966-67 would be 53.2 and 51.9.) 

A consequence of the higher viability 
or lower mortality for females may here 
be referred to. At birth, females are less 
numerous than males, the sex-ratio at birth 
in the case of India, for instance, being 
about 52 males to 48 females. _ However, 
owing to the relatively high mortality for 
males, with advancing age, the ratio gra
dually approaches the 50:50 form and, in 
fact, towards the end of the age-range 
females outnumber males. 

Even when we consider individual 
causes of death, we find that women are 
generally better placed than men. Leave 
aside diseases that are peculiar to females. 
The following table relating to the USA 
would bear out the point that for quite a 
few causes that may affect both the sexes, 
the male rates are much higher than the 
female rates. Only in the case of diabetes 
mellitus is the female rate slightly higher. 

TABLE 4: DEATH RATES PER 100,000 PERSONS FOR 
SELECTED CAUSES OF DEATH FOR USA, 1960 

Cause of death 

Influenza and pneumonia 
Tuberculosis 
Cirrhosis of liver 
Diseases of the heart 
Diabetes mellitus 
Accidents 

Male 
rate 

35.0 
8.2 

14.5 
.. 325.5 

12.0 
73.9 

Female 
rate 

21.8 
2.9 
6.9 

205.7 
15.0 
26.8 

The higher rates for females at the ear
lier ages in the case of India and other 
economically backward countries may be 
explained in the following way : in spite 
of the privileges that women enjoy in the 
upper strata of the society, daughters are 
considered a liability and are neglected in 
poor families, which form a majority in 
such countries. Secondly, during the rep
roductive ages (say, the ages 15-49 last 
birthday) females undergo the additional 
risk of death from causes relating to child
birth, and this tends to make the female 
rates higher (even in the advanced coun
tries) than what they would be otherwise. 
Take, together with these, the privations 
that women in poor families willingly 
suffer so that the men-folk may live in 
comparative comfort. 

Geographic variation of mortality 

Considerable differences in the level of 
mortality are sometimes found for different 
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parts of the same country. For instance, 
the level may differ markedly from one 
State to another, or from one city to 
another. 

The following table relating to England 
and Wales, 1961, that gives separate death 
rates for five different types of locality 
will be of interest in this connexion. 

TABLE 5: DEATH RATES FOR 5 TYPES OP 

LOCALITY FOR ENGLAND AND WALES, 1961 

Type of locality Death rate per 1,000 

Conurbations 
Urban areas with population of 

100,000 and over 
Urban areas with population of 

50,000 and under 100,000 
Urban areas with populations 

under 50,000 ... 
Rural districts 

13.0 

13.0 

12.4 

12.5 
11.5 

It would seem from these data that the 
higher the degree of urbanization the higher 
generally is the level of mortality. 

The Indian situation, however, presents 
a different picture. Table 3 indicates that 
in India the death rates for rural areas are, 
as a rule, higher than those for urban 
areas—and this is true for all age-groups 
and also for both males and females. 

True, people of Indian villages live in 
more natural, hence more pleasant, sur
roundings, breathe purer air and take 
purer food than people of towns and cities. 
But generally they ignore even the basic 
rules of hygiene; moreover, facilities for 
medical treatment are not as easily availa
ble to them as to people of urban areas. 
Hence the higher mortality for rural 
areas—and this is despite the spurious 
addition to the number of deaths in urban 
areas as a result of village-folk coming to 
city or town hospitals for treatment and 
dying there.. The difference may also be 
partly explained in economic terms, as may 
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be the difference in mortality between the 
developed and the undeveloped coimtries 
of the world. Village people being rela
tively poor, cannot afford to take proper 
care of health and hygiene or to avail 
themselves of the remedies that modem 
medicine is in a position to offer. 

Mortality and marital status 

The level of mortality is found to have 
a high degree of association with the mari
tal status of people. In all countries the 
death rates for the married (married males 
as well as married females) at all ages from 
20 upwards are found to be substantially 
lower than those for single, widowed or 
divorced persons. Also, these differences 
are more pronounced among males than 
among females. 

These differences may be explained on 
the following lines : First, marriage is 
selective in the sense that young men or 
women of poor health are more likely to 
avoid marriage than those of good health 
because of the difficulties they may encoun
ter in providing for, or in looking after, a 
family. Maybe, they are also less likely to 
be chosen as brides or bridegrooms ! As 
such, it may well be that a high proportion 
of people who remain single are of relative
ly poor heahh and hence have a higher 
death rate than those who marry. Second, 
the greater regularity of living among the 
married, especially married males, may have 
some importance in keeping their mortality 
at a comparatively low level. Third, it has 
also been suggested that marriage repre
sents a better adaptation to life than does 
celibacy and so reduces mortality ! 

Let us. now turn to the relatively high 
death rates of the widowed and the divorc
ed. It may well be that these two groups 
contain a high proportion of people who 
made initial mistakes in the choice of 
mates, from the point of view of both 
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health and temperament. Second, the 
absence in the life of the widowed of the 
regularity to which they were accustomed in 
married life may tell upon their health. As 
regards the divorced, they have obviously 
been unable to make a satisfactory adjust
ment in marriage and this inability may be 
associated with physical deficiencies. 

Mortality and occupation 

We generally have some vague ideas 
about some occupations being more risky 
than others. Separate death rates for dif
ferent occupation groups would give us a 
clearer picture. For obvious reasons, in such 
studies one restricts one's interest to the 
age-group 25-59 last birthday. The com
parison of different occupations is made in 
terms of the standardized mortality ratio 
(SMR), which is 100 times the ratio of the 
recorded number of deaths in an occupation 
to the number to be expected in case the 
death rate for the total male population 
with work experience prevails in that 
occupation. 

On the basis of their SMRs estimated 
in the course of a study of this type in the 
USA in 1960, we may arrange different 
occupations in the following order, from the 
least risky (from the viewpoint of morta
lity) to the most risky : 

A. Clerical and kindred workers ; pro
fessional and kindred workers ; 
managers, officials, etc. (SMR be
tween 83 and 86). 

B. Sales workers; craftsmen, foremen 
and kindred workers ; farmers and 
farm labourers ; operatives and 
kindred workers (SMR between 94 
and 97). 

C. Service workers ; labourers, except 
farm and mine labourers (SMR 
between 127 and 176). 

D. Miners (very high SMR ; main 
contribution to mortality is from 
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tuberculosis, there being on the 
average 263 deaths from this cause 
among miners for every 100 deaths 
from this cause among all males 
with work experience). 

It may be said that, in general, the 
better-paid and the white-collar groups have 
the lowest death rates. Lower-paid and 
manual workers have higher death rates ; 
and as the economic status declines and 
hand labour becomes heavier and dirtier, 
death rates rise, except for farmers and 
farm labourers. 

It would be worth while to conduct a 
study of this type in India, too. More 
interesting perhaps will be a comparison of 
the different professions in respect of morta
lity. For instance, are teachers subject to 
a higer level of mortality than engineers ? 
Or, more specifically, is the death rate for 
teachers of statistics higher than that for 
teachers of mathematics ? 

Mortality and social class 
We have already noted that economic 

condition has a significant bearing on the 
risk of death—that, as a rule, the higher the 
economic status of a country or group the 
lower is the level of mortality. However, a 
clearer picture emerges if we consider 
separately the death rates for different 
causes of death. Different causes of death 
are, in fact, found to have varying effect on 
people of different social classes. 

It has been observed, for instance, that 
for the following diseases, the lower the 
social class—in other words, the less favour-
£rt)le the economic circumstances—the 
higher is the level of mortality : 

Respiratory tuberculosis 
Bronchitis 
Pneumonia 
Other myocardial degeneration 
Ulcer of stomach 
Cancer of stomach 
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On the other hand, the following causes 
appear to be associated with comparative 
affluence : 

Acute poliomyelitis 
Leukaemia 
Coronary diseases, angina 
Cirrhosis of liver 
Diabetes mellitus 
Vascular lesion of nervous system 
Suicide 

There are other diseases that form a 
third group, having no appreciable morta
lity variation with variation in social class, 
e.g. nephritis and nephrosis. 

High infant mortality in India 

Before bringing this essay to a close, 
we should draw the reader's attention to a 
very sad aspect of the Indian mortality 
picture. This concerns infant mortaUty, i.e. 
mortality among children in the first year 
of age (or, in other words, at age 0 last 
birthday). The usual measure of this 
phenomenon is (because of the extreme 
unreliability of the age-specific death rate 
for age 0 last birthday owing to the usually 
serious under-enumeration of infants) the 
infant mortality rate (IMR), which is the 
number of deaths among infants per 1,000 
live births during the given period, (say, a 
given year). The following table shows 
how India compares with some other coun
tries of the world in this respect : 

The IMR is considered to be the most 
sensitive of all measures of mortality. This 
means that with but slight improvements 
in the system of public health and hygiene 
or with but slightly greater medical care, 
the IMR can be reduced greatly, in com
parison with other measures of mortality. 
The fact that India has as high an IMR as 
139.0, as against an IMR of only 15.0 for 
Japan, indicates what a tremendous wastage 
of life—life that can well be saved with 
but slightly greater care on the part of the 
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TABLE 6: INFANT MORTALITY RATES FOR SOME 

COUNTRIES FOR THE YEAR 1969 

Country 

Australia 
Japan 
India 
UAR 
Ghana 
United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Canada 
USA 
Guatemala 
Chile 

IMR per 1,000 live births 

18.3 
15.0 

139.0 
117.0 
156.0 
18.8 
12.9 
22.0 
21.2 
89.0 

100.0 

family and the nation, is involved in the 
present state of our society. It is believed 
that most of the diseases of childhood can 
be avoided if the mother gets proper care 
during the prenatal period and both 
mother and child during the postnatal, 
and this is well borne out by the extremely 
low IMRs for Sweden and Japan. 

It may, of course, be argued that the 
already nagging population problem of 
India would be far more serious if there 
were a lower level of mortality, for in that 
case the gap between the level of fertility 
and that of mortality would be much wider. 
But this would be a perverse type of argu
ment, totally lacking in the spirit of human
ism that sustains world-wide efforts to 
check population growth. For if our con
cern is to have a small population so that 
each of its members can be provided with 
a decent level of living, then it should be 
equally our concern to take proper care of 
the newborn. Indeed, mortality of the aged 
is in a way unavoidable, but that of the 
young, especially of infants, is, in a large 
measure, an avoidable phenomenon. A 
truly humanistic approach dictates that 
greater attention be paid to the care of the 
mother and the newborn, at the same time 
intensifying our present efforts to check 
population growth through family-planning. 
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A Criticism of the Age 

Supriya Das Gupta 

Perhaps the order of the words needs 
changing. For the age of which I wish to 
speak is our age of criticism, and if we do 
not call it that now, it is what the neat 
prosperous critics of the next century will 
call it, when they look back on us with a 
reverent complacence which we shall by 
then have deserved. And perhaps after all 
this is not criticism but complaint : not 
balanced, detached and documented as criti
cism should be, but partial, prejudiced and 
unreasonable as a complaint always is. 

There comes a time when men 'convert 
their labours to aspire to certain second 
prizes; as to be a profound interpreter or 
commenter. to be a sharp champion or 
defender, to be a methodical compounder 
or abridger ; and so the patrimony of 
knowledge cometh to be sometimes im
proved, but seldom augmented.' As our age 
closes in upon us, it becomes increasingly 
clear that it is in such a time that we now 
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hve. Eliot says that there are no ages of 
criticism, but here is an age that looks very 
much Uke one. There can have been no 
other age when so much criticism was writ
ten—so much good criticism, and so much 
bad ; no age when criticism was so much 
read or its importance so overestimated. 
Consider the literary quarterlies, with their 
half-pennyworth of literature to their mon
strous deal of commentary ; consider the 
reading-lists of our undergraduates, the 
conversation of our intellectuals, of our 
academic circles; consider what an inter
minable tide of analysis and interpretation, 
explication and argument beats in upon all 
of us cornered and intimidated readers. 
How can we not call it an age of criticism? 
How shall we call it anything else ? 

There are critics of art and music and 
theatre; but it is the critics of hterature 
who, curiously, are more equal than the 
others. With what anxious diligence are 
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they read, with what wasteful acrimony 
refuted ! So palpable is their presence all 
around us that the reader today seems 
constantly to be looking nervously over his 
shoulder, as though regarded by some 
hundred-eyed Argus. It is as if we, each 
one of us, had at some time woken up to 
find all the streams labelled, the mountains 
mapped, the winds classified, and scores of 
tendentious wasps buzzing hypnotically in 
our ears. Over all of us, 'serious readers', 
the readers the universities have trained, 
these critics have come to exercise an over
whelming and alarming influence. This age 
has seen much good criticism written— 
criticism that it is a pleasure to read, and 
which makes the reading of Hterature a 
pleasure—but this is not all. What should 
cause concern is that the greater propor
tion of all what is written seems to be 
meant, not for us, but for a closed circle 
of critics, scholars and commentators. Such 
criticism is not written for the sake of 
literature, or for the sake of those who read 
literature—it is written for its own sake. 
Autonomous and self-generative, it is 
founded upon, and imposes upon us, a 
false idea of the function of criticism and 
the importance of critics. 

Criticism is intended to deepen our 
understanding and appreciation of litera
ture : such a proposition seems self-evi
dent and yet it no longer is so. Most 
modern critics seem not to be writing for 
any reader at all. Once critics wrote as 
well as they could in order to be read ; 
just as poets and novelists write as they 
must and as best they can ; but modern 
criticism has developed a style, a manner, 
that is almost unreadable. It is a curious 
kind of institutionalized language that 
defies description ; a language that seems 
determined to make us realize exactly how 
much of a machine for thinking with a 
book is. Such criticism is graceless, pom
pous, narrow, self-important, dull: and it 
is also astonishingly contemptuous of the 
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common reader, the man who is actually 
trying to read the poem, say, that is being 
criticised. And he realizes, after looking a|l| 
the analysis, that reading a poem is much 
too difficult a thing for an ordinary layman 
to attempt, and so he doesn't read it after 
all; he reads the criticism instead. Consi
der then what criticism saves us from; 
what it saves us for — more criticism. Iti 
is thus that the first critical fallacy — that 
the reading or writing of criticism has an 
importance separate from the novels and 
poems and plays it is about — is forced 
upon us. 

For us, now, the highest act of the 
superior intellectual has become the writ-: 
ing of criticism. Such men, we feel, are 
specialists in literature : specialists such as 
Milton or Pope, Wordsworth or Shelley 
could never hope to become. They tell us 
that they have reduced criticism to an exact 
science, just like, only better than, both 
physics and philosophy : and so formid
able is their array of methods and styles, 
erudition and accomplishments that the 
mere writing of novels and poems seems 
by contrast an awkwardly naive, far less 
worthwhile activity. We are all — even the 
writers — struggling now to attain the in
credible sophistication of the critic, longing 
for some heaven in which we shall all talk 
like Dr. Johnson's Uttle fishes. 

I knew a young intellectual at college, 
who once told me, with no apparent sense 
of sin, that he never read 'books', he only 
read criticism. Perhaps, in some already 
visible future, we shall all have reached this 
unfortunate young man's state of refine
ment. Then the critics will take us on con
ducted tours, give us their 'Hamlet', their 
'Portrait of a Lady', their 'Gerontion'. Al
ready there has descended upon us the 
fascinated immobility of Laocoon and his 
sons, staring at the serpents who are about 
to devour them. It now takes considerable 
effort sufficiently to emerge from this 
trance, to tell ourselves desperately that 
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criticism is after all secondary to the plays 
and poems it is about—although the critics 
don't seem to think so. In such moments 
as these, gazing through their mystical fog 
of words, one has the nightmare vision of 
having trespassed on a quite deliberate 
racket, a parasitic commerce of middlemen. 
But of course this isn't so : what has hap
pened is just as much our fault as the 
critics'. What does fascinate us about this 
ceaseless nagging ? When did we start 
believing, as a cardinal law, that criticism, 
whether it is extolled or reviled, must be 
read ? 

These day^, most of us read less litera
ture, and think less of writing literature, 
in our years at college, we read fewer and 
fewer novels and poems and plays and 
more and more critiques of novels and 
poems and plays. Imperceptibly the voice 
of the writer fades into the Method-torn, 
the School-tormented sea. If you now ask 
a university student, 'Have you read Mid-
dlemarch ?', he'll discuss Leavis with you : 
or if he doesn't happen to have read 
Leavis, or some preferably even more 
fashionable writer, he won't be able to say 
anything about it at all, even though he 
might have read the novel. We rea
lize that this is not an age when 
people read or write; it is an age 
when people criticize, and this is an 
entirely different thing. Nearly every kind 
of literary sensibility is now drawn 
into this infinite agitation of wit : we see 
fewer good writers, fewer failed writers, 
and more and more critics, all indistin
guishable, all successful, each striving to 
be more obscure than the next. These are 
the gods of the literary quarterlies, these 
are our gods : they save us from bad 
literature, so that we may have more time 
to read the criticism that tells us how bad 
it is. 

We know, naturally, that most poems 
and plays are clever, commonplace, facile 
and bad : so is most criticism, but we 

don't know this so surely, we can't 
tell. For so formidably armed is the 
modern critic, so perfect is his lifemanship, 
so vast is his index that you cannot casual
ly destroy him as you can the defenceless 
poet. He knows so much—how can you 
call up the temerity to say, even if you 
know it to be the truth—'there's less in this 
than meets the eye' ? 

We should realize that there are almost 
as few good critics as there are good 
writers : that it is the bad critics who fill 
most university chairs, write most book 
reviews, most critical articles, most books 
of criticism. They are recognizable by their 
ostentatious devotion to the currently 'in' 
writers, their contempt for those who are 
no longer the fashion, and their endeavour 
to be as difficult, as incomprehensible, and 
as novel as possible, as though each had 
/ssolved to produce some ideal amalgama
tion of The Road to Xanadu and Seven 
Types of Ambiguity. When confronted 
with such inspired dullness, how can you 
feel that these men care for literature, that 
they enjoy reading ? And they don't like 
you reading—they tell you that reading is 
hard work, not meant tor those unfamiliar 
with current critical method. These readers 
advance on their prey like the armoured 
Stymphalian birds; it is as if they had 
sold their souls for a card-index. 

And it is the peculiarity of modern 
criticism that any theory, so long as it has 
the right references in it—like the Bible 
and Kierkegaard—is respectable, and the 
more outre, the better. Nobody will think 
the worse of you if you try to analyse The 
Waste Land in terms of a Tantric ritual; 
try to write a play in the manner of Shaw, 
and nobody will forgive you, the critics 
will lift up their pens and stab you 
dead ; but write on The Hamlet Trinity : 
Hamlet the Father, Hamlet the Son, and 
Hamlet the Holy Ghost, and you will be 
called original and imaginative. And the 
scholars are no better; Rowse proving that 
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Shakespeare's Dark Lady is Emilia Lanier 
is not really different from the New Critic 
showing us how all of Conrad's work is 
based upon some philosophical system so 
obscure that no one has heard of it. 

And how much of this is criticism of 
criticism, words about words about books ! 
There are critics who criticize the critics 
who criticize the critics who criticize the 
books. We are fascinated by what the good 
critics say about the bad critics, what the 
bad critics say about the worse critics. 
Think of the correspondence columns of 
the literary journals, how they seem every 
day to become more and more like an 
endless round of one-upmanship. I read 
somewhere that the reading and writing of 
criticism is necessary for literary maturity: 
but surely it would be unfortunate if we 
acquired so great a degree of literary 
maturity that we gave up reading literature? 

There was once a professor of English 
at this College who used to tell his stu
dents, 'There are few works of criticism 
which can help you. There are many which 
can harm you.' We have failed to profit 
by his advice, failed to see how much cri
ticism can harm us. And if we are to avoid 
being utterly destroyed by our age of criti
cism, we have to learn, at some time or 
other, what is good about criticism and 
what is bad about it. 

The task of a critic is not after all an 
easy one. It demands that he should think 
of himself as nothing, and of the work of 
art as everything: that he should exercise 
a rare degree of honesty and a rare degree 
of humility. Ehot said that there was no 
critical method except being intelligent; and 
we should realize that methods and styles, 
the ability to quote Freud and Frazer, 
matter less than intelligence—and huma
nity. And of course this is not all; the 
possession of these human qualities can 
only be part of what is needed. If the 
critic has them, he may be able to help 
us with literature, but even then he may 
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find it difficult. And although his endea
vour must be to help the reader, he can 
assume no authority to do so beyond that 
which we recognize in him. For all the 
magnificence of his critical vestments, he 
must know himself to be, when confronted 
with the work of art, a fallible human 
being, a reader; a learned, sensitive, per
ceptive reader, but just a reader. He cannot 
be right all the time, he must know that he 
will often be wrong; but he must at all 
costs be honest, and he must always be 
conscious that literature is not his raw 
material, but that for which he exists. 
Knowing this, he will be strenghthened in 
his independence and humility as a critic, 
and if we know it of him, we too may 
come to literature with greater indepen
dence and humility. 

What then shall we do with all our 
bad critics, indifferent critics, pseudo-cri
tics; the critics who have fed on Shakes
peare and found him Falstaff. a tun of 
flesh, meat to grow rich upon; the critics 
who have spent their lives on the Meta
physical poets, on Blake, on Conrad, on 
Hemy James? It is pleasant of course to 
think of measures as drastic as those pro
posed by Gilbert Norwood for too many 
books; but this would be intemperate and 
unfair—after all it's the age we're com
plaining about, not just the critics. All 
we can ask of them is that they should 
recognize what should be obvious, that 
they are writing for readers of literature 
not of criticism. That they cannot really 
help the writer, for 

every attempt 
Is a wholly new start, and a different 

kind of failure. 
And that, after all, the end of read

ing literature is joy; and it is this 
that the critic must help us to attain. Per
haps, then, we may read more literature 
and less criticism; and it will have been 
worth it even if we all fail as writers, rather 
than that we should all succeed as critics. 
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The Role of Death in Antony and 
Cleopatra 

Shirshendu Chakrabarti 

"he died 
As one that had been studied in his death. 
To throw away the dearest thing he ow'd. 
As 'twere a careless trifle". 

The manner in which the Thane of 
Cawdor dies in Macbeth throws light on 
the attitude towards death which, to my 
mind, is central to the meaning of the play 
Antony and Cleopatra. Of course, while 
the Thane is executed for treason, Antony 
and Cleopatra choose to die. But the kin
ship lies in the response of studied deUbe-
ration towards death in both cases. Such 
an attitude draws strength from Stoic phi
losophy and runs through the Roman 
plays of Shakespeare. This is a natural con
comitant of the spiritual chastening of the 
tragic hero, and without the emphasis it 
acquires in the above plays, it is present in 
all great tragedies. 

Suicide in these plays is far from being 
a reprehensible act. We are not in a world 
where the Everlasting has fixed his canon 
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against self-slaughter, or where suicide is 
the working of divine retributive justice: 
Lady Macbeth, Malcolm tells us, "took 
off her life" "by self and violent hands". In 
Antony and Cleopatra, suicide is the afl&r-
mation of the invincible human will pitted 
against a tragic fate. Far from being the 
result of despair, it seems to be the only 
way out of it. It is only in death that 
Antony and Cleopatra triumph over the 
thwarting limitations of sublunary life. 

All this is best understood against a 
philosophical background. Among all the 
Stoic philosophers, Seneca (whom Shakes
peare read either directly or through Mon
taigne) was the only one to have a deep 
influence on the Elizabethan Age. Hardin 
Craigi points out three distinct theories of 
tragedy held together characteristically in 
the synchretist mode of Elizabethan 
drama: Greek, Stoical and Christian. 
According to the Greeks, human calamity 
is an kresistible and often inexplicable 
manifestation of divine order {Oedipus 
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Rex, Agamemnon). Christianity made man 
responsible for liis actions: the tragic 
heroes became victims of divine justice in 
the wake of their sins (Dr Faustus, Mac
beth). Contrary to both of these, Seneca 
beheved that man's lot was inevitably bad, 
that calamity was irresistible, inescapable. 
Since man was sure to be beaten, Seneca 
proposed to build up a kind of Herculean 
or Promethean titanism within the heart of 
man which would enable him to gain a 
pyrrhic victory over fate. Thus, suicide, 
for Seneca, was the supreme act of human 
freedom. Incidentally, the stance of the 
earlier Stoics like Chrysippus, Zeno or 
even Cicero towards death and suicide was 
different, but a discussion of that falls out
side the purview of this essay". Although 
the Antony and Cleopatra universe may 
not be surcharged with evil, in so far as 
the play represents the struggle of two 
human beings for self-mastery in order to 
achieve philosophic calm, it is occupied 
with the Stoic view of life. I will, however, 
try to argue that the play goes beyond 
Stoic austerity and indifference: death 
reflects, even extends human attachment 
and becomes one with life. 

n 
Two ways of life have their battle

ground within Antony's soul. He constantly 
oscillates between the life of reason (Rome) 
and that of passion (Egypt). In the very 
first scene of the play we find that the 
worthy descendant of Hercules has degene
rated almost beyond recognition: "The 
triple pillar of the world transform'd/Into 
a strumpet's fool". All the Romans in the 
play join in a chorus of censure mixed with 
pity, directed against Antony's licentious 
life in Egypt; instances can just be multi
plied. Enobarbus hits the nail on the head 
when he detects the malady in Antony's 
soul: "Antony only, that would make his 
will/Lord of his reason". As a contrast, the 
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earlier Antony is conjured up also in a 
chorus—this time one of praise—Caesar's 
extensive eulogy being perhaps the most 
glowing of the tributes. 

But Antony has not really fallen. For, 
after his summary neglect of the messenger 
from Rome in I.i, in the very next scene 
we learn that "He was dispos'd to mirth; 
but on the sudden/A Roman thought hath 
struck him". He longs for delivery from the 
siege of contraries: "These strong Egyp
tian fetters I must break,/Or lose myself in 
dotage". There is a distinct note of defiance 
in his ordering the messenger to speak the 
naked truth: "mime not the general ton
gue". He even reveals an insight into the 
wiles of Cleopatra: "She is cunning past 
man's thought". Incidentally, this proves 
that Antony chooses to be fascinated by 
the Egyptian queen; there is just a hint of 
his rejection or sacrifice of inherited values 
for a new set of ideals. This, I hope, will 
be clear by the end of the essay. Antony 
startles us with his self-command when he 
silences the acid cynicism of Enobarbus in 
a remarkably controlled Roman speech. He 
displays a noble and dignified restraint in 
the scene of leave-taking from Cleopatra, 
in spite of all her provocations. In his 
lover's earnestness he fails to understand 
the raillery of Cleopatra: the implied sin
cerity of his love only serves to redeem his 
character from the Roman charges of being 
unmanned by the Circe-like influence of the 
Queen. Instead of the fleeting passion of 
his predecessors Julius Caesar and Pompey, 
Shakespeare gives us the genuine love of 
Antony. 

For a while, all obstacles seem cleared 
up: Antony and Octavius are pledged in 
friendship especially through the former's 
marriage with Octavia. The forces of em
pire-building apparently subdue the claims 
of the rebellious individual. But as Enobar
bus prophesies, and as Antony himself 
knows, he "will to his Egyptian dish 
again,"—his pleasure lies in the East. 
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Antony's oscillation between two attitudes 
towards life is not just a sign of inherent 
weakness of character, as it is so often 
made out to be. It represents a fuller res
ponse to the crisis in traditional values. In 
contrast to this, the cynicism of Enobarbus 
is facile and his tragedy (or pathetic 
ending) lies in his failure to take into 
account the power of the emotions within 
man. Caesar, of course, is not divided; but, 
then, in his shrewd efficiency he lacks the 
rich grandeur of Antony. He himself extols 
the nobility of his rival: 

"The death of Antony 
Is not a single doom : in the name lay 
A moiety of the world." 

One feels that Caesar is of the family of 
Fortinbras, related to the theme of success 
and performing the semi-choric role of 
restoring order at the end of tragedy. 

Back in Egypt, Antony becomes en
thralled to Cleopatra again : "so our lead
er's led. And we are women's men." He 
forfeits all his claim to valour and soldier
ship,—having lost command over his army 
and himself, he follows Cleopatra in flight 
from the battle. This is the nadir of his 
ignomony. But almost imperceptibly, the 
change has started taking place : "Things 
at the worst will cease, or else climb up
ward / To what they were before." 

Ill 

Antony has "resolv'd upon a course,/ 
Which has no need" of others. Adversities 
make him heroic and defiant : "Fortune 
knows,/We scorn her most, when most she 
offers blow." But he remains passion's 
slave ; his uncontrollable rage at Cleopatra's 
reception of Thidias (III. xiii) is ample 
proof of this : 

"Have I my pillow left unpress'd in. 
Rome, 

Forborne the getting of a lawful race. 
And by a gem of women, to be abus'd 
By one that looks on feeders ?" 
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His blustering is the first feeble effort to 
reorganise the shreds of his bemg. He 
makes peace with Cleopatra almost at 
once as she professes her love in an exag
gerated, artificial manner : "I am satisfied." 
The attitude of either lover here emphasizes 
what I have been trying to establish,—the 
uncertainty of human love in a very fluid 
stage of society. The framework of tradi
tional values seems to have crumbled down, 
nothing is sure in this world. Thus, Cleo
patra must employ rhetoric to convince 
Antony of her love, and he in his turn 
must believe her : the situation is patheti
cally human. Only death can brush away 
these cobwebs of doubt. We begin to 
detect a new titanic fortitude in A n t o n y -
death begins to lose its horrors for him : 
"I'll set my teeth,/And send to darkness 
all that stop me.. . . I'll make death love 
me." On the eve of the second battle his 
speech acquires an oracular intensity : he 
will "except victorious life,/Than death, 
and honour." We are instantly reminded 
of Brutus in a similar position : "I shall 
have glory by this losing day,/More than 
Octavius and Mark Antony/By this vile 
conquest shall attain unto." He has a 
redeeming eagerness for the fight with 
Octavius : "Eros ! mine armour, Eros 1" 
The path towards stoical calm involves 
isolation : the God Hercules has left him, 
Enobarbus has deserted,—but Antony has 
become less bitter and agitated. 

In the battle he is crowned with glory 
and seems to have recovered his identity. 
In the authentic vein of Senecan heroism, 
he sets up for himself almost impossible 
or superhuman tasks of endurance : "I 
would they'ld fight i' the fire, or i' the 
air,/We'ld fight there too." But the oscilla
tions carry on between "hope and fear/Of 
what he has, and has 
by Cleopatra implies 
Antony, and we find 
suicide : "And with 
grasp'd the heaviest 

not." The betrayal 
total isolation for 
him contemplating 
those hands that 
club,/Subdue my 
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worthiest self." Beguiled "to the very heart 
of loss", Antony feels the unreality of his 
being, but offers the solution himself : 
"there is left us / Ourselves to end our
selves." The news of Cleopatra's death 
gives him a tragic serenity ; Antony sud
denly rises far above the vulgar bustle of 
the everyday world. His weariness is a 
typical ingredient of the tragic experience. 
It is an indication of the philosophic recon
ciliation reached at the end of turmoil : 

"do not please sharp fate 
To grace it with your sorrows : bid 

that welcome 
Which comes to punish us, and we 

punish it 
Seeming to bear it lightly." 

Notice how suicide becomes in the mind 
of Antony an act of love : "But I will be 
a bridegroom in my death, and run into't / 
As to a lover's bed." It is more than an 
act of individual freedom : it is activated 
by sympathy rather than isolation. 

IV 

Like Antony, Cleopatra also seems to 
have two images, the courtesan par excel
lence and the royal Queen bravely embrac
ing death. As in the case of Antony, Cleo
patra is something more than either. How
ever, she is not constantly pulled between 
these contraries; there is a steady deepening 
of her response in the course of the play. 
Initially, she seems to be a prototype of 
Shakespeare's Cressida, constantly provok
ing and tantalizing. In the very first scene 
she urges Antony to attend the messengers 
on business. She repeatedly suggests that 
he has a uxorious nature ("Fulvia per
chance is angry"), and that his blood is 
Caesar's homager, provoking Antony's out
burst against the very foundations of the 
Roman Empire. His enthusiasm is duly 
undercut by the worldly wisdom, the ex-
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perienced scepticism of Cleopatra (she has 
had two famous but fleeting lovers). In 
I. iii, she explains to Charmian her strategy 
of love : 

"Char. In each thing give him way; 
cross him in nothing. 

Cieo. Thou teachest like a fool— 
the way to lose him." 

With charming flippancy she crosses him 
in everything : "How this Herculean 
Roman does become / The carriage of his 
chafe." But her emotional involvement with 
Antony is never really in doubt. 

She is, then, not frivolous. However, her 
love at first seems to be only a kind of 
intense sensuality. In I.v., her dialogue 
with Mardian is full of sexual echoes. She 
gives a characteristic physical touch to the 
image of Antony on horseback : "O happy 
horse to bear the weight of Antony !" She 
herself echoes the food-imagery that sur
rounds her popular image of a siren. But 
the poetry of her sensuality rather discon
certingly suggests something beyond it : 

"Think on me. 
That am with Phoebus' amorous 

pinches black, 
And wrinkled deep in time ?" 

Of course, there is a self-pity, an indul
gence in her love: "music, moody food/ 
Of us that trade in love". Also, she does 
not seem to have the maturity to face the 
reality unflinchingly. Note how she receives 
the Messenger's news (II.v.) and comforts 
herself with the description of Octavia 
which the Messenger evidently fits to her 
liking (III. iii.). Like Antony, she is dis
tracted and pathetically human in love, she 
needs the love of the Roman. It is thus 
that Shakespeare strips all outward trapp
ings of his heroes and heroines: they face 
death primarily as Everyman and Every-
woman. 

Cleopatra, the armourer of Antony's 
heart, helps him put on his armour to fight 
what she realises will be the last battle. The 
rhythm and imagery of her greeting of her 
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"man of men" back from the battlefield 
conjure up the fragile beauty of their love 
in a hostile world: "com'st thou smiling 
from/The world's great snare uncaught?" 
Yet, when Antony is infuriated at her 
betrayal, she acts instantly on her womanly, 
even coquettish impulse: "go tell him I 
have slain myself". But this is the last 
time she does so. 

The primary enigma of Cleopatra's cha
racter lies in her freedom from cultural and 
ethical restraints that largely define human 
nature: "Age cannot wither her, nor 
custom stale/Her infinite variety". We 
remember that probably the most lavish 
description of her is given by Enobarbus, 
otherwise famous for his cynicism. Such 
Dionysian vindication of passion as oppos
ed to Apollonian pattern has, however, the 
seed of tragedy.' Cleopatra's spiritual 
growth which astonishes us as she faces 
death, proceeds through the course of the 
play in a subterranean manner. The poetry 
(as we have seen) that runs through her 
otherwise sterile sensuality gives it a mys
tery that prepares us for her growth. From 
a toy of sensuality, she becomes in love the 
symbol of fertility: we remember that she 
is always associated with the Nile and its 
life-giving properties. By IV.xv., Cleopatra 
seems to have made up her mind about 
suicide,—note the force of her determina
tion: "My resolution, and my hands, I'll 
trust;/None about Caesar". Death has 
become an inferior competitor, for it will 
be proud to take Cleopatra and her com
panions. So, "what's brave, what's noble,/ 
Let's do it after the high Roman fashion." 

Her language, her imagery and tone 
change miraculously. As Antony is hauled 
up to the monument in which Cleopatra is 
hiding, she exclaims: "Here's sport 
indeed! How heavy weighs my lord!" This 
recalls II.v. 11-15: 
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"I will betray 
Tawny-finn'd fishes, my bended hook shall 

pierce 

Their slimy jaws; and as I draw them up, 
I'll think them every one an Antony, 
And say, 'Ah, ha! y'are caught". 

The same image used thus in radically 
different ways, throws light on the tragic 
resolution of the game of love. Her oft-
quoted poetic outburst at Antony's death 
alone is a glowing testimony to her tragic 
elevation : 
"The crown o' th' earth doth melt. My 

lord! 
O, wither'd is the garland of the war. 
The soldier's pole is fall'n! Young boys 

and girls 

Are level now with men. The odds is gone. 
And there is nothing left remarkable 
Beneath the visiting moon". 
It is in this frame of mind that she renoun
ces worldly pleasures: " ' t is paltry to be 
Caesar:/Not being Fortune, he's but For
tune's knave". What is death but "that 
thing that ends all other deeds./Which 
shackles accidents, and bolts up change"? 
At the peak of the tragic experience she 
falls into a kind of reverie dreaming about 
her Antony in superhuman terms. Actua
lity, of which death is the most potent ins
trument, almost ceases to exist for her. 

She dresses hers.-ilf up like a queen, in 
her 'best attires",—death is stripped of its 
rags and is transformed into a thing of 
beauty: "Give me my robe, put on my 
crown, I have/Immortal longings in me". 
This reminds us of Montaigne's view of 
Cato's suicide: "not spurred on by any 
hope of glory . . . but for the inherent 
beauty of the deed its;lf, which he who 
controlled its springs, saw much more 
clearly in all its perfection than we can".^ 
The prospect of meeting her husband 
Antony transforms death into something 
eagerly coveted. Death becomes her lover: 
"The stroke of death is as a lover's pinch,/ 
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Which hurts, and is desir'd". Note the phy
sical touch of the image,—this is how the 
sensual and the spiritual harmonise in her 
nature at the point of death. She faces 
death now with philosophic calm, even 
tenderness: 

"Peace, peace! 
Dost thou not see my baby at my breast. 
That sucks the nurse asleep? 

VI 
In tragedy, the inevitability of the 

scheme makes for tranquillity. Death for 
Antony and Cleopatra is inevitable, once 
they realise this, they make no attempt to 
escape. The consequent effect of calm 
("Calm of mind all passion spent") can be 
traced back to the Aristotelian theory of 
catharsis. But, death has an additional role 
in Antony and Cleopatra. The core of the 
tragedy lies in the conflict between a syn
thetic order and the rebellious individual. 
The order upholds war, statecraft and im
perial glory; and it is powerful enough to 
crush any opposition,—ironically, it is im
posed upon man by man himself. The 
order is also corrupt, for the "noble" inte
rests of the Empire serve only the selfish 
ambition of Octavius Caesar, and Ventidius 
(Ill.i.) exposes the undeserved, parasitic 
glory of the General of an army. Antony 
chooses to give up the life and ideals of the 
soldier, but his life and love are incompre
hensible to the Romans. We are shown the 
birth of love in a society which does not 
know what it is like, and it is only death 
that holds the key to this love. 

The world is decidedly a hostile pre
sence in this play: it defeats individual 
endeavour. We have seen how even the 
lovers cannot trust each other completely. 
In such a world Senecan tenets seem to 
hold true: man can assert his human 
essence only through suicide. Like 
Hamlet, this play in its own way implies 
an inquiry into the validity of human ex
istence, the fundamental query of Stoic 
philosophy. From this similarity we may 
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justifiably pass on to Hamlet's final view 
of death: 
"If it be now, 'tis not to come; if it be not 
to come, it will be now. If it be not now, 
yet v/ill it come: the readiness is all". 

But, surely, there is something more in 
this play. The unique note of exultation, 
the poetry, the "happy valiancy" of the 
style have been remarked upon. But the 
radical cause behind the exultation has not 
been emphasized. The suicide of Antony 
and Cleopatra outgrows the Stoic attitude 
of indifference to pain or pleasure. On a 
very simple level, this may be illustrated 
by comparing Cleopatra's lines after the 
death of Antony with Macbeth's famous 
soliloquy in V.v. (To-morrow, and to
morrow . . .). In the former, there is not 
only no weariness with life, but I would 
even say there is a note of joy. Death is 
not a sinister presence at all, it becomes a 
force of life. Suicide is transformed into an 
act of deep human love. The opposition 
between Rome and Egypt is resolved in a 
dialectical relationship, which mirrors even 
in the larger design of the play the main 
theme of love and human relationship 
amidst strife. The violent contraries of 
life and death so characteristic of Shakes
pearean tragedy, no longer cancel each 
other out in this play. With possibly only 
Coriolanus in between, Shakespeare passes 
on from Antony and Cleopatra quite natu
rally to the larger synthesis of the Last 
Plays, particularly The Tempest. 
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Science : Illusion and Reality 

Sunlit Ranjan Das 

This article intends to examine a few of 
what may be called the illusions in science. 
I should first explain what I mean by the 
phrase "illusions in science", by describing 
briefly the illusions we are going to 
examine. 

One of these illusions arises from the 
general misconception regarding what sci
ence is about. Any attempt to define science 
is bound to fail tragically for any such de
finition presupposes that science is a static. 

Science: Illusion and Reality 

unchanging system. Science has changed 
so considerably in the course of its emerg
ence and development (hat any definition 
of science is bound to be inadequate. In 
fact, the definition of any dynamic system 
involves the formulation of a kind of locus 
or trajectory. The only plausible way of 
indicating what science is about is by view
ing it as a complex of human activities: 
first, as a method of cognising nature; 
secondly, as a method or technique of mas-
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tering nature, and thirdly, as a cumulative 
tradition of knowledge. 

In all these three aspects, science turns 
out to be essentially an acquirement and 
application of knowledge about nature, or 
outer reality. As a result of the interaction 
between the material world and his senses 
each individual creates what may be called 
his private perceptual world. Now, these 
numerous private perceptual worlds are not 
exclusive and independent of each other. 
On the contrary, there are elements com
mon to all the private worlds, constituting 
the so-called "common" perceptual world. 
What we term truth is but this "common" 
perceptual world. 

Man. however, learns about reality by 
changing reality, an idea expressed in 
Heisenberg's Indeterminacy Principle.' 
Through the medium of language there is 
a constant change in the private perceptual 
worlds for man learns by changing his own 
perceptual world. Consequently, truth, or 
the common perceptual world is constantly 
altered. This is one of the several reasons 
why truth can never be "absolute". Truth 
thus acquires a dynamic character and ac
cordingly, science, which deals with truth, 
is also a dynamic system. 

Another of these illusions stems from 
the dominant idea that the ideas and theo
ries of science are independent of the social 
milieu in which they are formulated. This 
idea is, however, a derivative of a more 
general idea that science, dealing with 
"objective" truth, cannot be a function of 
social factors. Nor can scientific theories 
depend upon the scientists who propound 
them. 

Somewhat linked with this illusion is 
the doctrine of "Science for Science's sake". 
Science is regarded by the advocates of this 
doctrine solely as the product of the in
herent human desire to know the world, as 
a result of man's endless pursuit after 
knowledge for its own sake. Thus science 
can be explained and understood totally 
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and perfectly in terms of science itself—a 
misconception prevalent amongst many 
educationists. 

The present article tries to examine 
these illusions. As shown above, science is 
essentially a dynamic system, an evolving 
process. Hence any correct analysis of the 
real nature of science inevitably involves 
a study of science in motion, of science in 
its perpetual process of "coming into being" 
and passing away, of "Science in History". 

Man is a product of organic evolution 
from the apes and the transition from ape 
to man was accomplished by labour.- It is 
beyond doubt that primitive man inten
tionally changed his environment to meet 
the needs of food and shelter. This in
dubitably involved a mastery over nature 
which finds its earliest manifestation in the 
production of tools. Whether animals made 
tools or not is a completely different ques
tion.' This production of tools necessitated 
a knowledge of the basic properties of 
matter, and this rudimentary knowledge 
can be regarded as the foundation of 
physical science. The technique of produc
tion, on the other hand, gave birth to 
technology. 

One can therefore conclude that science 
originated in the need for food and shelter, 
and not in man's purposeless drive in pur
suit of "pure" knowledge. Nor is the know
ledge derived from science used entirely to 
satisfy man's curiosity for, as has been con
clusively proved by archaeologists, any 
knowledge was used immediately for prac
tical purposes. Accordingly, from its very 
origin, science had a practical function.' 

Material production, the basis of human 
life, essentially involves a strui^gle with 
nature, and science too thus becomes a pro
duct of this stniggle. The struggle with 
nature cannot be conducted by a single in
dividual : therefore, men combined into 
societies, and entered into relations with 
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each other. Consequently, man's struggle 
with nature, and hence science, assumes a 
social character. 

Man, accordingly, becomes essentially a 
social being. The genes in the body cells 
only contain a pattern, only convey a mes
sage, which can be transformed into growth 
by active interaction with environment. The 
man or the genotype, as he is born, is only 
a brute. This is borne out further by the 
fact that men have few instincts and the 
entire matrix of human culture mainly con
sists of acquired behaviour and thought 
patterns transferred from generation to 
generation by the process of social tradi
tion.'" 

This social character of science is ignor
ed by a large number of scientists and 
scholars, and this leads to confusion. As 
science is a social phenomenon, scientific 
theories, methods and techniques are de
pendent on, influenced by and determined 
by social factors. This provides a key to 
the understanding of the basic nature of 
science and such an understanding involves 
a brief survey of the history of science. 

In the following account of the history 
of science, a special stress has been laid 
upon physical science. This does not, mean 
that physical science can be segregated from 
the other branches of science. Nor does 
this mean that physical science is the only 
"real" science. The choice of physical 
science has been dictated by the fact that 
all other branches of science follow a course 
of development almost similar to that of 
physical sciences. At any rate, all other 
aspects of science tend to acquire the 
character of physical science." Accordingly, 
for the present analysis, the aspect of 
science which can be most profitably used 
for analysis is physical science. The conclu
sions drawn from the study of the history 
of physical science do not belong to the 
domain of physics alone ; they are equally 
valid for all other branches of science and 
are perfectly general. 
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in 
The earliest of the sciences can be 

traced back to the growth of civilisation 
following the development of agriculture. 
The growth of cities and towns in the 
Bronze Age, based on agriculture and 
metal-industry, necessitated centralisation 
and this accounted for the growth of central 
grain stores. The management of these 
central stores demanded an efficient system 
of accountancy, and hence computing. It 
is this need that gave birth to the system 
of numerals and, as a handmaiden to it, 
arithmetic. The Babylonian numeral system 
was developed by about 2000 B.C." The 
need for the maintenance of regular records 
also gave birth to an efficient calender 
which was, in turn, responsible for the 
growth and development of astronomy in 
Babylon, India and China. 

The first great scientific activity took 
place in the Iron Age, in Greece and Ionia. 
The Greek society was based upon the sys
tem of slavery. Slaves were used, from the 
time of the early civilisations, not only for 
private purposes but also for production ; 
and the ruling classes, the slave-owners, 
were completely isolated from the main 
mechanism of production. This inevitably 
resulted in a separation in science and 
technique, and hence a cleavage of theory 
and practice took place. In the early stages, 
this separation was not complete, and not 
intense in form : accordingly, the essen
tially materialist doctrines of Thales 
become explicable. The equalitarianism 
amongst the Greek ruling class invoked 
philosophers coming from the section of 
slave-owners (or, at least those who 
belonged culturally to the ruling classes) to 
challenge any new hypothesis and this spi
rit of challenge, argument and scrutiny 
gave birth to the deductive method. The 
resultant Ionian philosophy and science, 
expounded by Anaximander, Thales and 
Empedocles viewed the world as a dyna
mic, material process." 
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Meanwhile, the deductive logic of 
Ionian science wedded to the Babylonian 
numeral system resulted in Pythagorean 
mysticism. Pythagorean mathematics, which 
regarded pure numbers as the key to under
stand the world contained the embryos of 
two conflicting branches of thought, and 
thus contained an antagonism in itself. On 
the one hand, Pythagorean mathematics 
forms the root of the assumption of modern 
science that all things in nature are expressi
ble in terms of numbers. On the other hand, 
Pythagorean mysticism served as the origin 
of future Greek idealism. 

The isolation of s'cience from technique, 
and the corresponding cleavage of subject 
and object, theory and practice were mani
fested in the speculative thought of Greek 
idealist philosophers. Parmenides expound
ed a static, unchanging world, cognisable 
only by pure speculation. This view was 
dialectically opposed by the school of 
Democritus which regarded the world as a 
collection of numerous atoms moving in the 
void. 

Among later Greek philosophers, both 
Socrates' myriad of unchanging morals and 
truth, and Plato's rigid and unalterable 
class-differentiation system are attempts to 
justify the existing class order. Aristotle, 
on the other hand, can be regarded (so far 
as his science is concerned) as a partial re
turn to Ionian thought." He gave some im
portance to observation, though he himself 
conducted no experiments. Aristotle's 
theory of the "final Causes" is but a glib 
way of explaining everything by postulat
ing an appropriate end for it. Aristotle 
fixed some "natural places" for all things, 
and motion towards these natural places 
required no force, while other types of 
motion required an external agent. Aris
totle's classification of animals in order of 
superiority only justifies and perpetuates 
the existing class system, and thus essen
tially reflects the ruling class ideology. 
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Meanwhile, Alexander's conquests pro
vided enough money for science and gave 
birth to brisk scientific activity, the Helle
nistic Revival. The needs of architecture 
gave geometry a priority and the result was 
Euclid. Ptolemy's astronomy, based on the 
artistic love of geometric symmetry, ascrib
ed a high place in the universe to man. 
Towards the later part of the period, 
Hellenistic empires disintegrated under the 
pressure of Romans, and this ushered in a 
socio-political change. This change was re
flected duly in science, which recorded a 
significant and marked shift towards expe
rimentation. The product of this shift was 
the materialist science of Archimedes, Aris-
tarchus, Hipparchus, and Lucretius. 

During the Middle Ages there were 
sporadic scientific activities in India and 
Arabia, but nothing comparable to the 
achievement of Greek science in spirit and 
content. The next great period of scientific 
importance is associated with the Renais
sance and the birth of capitalism. The 
post-Renaissance period witnessed indeed 
a Scientific Revolution. 

The basic thought behind the newly 
growing bourgeois culture was the concept 
of freedom of the individual, of human 
rights. Capitalism evolved out of feudalism 
as a result of inherent contradictions in the 
latter system, and gradually gained domin
ance all over Europe. In the field of human 
thought also there was a spirit of free en
quiry into nature and its laws; and it is 
this spirit that bred what we term modern 
science. 

Production for profit was the motive 
force of capitalism. This involved a signi
ficant improvement in technique, which, in 
turn, produced the need for scientific ad
vance. The all-important role played by 
technology gave the craftsman enough re
spect, resulting in a partial fusion of theory 
and practice, laying the foundation of 
modern experimental science. 
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Capitalism, from its early days, was ex
pansive in nature. The desire to capture 
foreign markets initiated the great voyages. 
Navigation necessitated the development of 
subjects close to it: astronomy, geography 
and magnetism. Accordingly, it is not an 
accident that the first great revolution in 
modern science was the Copernican Revo
lution, an astronomical revolution. 

The demolition of all feudal ideas and 
their replacement by bourgeois concepts 
were reflected in science as a concerted war 
on Aristotelianism. The Copernican system, 
in its first years, found no evidence from 
observation. The basis of the Copernican 
system was in the metaphysical ideas of the 
rising bourgeoisie and in the strong urge to 
dethrone Aristotle. The Copernican system 
was placed on a firm footing by the experi
mental (observational) works of Tycho 
Brahe, and the Laws of John Kepler. Mean
while, the practical need of spectacle-mak
ing initiated the study of optics, and the 
telescope was invented. That its invention 
was overdue is proved by the fact that it 
was immediately used by Galileo to pro
vide the Copernican system a still stronger 
ground. 

To explain how the Copernican system 
could exist, it was essential to study the 
free motion of bodies, and it is this need 
that gave birth to Galilean dynamics. 

The newly developed scientific method, 
based on experimentation, found its advo
cate in Francis Bacon. Bacon's method, 
which took observation as the starting point 
of any study of knowledge, was opposed by 
the Deductive Method of Descartes. 

The essential similarity of Galileo's laws 
of Dynamics (particularly, the laws of fall
ing bodies) and Kepler's Laws of Planetary 
motion suggested that they can be fused 
into a single general theory. The need for 
this theory was satisfied by Newtonian 
Mechanics and Gravitation. An efficient 
study of dynamics required perfection of 
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mathematical methods, and formulation "of 
new oneSi and the result was the invention 
of the calculus by Newton and Leibnitz. 

During its birth, modern science, in its 
fight with the established paradigm, had to 
fight religion, which is always used to 
justify the established order. By Newton's 
time, however, capitalism was already 
dominant, particularly in England, and the 
bourgeois order was already beginning to 
lose its tremendous revolutionary character. 
This is reflected in Newtonian science as a 
partial compromise between religion and 
science. In Newton's world, God did not 
interfere with the movement of the world, 
but controlled everything from above, and 
also provided the 'initial' impulse in the 
name of force. God was, therefore, rele
gated to the position of a constitutional 
monarch, like the King in Newtonian 
England, following the Cromwellian revolu
tion. 

The steady spread of capitalist control 
all over the world and the tremendous in
crease of world market made possible by 
colonialism, created the demand of commo
dities and necessitated technical develop
ment ; and this need was responsible for 
the outbreak of the Industrial Revolution. 
During the Industrial Revolution, the 
aspect of science as a technique came to 
the forefront. Science was consciously 
applied to the production of machines, and 
utilitarian science gained power. Through 
its applications, science efl'ected social trans
formations, just as in earlier periods social 
revolutions bred scientific achievements. 

The social effects of science contributed 
immensely to the wave of socio-economic 
revolutions all over Europe, all resulting in 
the establishment of complete capitalist 
control. It is in the midst of this vortex 
that the Darwinian revolution appeared in 
Biology. The revolutionary atmosphere in 
nineteenth-century Europe introduced the 
idea of change in the minds of the philo
sophers. This idea of "change" is the root 
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of the idea of evolution in biology 
(Lamarck, Darwin) and society (Marx). The 
revolutionary atmosphere also brought 
science and religion to a direct conflict, cul
minating in Darwin. Darwin's hypothesis of 
the evolution of higher species from lower 
forms and his explanation of evolution by 
natural selection hammered the last nail in 
the coffin of religion. Darwin's theory of 
natural selection by which the "fittest" sur
vive, was derived from the bourgeois ideas 
of the "freemarket" where the "fittest" win. 
In fact, Darwin's theory justified the bour
geois system in which each individual had 
to "struggle for existence". 

All the later achievements of physics 
and biology in the nineteenth century— 
Maxwell's Electromagnetism, Thermodyna
mics, Optics, Atomic Theory, Pasteur's Me
dical science, to name a very few—were all 
contained in the broad ideological structure 
corresponding to Newtonian physics. New
ton was the supreme monarch in science 
just as the bourgeoisie was in society, and 
this state of affairs continued till the fag 
end of the nineteenth century and the dawn 
of the twentieth century. 

The greatest outburst of scientific acti
vity in the entire human history, however, 
took place in our own century. Towards 
the end of the nineteenth century, science, 
which grew under the protection of capita
lism, itself effected a development of the 
capitalist economy, resulting in monopoly 
capitalism. This development, however, it
self ushered in contradictions within the 
system, and a new social force, the prole
tariat, began to challenge the dominance of 
the bourgeoisie. The entire capitalist eco
nomy was being opposed by a growing and 
progressive socialist economy. As a conse
quence of the tremendous socio-political 
revolutions that took place, culminating in 
the Russian Revolution of 1917, the entire 
structure and content of classical (eigh
teenth and nineteenth century) science 
underwent a radical change, a change which 
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can be called a second Scientific Revolu. 
tion. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth cen
tury, the discovery of Cathode Rays and 
X-Rays opened up new fields of study in 
physics. The practical use of the Cathode 
Ray tubes initiated a further study in the 
field, and the result was the discovery of 
the electron. Becquerel's discovery of 
Radioactivity was another significant ad
vance. These new discoveries found imme
diate applications both in science and 
society. While all these experimental ad
vances were made, there took place tremen
dous revolutions in the theory of Physics, 
the Quantum Revolution and the Relati-
vistic Revolution. 

Both Quantum Mechanics and Relati
vity shattered the framework of Newtonian 
Physics. The Newtonian system essentially 
involved a unidirectional subject-object re
lation which arose as a result of the one
way property relation of the bourgeoisie 
and the machine.^ In the Newtonian system 
one can observe any object without distur
bing it. Relativity of Einstein proved that 
measurements of space and time depend 
upon the frame of reference of the obser
ver, and that the mathematical world of 
Euclidean geometry does not conform with 
the real world. Quantum Mechanics, prov
ing the inefficiency of Newtonian mechanics 
and Maxwell's Electrodynamics to explain 
atomic phenomena, arose out of the need 
for a theory to account for several observa
tions which were recorded as a result of 
researches in the microscopic domain. 
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle asserted 
that the very act of observation of any 
object changes the object, thus implying a 
two-way subject-object relation. This idea 
of the uncertainty that exists owing to this 
change of reality itself, gave birth to Wave 
Mechanics of Schrodinger and Dirac. The 
Quantum Revolution demolished Newto
nian concepts, but it gave birth to another 
extremist trend—^the concept of total inde-
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termiiiism as a law of nature, propounded 
by Jeans, Schrodinger and others. This ex
tremism, as a minute analysis reveals, is a 
reflection of the idea of uncertainty preva
lent amongst the bourgeosie, arising out of 
the apparently inexplicable rises and fall 
in the world market. This extremism push
ed science towards religion, through the 
mystical ideas of the "free will" which were 
claimed to be derivatives from the Quan
tum Theory. The religious reaction in 
modern science can be easily understood in 
the context of the fact that all these theo
ries are attempts to justify and perpetuate 
the decaying capitalist economy and pre
vent it from being totally annihilated by 
the rising socialist forces. 

The twentieth century marked a radical 
change in the nature and content of science. 
Following Rutherford's discovery of the 
nucleus, and assisted by the methods of 
Quantum Mechanics, came the growth of 
the branch of Nuclear Physics. The pro
spect of an enormous supply of power from 
a relatively small mass initiated research in 
Nuclear Physics. The result was however 
dangerous. Though Nuclear researches have 
succeeded in using Nuclear Energy for con
structive purposes, particularly in the 
USSR, the major portion of research was 
directed towards the production of nuclear 
weapons. Science, which grew to aid man
kind, has now turned out to be an agent 
for the total destruction of humanity. 
From the time of the world wars, most capi
talist countries, like U.S.A. possess a war-
oriented economy. In such an economy, 
the production of weapons is primary. This 
is why in most capitalist countries, most 
scientific research is defence-oriented. The 
huge practical applications of electronics 
have resulted in significant strides in the 
fields of electronics and solid state physics. 

While the state of science in the capi
talist countries seems to be dismal, there 
has been a significant progress in the socia
list sector. The degree of this progress can

not be measured by quantitative rules .In 
socialist countries, the very nature of science 
has changed. Science is used in a planned 
way for ine beneat of a vast majority of 
the peopiC, and not of an insignificant 
minority. It is to be noted, however, that 
in spite of this significant progress, the 
socialist sector has failed to satisfy the 
burning needs of modem science. 

IV 

The first significant fact revealed by the 
foregoing analysis of the general stream of 
scientific development is expressed in D. D. 
Kosambi's famous statement : "Science is 
the cognition of necessity". We have seen 
how science is basically a product of man's 
struggle with nature, a result of the neces
sity of procurement of food and shelter. 
This is precisely the reason why science 
grew as a handmaiden to the techniques of 
production. Different branches of science 
arose in different periods of history at dif
ferent places not as results of accidental 
circumstances. The history of science, hke 
the history of any other branch of human 
activity, is not a chronological agglomera
tion of accidents admitting of no explana
tion. On the contrary, the story of the 
growth and development of science proves 
beyond doubt that the driving force behind 
all science has been necessity, both in the 
past and at present, and there is every 
probability that the same will hold in the 
future. 

The immediate question that arises is : 
what is the nature of the necessity driving 
science ? The answer, as we have seen, lies 
in the interaction of science and society. 
As already pointed out (see Section II), 
science is essentially a social product and 
the necessity that motivates science is essen
tially a social necessity, the necessity of 
economic production. Since the needs of 
society are different in different stages of 
social evolution, it is obvious that the 
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methods, theories and techniques of science 
differ at different times. 

Another kind of necessity which governs 
and controls science is what may be termed 
the "inner necessity" of science. This "inner 
necessity" is, by no means something dif
ferent from and independent of the more 
general category of social necessity. The 
inner necessity corresponds to the needs of 
science itself. For example, Newton's law 
of gravitation was the result of a long felt 
need for a kind of synthesis which would 
explain both Galileo's dynamics and 
Kepler's astronomy. Similarly, Quantum 
Mechanics arose as a result of the need to 
explain atomic phenomena. In general, new 
scientific theories appear when the satisfac
tion of such needs become imperative. 

The scientific method of modern times, 
as Russell writes, has three main stages : " 

"The first consists of observing signi
ficant facts, the second, in arriving at a 
hypothesis which, if true, would account 
for these facts; the third, in deducing from 
this hypothesis consequences which can be 
tested by observation". 

The vital question which can be posed 
in regard to this extract is the implication 
of the term "significant". A study of history 
reveals that there does not exist any abso
lute and unchanging measure of the "signi
ficance" of facts in relation to science. In 
fact, this "significance" is time-variant, as 
proved by the fact that different subjects 
get priority at different times. The criterion 
of this "priority" and significance is, as we 
have already seen, social necessity. 

It would be, however, erroneous to re
gard science simply as a kind of beneficial 
agent commissioned to satisfy the needs of 
all men. The division of labour necessitat
ed the division of society into economic 
classes and in the successive social forma
tions, different classes became the rulers. 
Science has always grown so as to be of 
immediate advantage to the ruling classes, 
often to the detriment of the others. The 
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benefits gained by the suppressed classes 
were always incidental." 

It is a common idea amongst the scien
tists of our age that the theories of science 
are logical deductions from experimental 
evidence and that these theories arise solely 
out of observation and nothing else. This 
is an illusion. The very 'logic' of science 
is not an absolute entity, but a changmg 
and relative one. As shown in the study 
of the history of science scientific theories, 
laws and hypotheses in general reflect the 
ideology of the ruling class of the time. 
(There are, however, some exceptions to this 
rule. In some periods of history science 
reflects the ideology of the suppressed 
classes ; but all such periods coincide with 
those of social transformation and revolu
tion. In such periods two equally strong 
ideologies co-exist, not in peace, but in a 
state of conflict. This point will be made 
clear later). This is due to the fact that 
human beings acquire particular thought 
patterns from their respective environments. 
Consequently, a scientist as an active 
member of society possesses a definite 
mode of thought, a mode moulded and 
conditioned by the class he belongs to. 
When the scientist applies his powers of 
thinking to the study of nature, seldom can 
he escape from the limits set up by his 
social restrictions. Accordingly, his science 
becomes only an application of his class 
ideology to the study of nature.'^ As in a 
particular class society, science is practised 
mainly by the ruUng class, the science of a 
particular period reflects the ruling class 
ideology. The fact that scientific ideas are 
derived from more general prevalent ideas 
of the time finds its manifestation in almost 
every scientific theory, many of which have 
been analysed in this article. Science, 
therefore, becomes a part of ideology in 
general, and assumes a class character. 

The class character of science explains 
yet another fact. The diversity of the 
various theories can be grouped into seve-
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ral broad sels. The ditterenl theories and 
laws of each set all contribute to the for
mulation of a working model of the uni
verse ; in other words, these theories fall 
under a huge paradigm. The paradigm is 
transmitted from generation to generation 
by the process of scientific tradition, and 
for the working scientists this provides a 
kind of commitment." 

The paradigms we are talking about are 
but the vast superstructure of class ideo
logies. At any period of time, several para
digms exist parallel to each other, corres
ponding to the several classes practising 
science. As noted before, the science of the 
ruling class proves to be the dominant one, 
and the paradigm of the ruling class forms 
the dominant system. The whole of Greek 
science may be said to fall under the huge 
Aristotelian paradigm which basically re
flected the ideology of the slave owners, 
though this paradigm was feebly opposed 
by an antagonistic system of thought. The 
science between the Renaissance and the 
Quantum Revolution was based on the 
bourgeois ideology. The Quantum Revolu
tion, coupled with the Relativistic Revolu
tion, gave birth to two different and self-
contradicting paradigms and this is due to 
the parallel existence of two equally strong 
economies—socialism and capitalism, and 
consequently two ruling classes. 

From the class content of the paradigms 
of science it is clear that so long as a parti
cular social formation persists, the corres
ponding paradigm persists. The scientisls 
always try to retain their own paradigms 
and to fit natural observations into their 
paradigm. Consequently, as Kuhri notes, 
"the task of a scientist is to apply his para
digm and to bring it closer to nature"."* It 
is, therefore, clear that normal science, ins
tead of promoting change, resists any 
change in concepts. 

A paradigm is not necessarily based 
upon reason and logic, and prompted by 
experimentation (in the case of modern 
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science) ; and it can be safely said that the 
boast of scientists regarding science's rejec
tion of authority is only an illusion. As 
any analysis of the history of science 
reveals, the paradigms upon which science 
is based are drawn from general ideologi
cal superstructure of a particular class, 
partly verifiable, partly mythical and mys
tical where verifications are delusive or 
altogether missing. In this sense, science is 
reduced to nothing but a system of preju
dices of a particular class. 

The great scientific revolutions essen
tially consist of the shattering of the exist
ing paradigm and its replacement by a new 
one. As a paradigm is essentially based on 
a particular class ideology, such a revolu
tion can take place when a growing class 
with its own paradigm has acquired 
enough power to overthrow the ruling class 
and, hence the dominant paradigm. Thus, 
it is expected that scientific revolutions can 
take place only in the process of a general 
socio-economic revolution. This is exactly 
what we find in (he history of science. 
Therefore, the coincidence of the Renais
sance with the bourgeois revolution and 
the Quantum and Relativistic Revolutions 
with the Proletarian Revolution are not 
accidents. 

With a scientific revolution, and conse
quently with the shift of the paradigm, the 
corresponding "significant facts" also 
change and so, new fields of enquiry are 
set up. This explains why different subjects 
get priority at different times, and why the 
science in the socialist countries today is 
basically different from the science in the 
capitalist countries, bolh in methods of 
cognition and application. 

The scientific revolutions do not, how
ever, descend from a vacuum, nor new 
paradigms from nothingness. The ideas of 
the new paradigms are, in fact, bred in the 
older ones. Any paradigm contains a dia
lectical antagonism within itself from its 
very embryonic stage. On the one hand. 
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the paradigm lends to retain itself. On the 
other hand, however, scientific technique 
created by the paradigm, through its mani
fold effects on society, gives rise to new 
problems. The paradigm always tries to 
tackle such problems, but finally a stage 
comes when the conformity and the un
stable equiUbrium tends to break down. 
The scientific techniques, by social trans
formations, coupled with other economic 
causes, give birth to new social forces and 
hence new paradigms. The new paradigm, 
with the new social class, forces its way in 
and finds itself in direct conflict with the 
existing paradigm. In the struggle that 
follows, either the growing paradigm wins, 
resulting in a scientific revolution, or the 
dominant paradigm succeeds in supressing 
the "rebeUion", resulting in an at least 
temporary destruction of the new system 
of ideas, which perhaps comes to power 
later. This dialectical story of science's 
development is found to be manifested in 
the Copemican Revolution, in the Darwi
nian Revolution and more clearly, in the 
Quantum Revolution. 

Thus, in a sense, the history of science 
presents a picture of continuity with occa
sional leaps or violent revolutions, where 
the successive paradigms are born in the 
womb of the preceding ones. 

We have just experienced one of the 
greatest scientific revolutions of history. 
Newtonian Mechanics has been dethroned 
no doubt, but the replacement by Quantum 
Mechanics and Relativity is only partial. 
Problems still remain unsolved. At an 
earlier stage, both Quantum Mechanics and 
Relativity seemed to be the "final" truth 
about nature. Recent researches have, how
ever, revealed that something has gone 
wrong. It seems that the burning problems 
cannot be solved by modifications and al
terations within the framework of the 
Quantum Mechanical paradigm. What is 
needed is but another Scientific Revolution 
which inevitably involves a complete demo

lition of the Quantum Mechanical systeni. 
There is aiso a similar situation in Biology. 
The question of the origin of man, together 
witn me question wheiner life can be at 
all expressed in terms of numbers is one of 
the enigmas of the modern age. 

Thus we have seen that science is not, 
and cannot be the mere purposeless pursuit 
of the curious man in search of "pure" 
knowledge and absolute "truth". Nor is 
science for the sake of science. On the 
contrary, our analysis suggests that science 
is a social phenomenon, piloted by social 
necessity, that scientific theories are condi
tioned by social environment. This realisa
tion that science, like everything else, has a 
social and hence class character contributes 
overwhelmingly to the liberation of reality 
from illusion. 
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Civilisation—its Origins and Constituents 

Sipra Ganguly 
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event, which, according to the late Professor 
Gordon Childe,' occurred 500,000 years, or 
perhaps 350,000 years ago, or 300,000 
years ago according to Toynbee .̂ Man had 
to travel a long way through the Paleo
lithic and Neolithic Ages before he passed 
from neolithic barbarianism to the state of 
civilisation. It is surprising that man, sur
rounded on all sides by beasts, far superior 
to him in physical strength, did survive to 
become civilised and to master the earth. 
Our pre-historic ancestors had to struggle 
hard for their very existence and every 
faltering step forward had to be taken 
through a painstaking process of trial and 
error, which taxed their ingenuity and 
presented numerous difficulties to be sur
mounted. Ultimately, it was resourceful
ness that saved man. He made up for what 
he lacked in physical strength by construct
ing tools to aid him in whatever job he 
undertook to do. Compared to the length 
of time for which man has existed, civilisa
tion is a recent development. Primitive 
societies had to reach a certain stage of 
development in every field before they 
could be called civiUsed. This naturally 
raises the question what is civilisation, and 
what are its conditions and factors. 

"Civilisation is social order promoting 
cultural creation"—this is how Will Durant 
has defined this rather difficult term. He 
has further stated that four elements con
stitute civilisation : economic stability, 
political organisation, moral traditions and 
the pursuit of knowledge and the arts.̂  All 
these factors presuppose a high degree of 
development, which many races in all 
parts of the world have been unable to 
achieve in spite of their continued residence 
in a particular area and the subsequent 
contacts they have established with so-
called 'civilised' societies. In some cases, 
this failure may be attributed to geographi
cal and climatic conditions, which affect 
civilisation. Peoples of the Saharan 
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deserts, for example, had to direct all their 
energies towards the procurement of food, 
and hence, could make hardly any move
ment towards the development of civilisa
tion. We may also note, that the first seats 
of civilisation were in great river-valleys, 
which were ideal for agriculture and 
settled habitation. 

With the introduction of cultivation, 
and the domestication of animals, the first 
steps towards economic stability were 
taken, for with these, were established a 
steady source of food, which is the primary 
need of man. It is prudent to provide for 
the future and with agriculture, such pru
dence could be exercised. Grain stored in 
granaries enabled man to tide over lean 
periods, and gave them opportunity to 
devote his attention to other activities. 

Economic development was spurred by 
the discovery of fire, which man's inge
nuity employed in a thousand ways—in 
the forging of tools, implements and wea
pons, the making of pottery, etc. "Industry 
began with fire".^ The invention of the 
wheel opened up a whole new field of 
transport and communication, and ushered 
in an era of trade. The discovery of copper 
played its part in building up industry. 
These were the most important discoveries 
of mankind. Today, we are so well 
acquainted with them that we take them 
for granted. Yet, as Gordon Childe has 
remarked, no invention of the historic 
period can equal the importance of these 
that led men from the barbarism of pre
historic days towards the sophistication of 
later historic times. 

The ingenuity of primitive man 
equalled, if it did not exceed, that of 
modern man—the latter's advantage being 
in his fund of accumulated knowledge, his 
advanced tools and implements. If modern 
man prides himself upon his interest in 
sophisticated scientific research, primitive 
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man showed greater intrepidity in facing 
intimidating situations with little to rely on 
but his brain! 

The mechanism of transport, the 
growth of trade, and the medium of ex
change devised by human intelligence ful
filled the basic economic needs of man. 
Subsequent developments in this field have 
not contributed further modes of economic 
progress, but rather elaborated the existing 
ones. Thus, from mere self-sufficiency, 
primitive societies graduated to accumu
lated wealth, and had in this a firm eco
nomic basis. 

Primitive man was basically anti-social 
but he co-operated with others because he 
realised early in his career, that isolation 
endangered his personal safety, and because 
more could be achieved by working with 
others than by working alone. Thus, in 
spite of his natural inclination, he had to 
form society. The earliest form of social 
organisation was the clan, a group of 
related families occupying a common tract 
of land. In the days of the 'hunting' man, 
the clan lived in a simple communistic 
organisation. This mode of life was encou
raged by the risk and danger under which 
its members lived. But with setrted agri
culture the institution of private property 
came into existence. Man laid claim to the 
piece of land he tilled, and the crops he 
cultivated. With this individualism, com
pletely in keeping with his natural inclina
tion towards self-advancement, the primi
tive communism of early societies came to 
an end. 

Yet survival necessitates co-operation, 
and more advanced political organisation 
was necessary to maintain this co-opera
tion. Clans united to form a tribe under a 
common chief. The greed for new hunting 
grounds and new tillage made war neces
sary. War instituted the king and the state. 

War played an important part in the 
evolution of the state. "A herd of blonde 
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beasts of prey", says Nietzsche, "a race of 
conquerors and masters, with all this war
like organisation, and all its organizing 
power, pounces with its terrible claws upon 
a population in members possibly tremen
dously superior, but as yet formless . . . 
such is the origin of the state."' The pre
paration for war forced a nation to orga
nize itself in order to face its opponents 
and, having defeated them, to organize the 
vanquished peoples into a position of 
inferiority. 

Born of force the state endeavoured to 
maintain peace within itself, by enacting 
laws and enforcing them, and welding 
together conflicting groups into a complex 
structure. Its objects were to protect the 
individual and his property, and to punish 
those who transgressed the law. "Human 
beings find it profitable", says Russell, "to 
live in communities, but their desires, 
unlike those of bees in a hive remain 
largely individual; hence arises the diflB-
culty of social life and the need of the 
government. . . . Government is neces
sary; without it a very small percentage of 
the population of civilised countries could 
hope to survive, and that, in a state of 
pitiable destitution."' 

Let us now analyse the moral elements 
of civilisation. No society can exist without 
some moral rules regulating the conduct of 
human beings towards each other. There is 
in man an urge towards social co-operation 
in the form of sympathy. This, however, is 
overshadowed by his innate selfish propen-
sites. As man became more intelligent the 
danger arose that he would lose his newly-
acquired intellectual powers for achieving 
his selfish ends, which could be detrimental 
to society. Man, however, felt that he was 
confronted by the will of society as express
ed in moves, taboos and customs, and to 
these he had to submit. In course of time, 
"by long repetition, these customs became 
second nature to the individual, so that the 
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violation of them made him feel a certain 
fear and something like shame, which 
(according to some), is the origin of cons
cience"." The force of these customs was 
strengthened by religious dogmas and prac
tices, believed to be the commands of the 
gods. So the rise of the primitive religions, 
with their mythologies, kept individualism 
within limits, and gave opportunities for 
the social urge in man to grow stronger as 
he became more enlightened. This accord
ing to Bergson is the first of the two 
sources of religion and morality "a conser
vative influence which kept duly acquired 
intelligence from becoming destructive"." 

Bergson speaks also of a second source 
of morality. The weight of custom was 
likely to threaten human progress. This 
could be detrimental to the interests of 
society. This was prevented by a higher 
source of morality and religion, which, 
according to Bergson is intuition." The 
great reformers and moral leaders of man
kind discovered by intuition the defects in 
an existing social system and endeavoured 
to bring about changes and to lift society to 
a higher moral plane. 

From the earliest times, man had been 
fascinated by the mysteriousness of nature, 
which he could not control, but which 
exerted a profound influence on his life. 
The roots of religion lie, therefore, in his fear 
of the unknown, and also in his worship of 
powers which he himself does not possess. 
Most primitive religions found expression 
in animism, the belief in spirits behind the 
forces of Nature, and led to the worship of 
gods. The gods had to be propitiated in 
order to prevent calamities. Primitive man 
revered the gods, and religion could in
fluence him more than science or reason 
could. Since religion had so much power 
over him, and could easily command his 
obedience, political forces utilised such 
beliefs to enforce their authority. Most 
states have, therefore, cloaked their autho-
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rity in a garb of religion, and thus ensured 
the unquestioning obedience of their 
subjects. 

Finally, we come to the intrinsic ele
ments of civilisation. The human species 
is distinguished by the possession of an 
enlarged brain and exceptional intelligence. 
This has enabled him to create not only 
material culture, but also to pursue the 
finer arts that are the embellishment and 
enrichment of life. 

The unique achievement of man is his 
invention of language, ascribing conven
tional meanings to the sounds he utters, 
and identifying them with the objects of the 
external world.'" Through language, man" 
was able to transmit his knowledge to his 
descendants. Language thus added education, 
which is one of the most important elements 
of civilisation. Language is essential to clear 
thinking, the exercise of reason and the 
play of the mind. With the invention of 
writing, the transmission of knowledge 
became easier and surer, and we found a 
new way to perpetuate our heritage. 

The greatest benefit conferred by 
language and writing was the formation 
and transmission of ideologies." Ideologies, 
once adopted, have dictated men's actions 
in society. But history shows that unless 
ideologies are in keeping with the economic 
and material progress of societies, they are 
likely to be discredited, although in some 
cases not before they have brought ruin 
upon society. 

Society has derived other benefits from 
the invention of speech and writing. The 
external child in man has always liked to 
listen to stories, and this simple desire has 
resulted in the cultivation of literature, 
ever nutured by the gifted story-tellers of 
every race. Through literature, man has 
sought to reenact the drama of life, to 
potray its passions and its strangeness, and 
to reveal the sublimity which sometimes 
lurks in its unobtrusive corners. The 
speculative side of man takes delight in 
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dwelling on the problems of metaphysics 
and philosophers have woven fabrics of 
fantastic ideas to explain what appears to 
be inexplicable. A more successful applica
tion of reason is found in the scientific 
speculations of man, and in the develop
ment of the sciences that enable him to 
know and control nature. Yet man's crea
tive exuberance is not exhausted by these 
intellectual pursuits. It finds its highest ex
pression ill artistic creation—through pain
ting, sculpture, architecture and music. 

The worship of beauty is as old as 
mankind itself. The norms of beauty dif
fer from -age to age, from country to 
country, even from individual to individual. 
Yet man has always stopped to admire 
what pleased him by its form, colour or 
texture, and in seeking to create beauty, he 
expresses some of the deeper impulses of 
civilised man. Art originated simply : the 
trademark of the potter gave way to em
bellishment, painted clay provided inspira
tion for works of greater dimension. The 
appreciation of beauty has been expressed 
in a thousand ways : while temples, 
magnificently sculptured have shown the 
heights to which man's genius may rise, the 
tiny tooled beads with which he adorns 
himself reveal a taste for the delicate and 
refined. Not only has he created works of 
beauty that gladden the eye, but he has 
also woven sound into melodies that 
delight the ear. 

Literature, arts and sciences—these are 
not the essentials of life. Numerous races 
all over the world have not even approach
ed the level of culture that produces them 
—and they are perfectly satisfied with their 
lives ! But these are richer adornments 
without which life would be intolerably 
mundane. Human beings are blessed with 
imagination and creativity : as soon as 
some measure of organisation and stability 
has been achieved, these creative impulses 
burst forth almost in spite of themselves, 
to illuminate and colour life with a rich 
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variety and fruitfulness. Man's superior 
intellectual powers, having solved the 
problems of survival, turn towards the 
higher achievements, and in the realisation 
of these is civihsation sublimated. Hence, 
what distinguishes the primitive "barba
rian" society from the "civilised" is the 
intellectual achievement of the latter. 
Economic stability and political order are 
not in themselves enough to raise primitive 
society to the status of civilisation. But 
these are conducive to the arts of peace, 

literature, science and 
ennobling aspects of 
forth naturally from 

and philosophy and 
art, which are the 
civilisation, blossom 
them. 

It must be noted, however, that the eco
nomic field was the one which first showed 
the greatest development in ancient days. 
Indeed, the origins of political development 
may be traced in it to some extent. That is 
why many primitive "barbarian' societies 
may show a degree of economic develop
ment and some measure of political organi
sation. Even the rude beginnings of artistic 
achievement may be found in the painted 
pottery and the cave paintings of such 
societies. But as long as the primitive 
society rests on the basis or rural organisa
tion, it cannot develop civilisation, for 
civilisation is the product of the city and 
cannot thrive in the village.'- The growth 
of cities is fostered by the development of 
industry. Hence it presupposes a wealthy 
economy, an agricultural organisation which 
is able to support the population of the 
city, and an intelligent and skilful indus
trial class. City life is naturally more com
plex than village life, and to fulfil its 
various needs, a complicated structure of 
specialised industrialisation arises. From 
industrialisation to trade is but a step. The 
city, therefore, soon becomes the focal 
point of a healthy and vigorous form of 
life. The men of skill and superior intelli
gence, the priests and politicians, the phi
losophers and artisans collect here, are 
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thrown together in a complex environment, 
and react upon each other. The process of 
association, the liniiing up of sets of human 
experience, give rise to a contemplative 
excitement and that excitement is canalised 
into concrete forms which may be enjoyed 
by all. The exchange of ideas, the aware
ness and appreciation of beauty are the 
stimuli that spur man on towards higher 
cultural activity. This is why rural organi
sation, much simpler, yet at a far lower 
level of development, can itself never pro
duce civilisation. 

Another factor for the development of 
civilisation is the continued occupation of 
a single place of habitation, for continuity 
brings stability. This is stressed in H. G. 
Wells' definition of civilisation: "Civilisa
tion the settlement of men upon an area 
continuously cultivated and possessed, who 
live in buildings continuously inhabited, 
under a common rule and a common city, 
or citadel.'"^ It is for this reason that 
nomadic tribes with a precarious economy, 
are scarcely able to produce civilisation. 

Yet, in the development of civilisation, 
the racial elemejit is of small importance. 
As Toynbee has pointed out, in his analy
sis of the element of "challenge and res
ponse", civilisations have constantly been 
challenged by other societies and races, and 
have reacted upon each other variously.^^ 
The Harappan civilisation of the Indus 
Valley, for example, was subjected to the 
challenge of the invading hordes of Aryans. 
In this case, it could not stand the shock 
of the invasion yet although it perished 
materially, it continued to exercise its 
influence upon the Aryan Society for 
generations. Sometimes, a civilisation 
cannot withstand the challenge of the inva
der, and disappears completely; in other 
cases, it is the invader that adopts the 
culture of the vanquished. But it is through 
this element of "challenge and response" 
that civilisations have been destroyed, 
transformed or renewed. Hence Toynbee 
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describes it as the most important element 
of civilisation. 

History illustrates how difficult it was 
for man to evolve civilisation in all its 
aspects—witness the many . centuries of 
struggle that preceded the appearance of 
the Egyptian, Sumerian and Harappan 
civilisations. History also points out how 
fragile civilisation is how, in spite of the 
many elements that enter into its evolution, 
a single blow is sufficient to destroy it. 
Nature's vagaries or the whims of aggres
sive forces, the exhaustion of natural 
resources, the moral decay of a people, the 
lack of leadership, or even a defeatist phi
losophy or an unsuitable ideology is enough 
to bring down the structure created by all 
the skill and ingenuity that man can com
mand. The forces of destruction have no 
regard for the hard-won achievements of 
man, and may irrevocably ruin the work of 
centuries in a matter of years. But man's 
spirit is indomitable and civilisation is 
based on his dynamism. In spite of adverse 
circumstances which may destroy a civili
sation, man will build again, through 
higher planes because he will not accept 
defeat because his nature precludes stagna
tion. 
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The Report of the Publication Secretary 

Swapan Chakravorty 

The Foreword to our last issue was quite 
certain about the magazine having a regular 
publication. Matters took an ironic turn 
this year, with a phenomenal increase in 
the cost of paper and printing accompany
ing a fifty percent cut in the budget. The 
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discretion of the Principal might have 
pulled us through this time, but that is 
hardly an enduring solution. Some means 
of increasing the funds must be found out 
if the Presidency College Magazine is to 
survive. 
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Obviously, our plans had to be less 
ambitious this year. But we endeavoured 
to remain fairly uncompromising regarding 
the quality of die contributions. The stale 
complaint about being high-browed has been 
answered in the Editorial. Somehow, Presi
dency College manages to get the magazine 
it deserves. 

Litde could have been achieved without 
the precious guidance of Sri Arun Kumar 
Das Gupta, our professor-in-charge. Sri 
B a i d y a n a t h Mukhopadhyaya and Siri 
Sukanto Chaudhuri also provided valuable 
help and suggestions. Genuine co-operation 
from students was rare. 

This year, Edward Farley Oaten, that 
one-time professor of History whose name 
has become inalienably linked with the 
career of Netaji, died in England. We also 
mourn the death of Sachchidananda 
Bhattacharya, who taught History in the 
College, and Prof. Niranjan Dey of the 
Geography department. 

News reached us this year that Prof. T. 
S. Sterling, who spent a number of years 
here as teacher of English, has left Rs. 
1,57,551 in his wUl for the needy scholars of 
Presidency College. This inspiring gesture 
speaks for itself. 

This year we proudly celebrate the 50th. 
anniversary of the publication of Prof. 
Satyen Bose's theory (the celebrated Bose 
Statistics) by Albert Einstein. We also 
welcome the proposal for founding an 
Institute for Theoretical Physics in Calcutta 
to be named after him. 

We are also proud to note that a former 
editor and secretary of this magazine, Ajit 
Nath Roy, has been appointed Chief Justice 
of India. 

The distinguished economist, Prof. 
Amartya Sen visited the colkge on Decem
ber 8, 1973. He deli\cred a lecture on "The 
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Monotonicity of the Present Value Func
tion". 

Prof. Amiya Bagclii, who was Head of 
the Department of Economics, has left for 
Cambridge to work on some aspects of eco
nomic development. 

Prof. Bhupatimohan Sen, one-time principal 
of this college, has been awarded the 
Padmabhusan. The aged and universally 
respected professor has little to gain by this 
late recognition, but we feel that the award 
itself has been thus honoured. 

The Physics Association: 

The students of the Physics department 
have formed The Physics Association. 
Its aim, the organizers wishes me to 
state, is to promote free thinking and 
scientific enquiry. It intends to hold 
seminars and film-shows, and to pub
lish a wall-magazine regularly. Representa
tives of the Association held a discussion 
with Prof. P. T. Laiidsberg, the distinguish
ed scientist, during his recent stay at Cal
cutta. The Association also arranged a 
lecture to celebrate the 5Dth anniversary of 
the discovery of Bose Statistics, Prof. 
Shyamal Sengupta lectured in Bengali. 

The Students' Union: 

Lack of space prevents us from publish
ing a detailed account of the Union's acti
vities. What follows is a brief resume and 
omissions are inevitable. After our last 
issue went to press, a seminar on Higher 
Education was held at the college audi
torium. Prof. D. P. Chattopadhyaya, Union 
Minister, Prof. Amiya Bagchi, Prof. N. C. 
Basu Ray Chaudhuri and Prof. Barun Dc 
were among the speakers. 

This year, the Debating Society organiz
ed an intra-college debate competition. 
Palasli Baran Pal Majumdar (2nd Year, 
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Physics) was declared the best speaker. He 
opposed thu motion Democracy is the Ideal 
Form of Society. Manojit Dasgupta (Eco
nomics) was the best speaker at this year's 
Freshers' Debate. The motion was The 
Society is for the Individual rather than the 
Individual for the Society. Sudhangshu 
Dasgupta, Satyesh Chakraborty, Indrajit 
Gupta and Kalyan Chatterjee were the in
vited speakers at the annual Past vs. Present 
Exhibition Debate. The subject this time 
was The Proletariat alone can see Society in 
its Reality. The annual inter-coUegiatc 
debate competition had to be postponed 
since, for some reason, the microphones 
failed to work. The organizers, however, 
must accept the major share of the blame. 
Our debaters won the competitions organiz
ed by the Calcutta University Institute and 
the Youth Combination. They also did 
well at the debates held by Lady Brabourne 
College, Jadavpur University, Loreto House, 
and the All India Radio, Yuvabani. Our 
team also won the second prize at the Quiz 
Competition held at the American Univer
sity Center. The Debating Society may 
perform better if the college purchases the 
necessary amplifying equipment. A similar 
suggestion made in our 1956-57 issue had 
been futile. 

The inertia of the Drama section is 
difficult to explain. Only one Bengali one-
act play was presented at the Freshers' 
Welcome. It was a singular flop since all 
the actors were uniformly inaudible. The 
college authorities must do something to 
improve the acoustic arrangement of the 
auditorium. 

The Rabindra Parishad presented a pro
gramme entitled 'Sharodtsab' the purpose of 
which remained obscure till the end. Earlier, 
its celebration of the birth anniversary of 
Tagore had been fairly successful. Ashoke-
taru Bandopadhaya gave a recital of songs 
of Tagore. 

The Social Service unit, as usual, did 
little worth its name. Its funds were made 
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mailable to a needy student. The Union 
presented a Variety Entertainment in aid ol' 
the distressed students of the college. It was 
preceded by a collection-drive which, unfor
tunately, evoked a disheartening response. 
Students also collected money for flood-
relief. 

Increased student participation was a 
novel feature of the College Social and the 
Freshers' Welcome this year. The effect, 
however was not uniformly inspiring. The 
programme was inaugurated by Sri Saugoto 
Ray, a former student of the college. The 
Union presented an enlightening Seminar 
on the Bengali Theatre. Sri Shombhu Mitra 
and Sri Rudraprasad Sengupta were the 
speakers. Dr. Haraprasad Mitra presided. 
A film on the anti-apartheid struggle in 
South Africa and Mozambique was shown 
at the Physics Lecture Gallery. A show of 
some Czech films was also presented by 
the Union. 

Amit Banerji (outgoing 3rd yr.. His
tory) won the intra-college table-tennis 
tournament held at the commonroom. The 
problems of the Girls' Common Room are 
in desperate need of attention. 

Wliile admitting its failures, the Union 
intends to point out that it could have done 
better with better funds and co-operation. 
In view of the paucity of both, the little it 
has done seems admirable. 

An Appeal : 

Next year, the 60th issue of the Presi
dency College Magazine is due to be pub
lished. The fund at the disposal of the 
college, we are aware, is hopelessly inade
quate to meet the needs of our Diamond 
Jubilee issue. We appeal to all quarters— 
to the Education Department of West Ben
gal in particular—to help us in finding a 
way out of the crisis. We insist that the sur
vival of the Presidency College Magazine 
should be the collective concern of all who 
have love or regard for the college. 
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Notes on Yours Affectionately, K. Zachariah 

Letter 1 is dated Kurial, Tiruvalla, Trav., 
21.5. [1923]. 

Letter 2, para 2 : 'The Mahomedan girl', 
Syeda Khower Sultan Muwayyidzada 

of Diocesan College, stood second in 
Class I in the B.A. History Honours 
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examination of the Calcutta University 
in 1923. Nareschandra Ray, 'the Scottish 
Churches man', came third. 

Letter 4, para 1 : 'Our lost first place' was 
recovered by Mr. Sushilchandra Chatter-
jee, the lecepient of these letters. He 
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was also Secretary, Presidency College 
Historical Society. 

Letter 4. para 2 : 'Dr. Ghoshal', that is, 
Dr. Upendranath Ghoshal. He was a 
member of the History Department, 
Presidency College, 1909-14, 1919-40. 
He had already published The History 
of Hindu Political Theories (Calcutta, 
1922). 

Letter 7, para 1 : Bibhuti Bhusan Banerji : 
Mr. Chatterjee does not remember him. 

Letter 8 was written on board Carinthia. a 
Lloyd Triestino passenger liner. 

Letter 8, para 4, and letter 9, para 1 : The 
first impressions of Greece were nostal
gically recalled in 'A Fortnight in 
Greece', Presidency College Magazine, 
Dec. 1927 (repr. in the Golden Jubilee 
number of the Magazine, 1964). 

Letter 9, para 2 : Zachariah had been at 
Merton College, Oxford (1912-15) on a 
Government of India scholarship. He 
became a legend by taking a First in 
History with eleven alphas and two 
alpha-betas out of a total of thirteen 
papers. 

Letter 9, para 2 : 'Prof. H. K. Banerji', 
that is. Prof. Hiran Kumar Banerjee of 
the Department of English, Presidency 
College, 1924-26, 1928-41. His publica-

• tions include Henry Fielding (Oxford, 
1929). 

Letter 9, para 4 : Mr. Chatterjee did well 
enough : he came first in the M.A. 
examination in History in 1927. 

Letter 9, P.S. ; Mr. Haripada Maitra, a 
classmate of Mr. Chatterjee's, never 
studied agriculture ; he retired as 
Superintendent, Land Acquisition Tribu
nal, West Bengal. 

Letter 9, P.S. : 'Prof. Coyajee' : the 
reference is to Prof, (later. Sir) Jahangir 
C. Coyajee who taught Economics at 
Presidency College, 1911-30, and was 
Principal, 1930-31. 

Letter 10, para 1 : 'It is brave, hopeful 
men like you that keep the world going 
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around, not cowards like me who 
shrink from doubtful adventures !'— 
Kuruvilla finally took the plunge in 
1929 ; the bride was Miss Shanti Dey, 
who had been his student in the post
graduate class of the Calcutta University. 
She was placed fourth in Class 1 in the 
M.A. examination in 1927. 

Letter 11 : Professor of History at Presi
dency College since 1916, Zachariah 
went to Hooghly Mohsin College as 
Principal in 1930. 

Letter 11, para 2 : 'Baby', Zachariah's first 
son George, now works as an architect 
for a Swedish ship-building firm at 
Gothenburg. 

Letter 12, para 2 : Zachariah's History of 
Hooghly College. 1836-1936 (B.G. Press. 
Alipore, 1936) marked the College's 
centenary and is still a model of modern 
Indian historical writing. 

The interested reader will find more 
information about Kuruvilla Zachariah 
(1890-1955) in K. Zachariah, A Short 
Memoir (Madras, 1961), published by 
members of his family and consisting 
mainly of contributions by his many 
friends and admirers in India and 
abroad, and in the appreciations written 
by four of his students, Narendra 
Krishna Sinha, Ajit Nath Ray, Susobhan 
Chandra Sarkar, and (anonymously) 
Tarak Nath Sen, and published in the 
Presidency College Magazine, respec
tively in Jan. 1948, June 1955 (College 
Centenary Commemoration number), 
1964 (Golden Jubilee number) and in 
the Presidency College, Calcutta, Cente
nary Volume, 1955. 

Nilmoni Mukherjee 
Hiren Chakrabarti 

For unavoidable reasons these Notes could 
not come immediately below the letters. We 
regret any inconvenience caused to readers. 
—Editor. 
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The magazine had practically iieared completion when on 4th February came 
the news that Professor Satyendranath Bose had passed into the unknown beyond. 
We decided to hold up the magazine for some time to pay our tribute to Prof. 
Bose. Through the following article, written by a young physicist, we pay our 
humble homage to the man who was a legend in his life-time.—Editor 





Prof. S. N. Bose 
a personal tribute 

Jishnu Dey 

1 feel small to write about a great man 
of the stature of Professor Bose. Great 
people have written about him, from 
Einstein to Sudershan, from Tagore to 
my father. 1 have not known him for half 
as long as my father ; and even though I 
may understand Bose's scientific papers 
better than my father that is poor consola
tion. For as all know Prof. Bose was "a 
tall scientist ; the humanist in him stands 
even taller." 

In the January 1974 issue of Science 
Today there is a very stimulating section 
on Prof. Bose to which I shall often refer. 
In this Girijapati Bhattacharya had written 
the sentence ending the previous paragraph 
in the present tense. It is now in the past, 
the past in which we had original thinking, 
original creative work : Sudhindra Nath 
Datta, Jamini Roy and Satyendranath Bose. 
Literature. Art and Science to them was 
something linked with social phenomenon. 
To quote Prof. Bose : "When we were 
students then nationalism was flooding 
the country. We thought, let us see 
if we can do any thing for the country 
by reading Science. So we started." 
This, as I had remarked in a Bengali note 
a decade back, partly explains the crowd
ing of Prof. Bose, M. N. Saha, N. R. Sen, 
G. C. Ghose, G. K. Mukherjee, S. R. Bose 
and so many others in the same batch. 

But neither Jamini Roy nor Satyen Bose 
were amateurish in their love for their 
country as some of our nationalist politi
cians were. So naturally they were critical. 
Critical of our independence, our allegiance 
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lo English culture, our imitation of western 
society. Even during his birthday broad
cast Prof. Bose was criticising All India 
Rad'io. To me, this critical spirit and this 
idea of social linkage characterizes the 
spirit of Prof. Satyendranath. 

Yes, Sudhin Datta and Dhurjatiprosad, 
Jamini Roy and Satyendranath Bose—my 
father had greatly cared for these people. 
But I had not come to know Prof. Bose 
through my father, in a way it came more 
naturally. He was always for the down
trodden. Let me relate the circumstances. 

My mother had worked in a South 
Calcutta school for almost two decades. 
Her day was spent in the school. Late 
evening and even during sleep she was 
mentally working for the school. Then 
she was forced to resign. She was grief-
stricken. I remember, it was the first sum
mer vacation of my life when everyday my 
mother was cooking our food. It was so 
unusual ! But this is not an unusual fate 
for many devoted School teachers. 

Then one day a reply-paid telegram 
came and I heard my father tell my mother 
that when such a great man as Prof. Bose 
asks one to do something one should not 
back out. 

* * * 
So my mother abandoned her diffi

dence and agreed to leave her home and 
went to Santiniketan to teach. When I 
went to stay with her during my holidays, 
I met Professor Bose. I was reading science 
in school and was an enthusiastic listener 
of Western and Eastern classical music. It 
was the best introduction for a young boy 
to Prof. Bose. 
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in fact from my interest in music, I 
used to fiddle around with our gramophone. 
When Prof. Bose_ came to know this he 
asked me to read Physics. First in 
Presidency College and then in Jadavpur 
under Prof. Shyamadas Chatterjee, well 
known for his experimental skill. Well, 
when a great man like Prof. Bose asks, 
one has to 

* * * 
He was thoughtful and kind to all. 

Unbelievable as it may sound, the great 
scientist used to spend hours with a school 
boy, discussing Physics of music. I had 
two preoccupations in Santiniketan. In the 
morning, I would go to Rabindra Sadan, 
where on Tagore's piano. Miss Schonberger, 
organist from Koln Cathedral, would play 
Bach and Beethoven, "to keep her practice." 
And in the hot afternoon, wet from a 
bath, the white hair dripping. Prof. Bose 
would play on the Esraj and talk, about 
Physics, music, friends, stories, experi
ments. May be to keep his practice . . . . 

Because Santiniketan was also a most 
amateurish Institution run on strange 
methods ; the Utopian dream of another 
great thinker, it had lost its touch with 
reality, as Tagore passed away. 

Sudhin Ghose, nephew of Rashbehari 
Ghose who was smuggled out of the 
country in his youth, after some terrorist 
incident, was a great friend of Prof. Bose. 
He was well known as a teacher and a 
novelist in Oxford—but was of course little 
known here. He also could not refuse 
Prof. Bose and came to Santiniketan. 

As Head of the English Department 
Sudhin Ghose used to work hard and my 
mother and some others in the English 
Department used to admire his work. This 
was found to be intolerable. In the first 
score outsiders to Santiniketan should not 
work there. And if they work hard, it is 
worse, for it hurts insiders. So they beat 
up Sudhin Ghose, he ultimately lost an 
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eye, left for England and died there. 1 
think in 1962. 

Later on, of course, Tagore's "nature" 
has been "protected" from extremists by 
grotesque fences and when the doors are 
open the garden is not and vice versa. The 
noted litterateur Annada Shanker Roy 
finally left the place after a few decades of 
retired life there as he found the place 
unlivable. 

« >i> * 

But why blame Visva-Bharathi alone ? 
Only the other day we were wondering 
how little we know about one who was 
perhaps the most significant scientific figure 
of our country. In Science Today E. C. G. 
Sudershan speaks about the Master, mean
ing Einstein, failing the student, Bose. But 
is it Einstein alone ? Haven't we all failed 
him more or less ? Those who are callous 
to his work often vaguely say that Bose's 
greatness is in pleasing Einstein. But 
actually, we have been engaged in investi
gating his contribution, in the Physics 
Department of Presidency College recently 
—thanks to Prof. A. K. Raychaudhury and 
Prof. S. Sengupta. And it seems to us that 
Bose's contribution in 1924 is a bold and 
intuitive jump into quantum physics which 
was not, in a sense, very much farther 
clarified by Einstein. The clarification 
came in 1926-27 principally in Dirac's 
paper. Einstein's application to gases was 
prompted by Louis de Broglie's idea of 
matter waves—i.e. similarity of photons 
and material wave-particles. Louis, 
who was Bose's close friend in Paris in 
1924. In that sense certainly Einstein could 
have, as pointed out by Sudershan, asked 
Bose to apply his own law to gas particles. 

It is also true that Bose did not again 
write on radiation after Einstein's dissent 
on his second paper although there is men
tion of a third paper apparently approved 
by Langerin in his letter to Einstein pub
lished on this matter. The induced emis
sion may very well be a experimentally 
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verified statistically observed phenomenon. 
But from the point of view of the elemen
tary particle physicist, the decay of a reso
nant excitation, for example, is purely a 
matter of internal dynamics. This then 
must be treated on a different footing from 
the gross collective absorption and emis
sion induced by the external photon density. 
It is probably in this general sense that 
Prof. Bose had expressed his desire that the 
critical physical community of today should 
revisit his objections to Einstein's induced 
emission. 

I remember in Santiniketan he was 
explaining something to me. There was 
perhaps a careless mistake in some step 
and I was seeking to help him to put it 
right. My father, who was in the room 
was shocked at the idea of a schoolboy 
daring to correct Prof. Bose. But, Prof. 
Bose emphasized, this is quite in order. It 
was this spirit, this critical spirit that is his 
great contribution to us. To quote again 
from Science Today : " 'Never accept an 
idea as long as you yourself are not satisfied 
with its consistency just because it has 
been said by someone in authority." (N. D. 
Sengupta—p. 42) 

Last when I saw him conscious a few 
months back, I was telling him I am find
ing interest in Quantum Theory of Measure
ment and some other such epistemological 
problems of Quantum Mechanics. I was 
asking him about his friend Louis de Broglie 
who is now very active in this field. Some 
of Louis' concepts are fascinating—for 
example his demonstration that one can 
assign entropy to waves and states and 
then monochromatic waves and stationary 
states represent maximum entropy. Hence 
their abundance in present day Quantum 
Mechanics. 

We went into a very lively discussion 
with him in a reminiscent mood but un
fortunately some unwanted visitors butted 
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in. "Continue reading along this line" was 
his last advice when I left. Of course, when 
Prof. Bose asks one to do something one 
should not back out. 

Europe and America are now alive to 
these basic problems of Quantum Mecha
nics. And it seems to me that the idea of 
indistinguishability, which was vaguely 
there in Prof. Bose's 1924 paper, making 
him consider photons not as discrete 
particles but lather as a continuum to be 
distributed in discrete cells—this is the 
most universally accepted idea in Quantum 
Mechanics. Others like duality and com
plementarity stand to critical revision. 
Steps in these direction are desrcibed for 
example in the 1972 Italian 'Enrico Fermi' 
school, notably in Wigner's opening sum
mary. A smashing blow to duality has 
been dealt by Afred Lande in his New 
Foundations of Quantum Mechanics. 
Another most interesting book is the 1971 
volume for the 80th birthday of Prof. 
Lande. In that among a host of critical 
papers is one by Bondi from which I quote 
my finale : 

"The notion of identity of atoms is so 
appealing because it seems to simplify the 
picture of the world . . . we accept with 
the notion of their identity a limitation of 
our potential knowledge and accept the 
notion of indistinguishable objects. This, 
fundamental idea of quantum statistics is 
thus already inherent in Dalton's work. In 
a course on quantum theory Bose Statistics 
could thus he derived at a very early 
staf;e . . . . We thus arrive at a point so 
strikingly and clearly put by Popper when 
he said that quantum theory gave statistical 
answers because it asked statistical ques
tions. The prediction of non-identical 
behaviour of identical individuals can be 
carried out only in a statistical manner." 

The guideline of this mode of thought 
for the future then comes from Prof. Bose. 
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Our Contributors 

Amal Bhattacharji : ex-student ; former suspicious about her civilization and 
Professor of English. constituents. 

Atindra Mohan Goon : ex-student; Head 
of the Department of Statistics. 

Jishnu Dey : ex-student ; teaches Physics 
in the College. 

Shlrshendu Chakrabarti : former student 
of English ; presently studying at the Delhi 
University. 

Sipra Ganguly : student of second-year 
History; slander-mongers observe that she 
somehow misses, to borrow her own phrase, 
the culminating point in the process of 
biological evolution. We, however, are less 

Sumit Ranjan Das : student of second-year 
Physics ; there is hardly a match for this 
midget-sized wonder, if only because of the 
highly resonant cavity that is his head. 

Supriya Dasgupta : former student of 
English ; now studying at Oxford. 

Swapan Chakravorty : student of second-
year, English ; capricious intellectualism 
could be his creed, not that it lends his 
intellect any credence; takes active but 
futile interest in politics ; quizzical, musical 
and debatable. 
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